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Daníel Bjarnason

COVER PHOTO  
Rut Sigurðardóttir

ABOUT THE PICTURE
We shot this portrait of 
Daníel the day before 
print. We wanted to 
have him standing out 
in the mossy landscape, 
but he struck the idea 

down and said it was 
way to banal. We plead 
guilty, but we're very 
happy with how it 
turned out.

Alice Demurtas is 
from Sardinia, but 
moved to Iceland in 
2012. She worked in 
fashion journalism 
for four years before 
moving on to culture 
and news. 
An avid reader of 
anything by Zadie 
Smith, Alice can’t 
function without 
coffee. She also loves 
to fall asleep to the 
sound of crinkly 
paper.

Elín Elísabet is an illus-
trator and cartoonist 
born and raised in 
Borgarnes. At the 
tender age of 15, Elín 
moved to Reykjavík 
and hasn’t looked 
back, except for the 
annual springtime 
impulse to move 
someplace quiet 
and keep chickens. 
Elín likes folk music, 
stationery, seal vid-
eos, the country of 
Ireland, and eggs.

John Rogers an 
Englishman who first 
joined us as a music 
writer, later graduat-
ing to Managing 
Editor. A constant 
traveller, a lover of 
art, culture, food and 
nightlife, he edits 
our Best of Reykjavík, 
Best of Iceland and 
Iceland Airwaves 
sister publications. 
His first book, “Real 
Life,” was published 
in 2014.

Hannah Jane is 
based out of Iceland 
by way of NYC. An 
alumni of Columbia 
University, Hannah 
has lived on five con-
tinents and speaks 
three languages 
fluently, which is 
very impressive. Her 
visionary work is 
known for expand-
ing the definitions of 
emotion, introspec-
tion, and above all 
else, taste.

Juliana Iluminata Wil-
czynski is a Brazilian-
American university 
student. Her love of 
the Icelandic lan-
guage led her to 
Iceland for the first 
time in 2016. Some-
how at age 21, she 
kinda sorta lives in 
five countries at the 
same time.  She loves 
obscure linguistics 
facts, samba, and a 
good bloody mary.

Sveinbjörn Pálsson 
is our Art Director. 
He's responsible for 
the design of the 
magazine and the 
cover photography. 
When he's not work-
ing here, he DJs as 
Terrordisco, hosts 
the Funkþátturinn 
radio show, or sits 
at a table in a Rey-
kjavik café, drinking 
copious amounts of 
coffee and thinking 
about fonts.

Phil Uwe Widiger, 
Intern Phil has 
already lived in three 
different countries 
at the age of 24. He 
is currently studying 
his master’s degree 
in journalism. He 
loves everything 
connected to music, 
spirituality and 
culture in general. 
Say “hi” next time you 
see him meditating 
at some black-metal 
concert.

Paul Fontaine, News 
Editor Originally from 
Baltimore, Paul has 
lived in Iceland since 
1999. He was also 
the first foreign-
born member of the 
Icelandic Parliament, 
an experience he 
highly recommends 
for anyone who 
wants to experience 
a workplace where 
colleagues work tire-
lessly to undermine 
each other.

Lóa Hlín Hjálmtýsdót-
tir is a national treas-
ure. One of Iceland's 
leading illustrators, 
when she's not 
drawing she's the 
front-woman of 
Icelandic electro-
pop supergroup FM 
Belfast. Her comic 
strip Lóabratorium 
appears every issue 
on page eight, and 
is also available as 
a daily dose on her 
Twitter.

 

Screw The Rain, It’s  
Art Festival Time! 

M a y  h a s  b e e n 
horrible. The grey, 
depressing skies 
would break any 
sun-loving habitant 
of the European 
mainland and fill 
them with melan-
cholic thoughts. I’ve 

seen more weatherbeaten, crying tourists 
downtown for the past four weeks than I 
have sunshine. It hasn't rained this much in 
May for almost 70 years. It’s a new record. 
And Icelanders do love their records, so: Jei!
 But don’t despair. It’s time for the Reykja-
vík Arts Festival, which starts at the begin-
ning of June. So screw the rain, let’s do arts.
 Among the many artists performing 
is our cover star, the incredibly talented 
Daníel Bjarnason. He will premiere his 
dramatic war opera, built on the amaz-
ing Danish movie, ‘Brothers.’ His wrestle 
with the complex contemporary position 
of opera, as a medium, is intriguing. 
‘Brothers,’ he says, resembles Homer’s 

‘Odyssey.’ The core of the opera is the 
abstract horror of war. Feel excited? Me too! 
 The Close-Act Theatre will be parading 
the (wet?) streets of Reykjavík with their 
dinosaur-like dragons, so children and 
passers-by can all enjoy some colourful 
culture on the streets of Reykjavík. And 
god knows there are way too few activities 
in Iceland for families—especially in bad 
weather (we do Netflix and Playstation 4). So 
come downtown and parade like it’s Rio de 
Janeiro (except with rain, and depressing).

 

 The larger-than-life actor Bill Murray 
will also perform at Harpa with the talented 
cellist Jan Vogler. Iceland is one of few 
destinations for this intriguing show—it’s 
an incredible event that could shoot the 
sun up above Iceland—finally. And then 
we can focus on the dreadful Word Cup 
that nobody in Iceland is really thinking 
about. Isn’t it in China or something? VG

FROM THE EDITOR

Valur Grettisson





What Are Iceland-
ers Talking About?

Hot topics and crazy madness from 
these past few days

Words: Alice Demurtas  Photo: Magnús Andersen  

It seems like the only thing 
that has been on everyone's 
minds these past few weeks is 
the municipal elections. The 
outcomes were various: authori-
ties registered a worrisome, low 
turnout all over the country, as 
well as a definite split between 
political orientations based on 
urban planning. The Independ-
ence Party is now the strongest in 
Reykjavík with eight representa-
tives, but these elections were an 
even greater victory for smaller, 
younger parties like the Pirates, 
whose members of city council 
have doubled since 2014, as well as 
the Reform Party and the Centre 
Party, which had no representa-
tives in the last election. It's still 
unclear who will manage to form a 
majority, but the expectations are 
high and the stakes even higher. 
The future city council, in fact, 
will have to tackle important 
issues related to local infrastruc-
tures and the lack of affordable 
housing in the city. Find out more 
about Reykjavík elections on page 
12.
 As far as opinions go, Iceland-
ers certainly have plenty. A recent 
online petition to withdraw from 
the next Eurovision contest that 
will be held in Israel in 2019 
attracted international atten-
tion. It was signed by more than 
25,000 people all over the coun-
try to protest against "Israel’s 
violence against their neigh-
bours,” following the latest events 
in Jerusalem. People from all over 
the world have either applauded 
the effort or harshly criticised it 
as anti-semitic. The national TV 

programme manager Skarp héðinn 
Guðmunds son, however, played it 
cool: “at this stage, everything is 
taken into account,” he said. “We’ll 
notify the public in autumn like 
we always do.” 
 Another controversial issue 
involved Icelandic  research 
centre deCODE Genetics and 
their decision to contact women 
who are likely to be affected by a 
genetic mutation to inform them 
they might be at risk of develop-

ing breast cancer. In the end, 
a special committee deemed it 
disrespectful towards people 
who prefer not knowing. Instead, 
a website called arfgerd.is was 
opened: here, women who wish to 
know about their genes and likeli-
hood of developing cancer will be 
able to do so.
 One thing is sure: Reykjavík's 
present and future do look bright, 
at least when it comes to weather. 
The sun will in fact finally grace 
us with its presence this week. It 
almost seems impossible, consid-
ering the relentless rains of May, 
but believe it: two days of beauti-
ful sunshine are expected today 
and tomorrow around the capital 
area. It's the East and the North, 
however, that will benefit the most 
from this late summer. Tempera-
tures are in fact expected to spike 
up to a scorching 18-20 degrees 
from Akureyri to Egilsstaðir and 
will remain rather high until the 
end of the week. 
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Kári Stefánsson, founder of deCODE and mad professor
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If you’re a hip gym rat or 
underage teenage vaper, 

you’re probably 
super into  the 
N o c c o  e n e r g y 
drink. The Swed-
i s h  b r a n d  h a s 
taken Iceland by 
storm—so much 
so that the pack-
aging is literally in 
Icelandic (for you 
tourists: that nev-
er happens). The 
name "No Carbs 

Company” is a marketing 
trick that makes us believe 
it's healthy. To get deeper 
into the Icelandic psyche, 
we bought two cans to try.  
 On first taste, the drink 

completely assaults your 
mouth with an intense 
chemical flavour. It’s remi-
niscent of the pre-workout 
drink Amino—but more 
overwhelming, with small 
carbonated bubbles that 
ensure you can just lightly 
sip it lest your mouth sizzle. 
I don’t like it. I want Red Bull. 
 The first flavour is pear. 
We have no idea if this is a 
popular one or not because 
we are all over the age of 
20. Anyway, it tastes like 
Guaraná, a Brazilian soda, 
but that’s a pretty bougie 
reference. There’s no other 
way to explain the flavour 
though. It’s vaguely apple-
y, but more like if someone 

tried to make an apple 
flavour after only reading 
about it online. It’s just 
wrong. Also, the aftertaste 
is really long-lasting, as in 
you can still kind of feel it 
15 minutes later. We are all 
upset. 

“It’s like someone 
tried to make 

an apple flavour 
after only reading 

about it online.”
The second flavour is called 
Caribbean. It’s horrifically 
offensive and I hate it. I 
assume it is supposed to 
evoke thoughts of sun-
kissed beaches and Piña Co-

ladas, but it tastes more like 
if someone left an artificial 
pineapple in the sun until 
it rotted. The aftertaste is 
rancid and the carbonation 
combined with the vague 
coconut flavour is just wildly 
confusing. Who thought this 
was a good idea? 
 That said, there’s some-
thing about the drink, and I 
find myself absentmindedly 
sipping it throughout the 
day and then immediately 
hating myself. I look at the 
label, and am horrified to 
find out it is made in Stock-
holm. Oh no. Clearly I have 
become attached to my 
liquid captor. Save me. No, 
don’t. HJC     

If you’re a politics nerd, municipal 
elections are probably like the World 
Cup for you. While lacking the prestige 
of Parliament or the President, local 
elections across the country have more 
drama, intrigue and excitement than 

either of these institutions combined. 
 In Reykjavík, yes, the same two 
parties who always 
w i n  b i g g e s t  — t h e 
Social Democrats and 
t h e  I n d e p e n d e n c e 
Party - won big again. 
However, there are also 
now 23 seats instead of 
15 on City Council, and 
that left room for three 
parliamentary parties 
 —the Reform Party, 
the Centre Party and 
the People’s Party—to have local repre-
sentation. Even better, a complete 

newcomer to campaigning —the 
Socialist Party—fought hard and well, 
securing themselves a seat at the table. 

Iceland is more than 
Reykjavík

There is, of course, more to the munic-
ipal elections than just Reykjavík, and 
we would be remiss to ignore this. 
 Out east,  the big winners in 
Egilsstaðir - arguably the capital of 
East Iceland - was Héraðslistinn, a left-
ist party, who secured a whopping 30% 
of the vote, up significantly from 2014. 
Their environmentalist message was 
apparently very appealing to voters, 
carrying them to victory.

Independence Party 
everywhere

Up in North Iceland’s “capital”, 
Akureyri, the Independence Party 
got the most votes, but the Akureyri-
focused L-list followed close behind 
them. Meanwhile, way down south in 
the Westmann Islands, Eyjalistinn won 
a seat, putting them in a very power-
ful position; the Independence Party 
and For Heimaey won three seats each, 
giving Eyjalistinn all the power to 
decide who will run affairs on the tiny 
island for the next four years.
 While the Independence Party and 
the Progressives are in formal talks in 
Ísafjörður (surprise!), in West Iceland’s 

Borgarbyggð they will 
b e  co unt ing  v o t es 
again, as the difference 
between victory for the 
Independence Party 
or the Progressives 
was exactly nine votes. 
What a nail biter!
 Still, we are the 
Reykjavík Grapevine; 
not the Iceland Grape-
vine. More analysis of 

Reykjavík’s City Council elections can 
be found on Page 12.     

Let The Good  
Times Roll!

Municipal election results  
have a few bright sides  

Are You 
Nocco 
Enough?

Words: 
Paul Fontaine 

Photo: 
Art Bicknick

First
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Akureyri, one of many municipalities to hold elections last week Words: Alice Demurtas 
Photo: From archives    

While driving through the Icelandic 
countryside amongst waterfalls 
and eerie landscapes, you might 
notice something peculiar about 
the farmed land, where horses roam 
free and bales of hay are stacked 
against each other. A series of 
small bumps cover the earth quite 
inexplicably, each one covered in 
grass like a little hidden pimple. 
 We asked geographer Emilía Dag-
ný Sveinbjörnsdóttir, who works for 
an Icelandic science website, what 
they are and how they’re formed. 
 “These small bumps, which 
are called ‘Þúfur’ in Icelandic, 
are the result of frost heaving on 
vegetated land. During the win-
ter the soil freezes gradually to 
a certain depth, forming blocks 
of ice which eventually collapse, 
forming some sort of ice cave. 
 When the water freezes, it ex-
pands in the soil. With this pro-
cess the vegetation rises slightly, 
but it does not fall back when the 
ice thaws because of fine-grained 
materials that cover the cavity. 
 The process of frost heav-
ing doesn’t only cause the soil to 
rise but it also exercises pressure 
sideways so that small bulges are 
eventually formed. The repeated 
process of freezing and thawing of 
the ice eventually causes the forma-
tion of bigger bumps, or þúfur.” 

ASK A

Geographer
Q: Why is the  

Icelandic  
countryside  
dotted with  

small bumps  
on the ground?
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FOOD OF ICELAND

“There is, of 
course, more to 
the municipal 

elections than just 
Reykjavík, and we 
would be remiss 
to ignore this.”



Icelandic wool

icelandiclamb.is



The Paralympics are the sister sport-
ing event to the Olympics where 
high-level athletes with physical disa-

bilities can show their stuff. It’s an 
intense competition. Seriously, try and 
watch para ice hockey without being 
like, holy shit this is extraordinary. 
 Iceland has won 61 Paralympics 
medals, all at the Summer Games. These 
include fourteen gold, thirteen silver, 
and thirty-four bronze. This places 
Iceland as the forty-seventh place on the 
all-time Paralympic Games medal table. 

We love you, Jón
Iceland’s last medal came at the 2012 
Summer Paralympics in London. There, 

Jón Margeir Sverrisson smited the 
competition, winning gold in the Men’s 
200m Freestyle S14—the S14 denotes 
the type of disability. After winning, Jón 
was quoted as saying, “I wanted to win 
gold for my love.” Yes, in one day, Jón 
managed to win a gold medal and melt 
the hearts of men and women across the 
world. His love, fellow athlete Stefanía 
Daney Guðmundsdóttir, is very lucky. 
 Unfortunately, Jón did not defend 
his title at the 2016 iteration, finish-
ing in fourth just a second behind 
Australian Daniel Fox. That said, we 
are 99% sure someone in the game 
cheated and are starting an online 
petition as we speak for a rematch. 
The Grapevine has your back, Jón. But 
the swimmer is not too fussed —he’s 
currently training for an Iron Man. 

Hilmar! Hilmar!
Quizzically, Iceland has never medaled 
at the Winter Paralympic Games, 
despite being a cold island with ample 
ice and snow. Hey—the countries name 
is literally Ice-land. It makes no sense. 
 In the 2018 Winter Paralympics in 
Pyeongchang, South Korea, Iceland 
sent one participant, Hilmar Snær 
Örvarsson, who competed in Slalom 
and Giant Slalom. For you non-skiers, 
that’s that sport where people hurl 
themselves down a mountain and try to 
glide between poles. It’s dangerous af. 
 Hilmar finished in seventh. Though 
he failed to medal, it’s important 
to remember that Jennifer Hudson 
finished seventh on American Idol and 
look at her now. She has since won an 
Oscar. You did us proud, Hilmar.  

Words:Hannah 
Jane Cohen

Photo: Adobe

WHAT HAVE WE WON?  

Paralympics 
Domination 

The Viking blood smites all
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An Icelander winning stuff, yesterday
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Listen, watch & more tracks: 
gpv.is/play

Teitur Magnusson - 
Hverra Manna?
Probably the most 
chill musician in 
Iceland, Teitur 
Magnússon is back 
with a new single. It’s 
a characteristically 
sunny and languid 
pop track with 
sonorous brass 
parps, light flute 
arrangements, and 
a chorus perfect 
for humming while 
you wander through 
grassy fields and 
blooming flower 
beds in the park. 
An album entitled 
‘Orna’ will follow this 
summer. JR

Seint - Guð
Seint first caught 
our attention with 
the self-proclaimed 
“post-apocalyptic 
pop music” in May 
2017. Their latest 
offering, “Guð,” is an 
about turn in theme: 
it’s blissed-out, 
dreamy electronic 
pop with soft, 
layered textures and 
an insistent melody. 
Look out for the new 
album, ‘The World Is 
Not Enough,’ soon. JR

Drullumall #1
This eclectic Spotify 
compilation of 
various lo-fi indie 
sounds is the first 
release from the 
“post-dreifing” label 
and collective. It’s a 
fun listen, with DIY 
electronic tracks, 
jangly indie tunes, 
and a generally 
effervescent sense 
of adventure. 
Look out for the 
collective’s festival, 
‘Hatíðni,’ which 
will take place in 
Borgarfjörður this 
July.  JR 

Kontinuum -  
Two Moons 
This track is one 
long, relaxing exhale. 
There is absolutely 
no tension—the 
smooth production 
and the calm vocals 
make this track the 
perfect soundtrack 
for watching the 
sunrise after a 
restless night. 
This Icelandic take 
on Katatonia is a 
graceful, gloomy 
break from our 
stressful everyday 
lives. PW

Omotrack - Hippo Trip
Dat bassline! It’s 
like a drop of honey 
slowly melting on 
your tongue—if 
honey could make 
you dance. The 
poppy chorus 
explodes into the 
song and the crowd 
goes wild, or at least 
that’s what I imagine 
they would. A hippo 
trip, indeed—a 
hippo that blows 
everybody’s minds 
with its hyper-cool 
dance moves. PW

Reykjavík Arts 
Festival Playlist
This playlist is just 
as diverse as the 
programme of 
the Reykjavík Arts 
Festival. Ranging 
from classical 
pieces by the likes of 
Daníel Bjarnason and 
Jórunn Viðar to the 
mesmerising, loop-
powered folk music 
of Gaelynn Lea, 
all the way to Ben 
Frost’s minimalistic 
and experimental 
compositions. Tune 
in to the art of 
music.   PW

THE 
GRAPEVINE 

PLAYLIST

The must-hear tracks of the issue

VISIT THE 
WEIRD AND 
WONDERFUL 
WORLD OF 
TULIPOP

The word of this issue 
is fjandakornið. Author 
Margaret Atwood once 

pointed out that when it comes to a 
culture’s swear words, “the worst ones 
in any language are what they are most 
afraid of”. In Iceland, nearly every swear 
word has something to do with Satan, 
and fjandakornið is no exception. This 
literally means “the devil’s grain”, but 
is, in fact, an expletive. And by that 
we mean it’s the kind of expletive your 
80-year-old devoutly Christian great 
aunt would use. It’s not particularly 
powerful when trying to express anger 
or frustration, but you wouldn’t know 
that if you’ve ever watched a film or 
TV show with Icelandic subtitles. For 
example, this word was once used to 
translate the decidedly unchristian 
“motherfucker” in the movie Sleepers. 
Today, when spoken by anyone under 
retirement age, it is either being used 
ironically or when in the company of 
small children. It’s a great example of 
how expletives can lose their power 
over time, and it’s for that reason that 
fjandakornið is the word of the issue.  PF



Visit The Gentle Giants 
up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland

“Fantastic 
 experience, 

worth the time 
and  money”

“Fabulous tour, 
 operated by 
 fantastically 

 enthusiastic staff”

“Absolutely the best 
Whale  watching 

 experience in 
 Iceland”

“Rib Ride - 
 humpback whales 

- amazing!”

“Best whale 
 watching 

 experience from 
the  Safari tour!”

“Big whale speed 
boat - AMAZING”

“Great adventure 
with the rib. Seeing 
so much beautiful 

animals”
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150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY

WHALE WATCHING • HÚSAVÍK • ICELAND
THIS IS IT 2018

WELCOME

HÚSAVÍK
Reykjavík

Akureyri
Húsavík

Tel. +354 464 1500 • www.gentlegiants.is • info@gentlegiants.is
MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION



#IcelandSmites ⚽

The longships are loaded, the sails are 
set, the blades are sharp, and the runes 
show fair winds for the voyage to Russia. 
It’s just a couple of weeks until Iceland’s 
appointment with footballing greatness 
at the 2018 World Cup. Here’s the latest 
news from the Icelandic dressing room.

Russia shows nerves
Terrified of the imminent Icelandic inva-
sion of the World Cup tournament, Russia 
is attempting to ward off the attack 
through some desperate malarkey. After 
Iceland joined a coalition of countries that 
imposed sanctions on Russia following 
the annexation of Crimea, the Russians 
are now using their return sanctions as 
an excuse to stop the importation of meat 
and mead to feed the horde. Iceland is, of 
course, undeterred: we will pour off the 
longships and sprint screaming towards 
the World Cup trophy cabinet exactly as 
planned. Russia has some wild boar, so 
we’ll deploy Emil “The Helmetless” to nut 
a few into submission for a barbecue. JR

Romero abandons ship
Argentina’s first choice stopper Sergio 
Romero—a professional bench-warmer 

at Manchester United—
has pulled out of the 
Wor l d  C u p.  I t  w a s 
announced via Twit-
ter that Romero has 
suffered a knee injury. 
H o w e v e r,  r u m o u r s 
abound that having 
been wracked by night-
mares about a crushing 
defeat at the hands of 
a seething Northmen 
army under a lightning-
riven sky, he sleep-
walked violently into 
a wall trying to escape. 
Willy Caballero will 
instead don the gloves, 
but having recently let in six in a 
friendly against Spain, it remains to 
be seen if he’ll survive being blasted 
by Gylfi’s volcanic free kicks. JR

#SmiteTheWorld shirt 
unveiled

Both stylish and practical in battle, our 
new #SmiteTheWorld T-shirt is now on 
sale. It’s available in Glacier Blue, Terri-
fying Black and Iceberg White. Not only 
are they certified dragon-proof, woven 
by elves, pre-shrunk in Ronaldo tears, 
and hand-tempered by an Icelandic 
blacksmith, but every shirt is rumoured 
to bless the wearer with a loudly ampli-
fied battle roar that’s been compared in 
volume to the sound of ten rampaging 
polar bears. Our fleet of delivery ravens 
fly worldwide: order at shop.grapevine.is.

“The Disciple of Doom” 
boards longboat home

Kári Árnason has 
a b a n d o n e d  t h e 
tropical climes of 
Aberdeen, catch-
ing the longboat 
back to hometown 
club Víkingur. He 
last turned out for 
the Reykjavík side 
in 2004, a year that 
ended with Iceland 
ranked 93rd in the 
FIFA World Rank-
ings after being 
beaten home and 
away by Scotland in 
the Euro 2004 quali-
fication campaign. 

Things have certainly changed since 
then; Kári is now written into national 
folklore as the man who crushed Cris-
tiano at Euro 2016, and Berserkirnir okkar 
are on their way to their first World Cup. 
There’s still enough miles on Kári’s clock 
to help send the Vikings to glory, too. GR

Aron “The Unbreakable” 
trains in Qatar

Iceland’s totemic captain is not one to rest 
on his laurels. After knackering his knee 
in a crunching collision whilst propelling 
Cardiff City into the UK’s Premier League, 
Aron “the Annihilator” Gunnarsson had 
to undergo surgery, with his World Cup 
chances looking shaky. But just weeks 
later his Instagram story shows him lift-
ing massive weights and hitting the tread-
mills in a Qatari recovery facility. So things 
are looking up for Aron to join returning 
star forward Gylfi Sigurðsson in Iceland’s 
starting eleven. Let him henceforth be 
known as Aron “The Unbreakable.” JR

Words:  
John Rogers & 

Greig Robertson

Illustration:  
Lóa Hlín 

Hjalmtýsdóttir

SPORT
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“Romero was 
wracked by 

nightmares of a 
crushing defeat 
at the hands of 
a seething army 

of Northmen 
under a light-

ning-riven sky.”

Follow our football 
commentary on 

Twitter:  
@rvkgrapevine 

Jóhann Berg  
“The Berginator” 
Guðmundsson

Age: 27
Hometown: Reykjavík

Position: Winger
Club: Burnley FC

Special skills: Crosses for the Gods, Sledge-
hammer Strikes, Labyrinthine Runs

Nicknames: “Iceberg,” “The Berginator,” 
“The Butcher Of Burnley”

 
It is written that in the year of 1990, a 
strange iceberg drifted into Reykjavík’s 
smoky bay and washed ashore on the un-
inhabited Geldinganes headland. A curious 
shepherd wandered out for a look and was 
shocked to find a baby amongst the melt-
ing glacier-blue shards. So it was that Jo-
hann Berg "The Berginator" Guðmundsson 
entered the realm of man.
 It quickly became apparent that he 
had a great destiny ahead of him when, 
as a child, he would play keepy-uppy with 
the severed heads of his foes for several 
days at a time. With an instinctive feeling of 

a worldly calling, he roamed the earth for 
years, winning the patronage of the Chelsea 
and Fulham youth teams before learning to 
ply his terrible trade at Breiðablík upon re-
turning home. Stints followed at Dutch club 
AZ Alkmaar then Charlton Athletic, where his 
penetrating runs graduated from mazy to 
labyrinthine. He scored 16 and was head-
hunted by Premier League scrappers Burn-
ley FC, growing into a fully-fledged Premier 
League winger-warrior.
 Jóhann started his international ca-
reer the way he meant to go on, firing in a 
scorching assist as Iceland romped to vic-
tory in an “unfriendly” battle known as “The 
Arson of Azerbaijan” in 2008. Since then, he 
hasn’t looked back at the trail of smoulder-
ing wreckage in his wake, netting six times 
in the Under-21s, and seven as a full-blown 
berserker in the Icelandic horde. Much like 
the Titanic, Argentina won’t see this Berg 
coming. JR

MEET THE SMITERS

The First Rule Of 
Smite Club?

It’s okay to talk about Smite Club
 

Argentina's keeper is wracked by Viking nightmares

@FLATEYPIZZA FLATEY.PIZZA
GRANDAGARÐUR 11
101 REYKJAVÍK +354 5882666

PIZZA
NAPOLETANA

“Much like the Titanic, 
Argentina won’t see 
this Berg coming.”



Pre-booking is required. Book online at bluelagoon.com
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We put a lot into covering the run-up to 
last month’s municipal elections. There 

was certainly a lot to be excited about. 16 
parties in the running, more immigrant 

candidates and more women leading 
their party lists than ever before. Voter 
turnout was also predicted to be higher 
than last year, and it was, ultimately. 
Things looked set for 
there to be a historic 
turn of events in 
Reykjavík.
 Instead, here we 
are. Once again, we’re 
looking at Reykjavík 
being led by either 
the Independence 
Party or the Social 
D e m o c r a t s ,  t h e 
same as it’s been for 
decades (while the Social Democrats 
were not formed until the turn of the 
century, a lot of the same people in that 

party comprised R-list, a centre-left 
amalgamation of sorts, through the 
90s). You can increase the number of 
City Council seats from 15 to 23, have 
more parties in the running than in 
recent memory, and the outcome is still 
the same.
 It’s not all bad, of course. There is 
still a lot of new ground broken by this 
City Council and a lot to be happy about. 
We need to consider all the elements 
at play in order to understand why we 
seem to be stuck in a rut.

The two towers
When the last ballots were counted, the 
Social Democrats and the Independ-
ence Party were the big winners, getting 
seven seats and eight seats respectively. 
As tedious as it is to see these same 
two parties on top all the time, it’s also 
unsurprising.
 The Independence Party is more 
than a political party. It’s an institu-
tion, a way of life, the default choice 
for people who don’t know who else to 
vote for. So engrained is their presence, 
so natural in our eyes is their position 
on top that some polls will actually ask 
respondents, “Will you be voting for 
the Independence Party or some other 

party?” The big blue 
bird of prey circles 
the skies, always, 
casting its harrow-
ing shadow on us 
all.
 T h e  S o c i a l 
D e m o c r a t s  a r e 
more of a Reykjavík 
institution. They’re 
not that different 
from what R-list 

used to be, in Reykjavík’s heyday, so 
for Reykjavík voters they are usually 
the safe bet. So much so that even Jón 

Words:  
Paul Fontaine

Photo:  
Screenshot from 

RÚV

“The big blue 
bird of prey 

circles the skies, 
always, casting 
its harrowing 

shadow on us all.”
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With so many running, City Council is  

still a two-party system
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Gnarr’s ostensibly revolutionary Best 
Party was fairly indistinguishable from 
the Social Democrats, in terms of policy. 
Small wonder Gnarr chose the Social 
Democrats as partners.

Tipping the balance
As I write this, who will actually lead the 
city is still undecided (thought by the 
time you read this, it will be). The math 
is precarious. Apart from the gains of 
the Two Towers, the Left-Greens held 
their own single seat, and the Pirates 
pulled ahead to go from one seat to 
two. Meanwhile, three parties with a 
parliamentary presence —the Reform 
Party, the Centre Party and the People’s 
Party—won four seats altogether; two 
of which belong to the Reform Party 
now. The Socialist Party, an absolute 
newcomer to election campaigning, 
also secured a seat (more on them 
later). 
 Given that it takes 12 seats to form 
a majority, things look very delicate 
for the Social Democrats. They would 
need not only their partners from the 
previous majority, the Left-Greens and 
the Pirates, in order to secure a coali-
tion; they would also need to do a little 
juggling. Convince the centre-right 
Reform Party to pick their side? Bring 
the People’s Party into the fold? Some 
combination of all these things? It’s not 
ideal.
 The Independence Party has an 
easier time of it, but not entirely. 
Having the Centre Party and the 
Reform Party on their side would give 
them a solid 12 seats, but the Centre 
Party aligning with them is not neces-
sarily a given. And pretty much every 
other party has ruled out helping the 
Independence Party.
 This is why people are saying the 
Centre Party is in the key position here. 

Their affiliation with the right aside, 
they have little warmth for the Inde-
pendence Party .

The bright side
There is, however, plenty to be happy 
about. The Socialist victory matters, 
and not just because they campaigned 
aggressively and well. Sanna Magda-
lena Mörtudóttir, the Socialist’s new 
city councilperson, is Reykjavík Coun-
cil’s first woman of colour, and now the 

youngest member of City Council at the 
tender age of 26, beating Independence 
Party stalwart Davíð Oddsson’s record 
from 1974.

 In fact, women, in general, were the 
big winners in the municipal elections 
across the country. In Reykjavík, our 
City Council will now be mostly women. 
There are also now two immigrants, 
Sabine Leskopf of the Social Democrats 
and Pawel Bartoszek of the Reform 
Party.
 Speaking of immigrants: if you enjoy 
a little schadenfreude, it may please you 
to learn that the far-right anti-immi-
grant Icelandic National Front managed 
to not only secure a record-breaking low 

number of votes—125—but they also 
secured fewer votes than the number of 
signatures of support that they needed 
to run in the first place. So low were 

their numbers, in fact, that you’d need 
to go all the way back to 1924, when 
Reykjavík was pretty much a fishing 
village of 20,000 people, to find a party 
that managed to fail harder.

The lesson
When all the formal talks have 
concluded, and Reykjavík is being run 
by either the Independence Party or the 
Social Democrats, take heart. There’s 
more women and more immigrants on 

the Council now. There’s more diversity 
of ideas. And none of the openly racist 
parties managed to win a seat. Life isn’t 
so bad in Iceland’s capital after all.  
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The famous mayoral barnet



Estranged is a new, mobile magazine 
project by local photographer Kaspars 
Bekeris and Matthias Boyer. You might 
know the work of Kaspars from his 
exhibition during last summer’s Pride, 
titled F*CK GENDER. Its intimate 
portraits of Reykjavík’s drag royalty 
have remained since suspended from 
the ceiling of Gaukurinn ever since. 
 As for Matthias, you’d be more likely 
to recognize him by his drag persona, 
Strell Ytzia, who has blossomed this 
year into one of Reykjavík’s most excit-
ing new performers at both Drag-Súgur 
and House of Strike. Now they’re team-
ing up to combine the two things they 
do best into one: a multimedia project, 
focussed on a print magazine, about 

queens, queers, and quelling preju-
dice. They let us in on what the project 
is and what they’d like it to become. 

We are family
“Like every best thing in our lives, it 
happened kind of as an accident,” 
Kaspars begins, when asked how the 

project came about. He himself was a 
newcomer to drag before he arrived 
in Iceland in 2016, but was quickly 
inducted into the scene. “The first 
drag show I saw was here. I was fully 
blown away by this kind welcome from 
the drag scene. From the very begin-
ning I felt so welcome and I'd seen the 
potential to be a part of this family.”
 But it wasn’t just the community 
itself that caught his attention. “The 
thing I was expecting before I went 
to the show was all of these extrava-
gant looks – all the glitter and glamour 
and of course there was lot of that,” he 
says. “But the more I got to know the 
people, the more I was struck by the 
political dimension of drag, which for 

me as a journalist and as a documen-
tary photographer, is so, so important.”

Drag explosion
Although he only arrived in 2017, 
Matthias also got his start in drag here 
in Reykjavík. “I'd already wanted to try 
drag but I wasn't sure if it was for me,” 

he explains. “So my first step into the 
drag world was Kaspar’s exhibition. He 
already knew so many people in the drag 
community.” With Matthias perform-
ing and Kaspar’s documenting, they 
were experiencing the drag world from 
inside and out. “So when I met Matthias, 
we realised that there are so many life 
stories here. There are so many expe-
riences which could be told and must 
be told, for so many reasons, that we 
decided to do just that,” Kaspars says.
  Drag has exploded in Reykjavík 
in the last few years, going from one 
annual competition to a full-blown 
arts scene within just a few years, with 
drag-related events now happening 
around Reykjavík 
on a weekly basis. 
 “The idea of the 
magazine is that 
we want to really 
d o c u m e n t  t h i s 
moment in Iceland, 
which is  such a 
great moment for 
drag,” Kaspars says. 
In addition to its 
growth, Matthias 
notes the flavour 
of Reykjavík’s drag 
community. “There 
are a few things that 
are a bit unique here. 
Compared with how 
the drag scene is 
internationally and especially in the 
United States, a female drag queen or a 
straight guy with a child doing drag or 
trans person doing drag is not a prob-
lem. These are the kinds of profiles 
that lead to this diversity that is unique 
in the drag scene here in Iceland.”
 It’s because of this diversity of 
experience and identity that, while 
they want to document this personal 
moment for Reykjavík’s community, 
they also want to go a little deeper. 

Form of resistance
They want to take an intersectional 
approach to the project. “By intersec-
tional, we mean that there are so many 
different profiles in which you can see 
so many different forms of discrimina-
tion,” Matthias says. “What is interest-
ing with drag is that this is an artistic 
form of expression and entertainment 
which, for so many people, is a form 
of resistance and a way to escape from 
the kinds of discrimination that they 
can experience. So with our magazine, 
we’re trying to explore as much as we 
can to highlight which kinds of issues 

they face and how they respond to it.”
 So while the first issue centres on 
the experiences of the queens, kings, 
and queers of Reykjavík, the second 
issue will be coming out of Paris. Each 
issue going forward will focus on differ-
ent countercultural communities, and 
their intersections. “Our ambition is 
to provide more perspectives on how 
we can make society all together,” 
Matthias elaborates, “so talking about 
humans but also their environment 
and therefore animals as well. I think 
it would provide a new dynamic if we 
can include the vegan community.” 

Countercultural 
connections

It’s this emphasis on countercultures 
and their connections that gives the 
magazine its name, Estranged. “It is my 
personal opinion,” Kaspars confides, 
“that everyone can meet some form 
of discrimination in their lives, and 
unfortunately some people stand 
in the intersection of discrimina-
tion and oppression. Although some 
are more fortunate than others,  I 
think everyone can relate to this idea 
that we should know more about 
which things in society are not work-
ing and how we can change those.”
 This theme has tinged the documen-

tary work already 
d o n e  w i t h  t h e 
community. “What 
we see precisely 
in the interviews,” 
Matthias says, “is 
that this is from 
the experience of 
people who are 
estranged from 
this society. It can 
be  in  ever yday 
social practices or 
it can even be in 
our imagination 
because there are 
so many biases that 
are in films and 
books and every-

thing is participating in our imagination.” 

Drag immersion 
By publishing the photos, interviews, 
drawings, and writing of the queer 
community, it’s meant to be a look 
inside as well as outside. “It’s meant 
to be personal for those who would 
read it as well,” Kaspars continues. 
“We don’t want to be sensational, 
reach the widest audience possible, or 
any of these other diseases of modern 
media. We just want this media which 
is thought provoking and creates 
some kind of involvement or result.”
 They have a crowdfunding campaign 
running now to finance the publish-
ing of the first issue and an upcom-
ing drag show in support, starring 
Stell Ytzia, on June 7th. It’ll be their 
final performance here in Reykjavík. 
“Because this is a kind of immersion 
in the drag community for this issue, 
of course the format of what we’re 
doing will evolve according to which 
community we are in for each issue,” 
Matthias explains about the show. 
 And for the second, vegan-focused 

issue of Estranged? “It’ll be a cook-
ing show!” Kaspars jokes. “These 
are the kinds of surprises that we 
are totally open to,” Matthias agrees. 
 Although they have high hopes, 
the project keeps close to its origins. 
“Our aim is to try to grasp as wide a 
spectrum of drag artists as possi-
ble,” Kaspars concludes. “We’ve tried 
to reach out to everyone and include 
them to create this feeling that we 
are all doing this together. For our 
community and for everyone.” 

When You’re Estranged
Reykjavík’s special edition drag mag

Words: Grayson Del Faro   Photo: Kaspars Bekeris
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Info: 
 Join Estranged’s 

funding campaign 
at igg.me/at/
supportestr-

angedmag.  
Attend their 

utopian fundraiser 
at Gaukurinn on 
June 7th. Follow 
the magazine at 
facebook.com/
estrangedmag.

“Everyone can 
meet some form 
of discrimination 
in their lives, and 

unfortunately some 
people stand in 

the intersection of 
discrimination and 

oppression.”

Kaspars Bekeris documents Reykjavík's queer scene
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HAPPY
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TAPAS+drinks

TAPASBARINN
Vesturgötu 3B  |  101 Reykjavík  |  Sími 551 2344  |  www.tapas.is

Sangria and wine by glass, cocktails
and beer on tap – half price!

Patatas bravas 690 kr.
Chicken wings Piri Piri 790 kr.
Chicken in chili crumbs 790 kr.

Lamb tenderloin in liquorice-sauce 790 kr.
Bacon wrapped scallops and dates 790 kr.

As the whole country watched the 
election results last week, safely 
half the country was only concerned 
about the results in Reykjavík. The 
other half were watching the results 
in their respective towns. The 
results of what is probably Iceland’s 
smallest municipality, Árneshrep-
pur (population 55), barely clocked 
in at ten seconds of air time on 
national broadcasting, but make no 
mistake: the results of their election 
demonstrate what happens when an 
energy company is the centerpiece 
in an election, even when the closest 
thing to direct democracy is used.
 In case you missed it:  Árne-
shreppur is one of several regions 
in the northwest 
of Iceland where 
every resident was 
a candidate for 
a regional coun-
cil. So instead of 
people voting for 
parties, they vote 
for individual resi-
dents and their 
individual plat-
forms. Normally, 
elections in this 
sleepy northwest 
Iceland region are 
entirely unevent-
ful .  This  year, 
they were mired 
in controversy as 
it came to light 
that  18  people 
had changed their 
legal residence to 
the region within 
a 10-day period, 
likely in the hopes of influencing 
the outcome of Árneshreppur’s elec-
tions.
 The reason why these elections 
were so important to outsiders is 

the building of a proposed power 
plant on Hvalá river. Former MP 
Kristinn H. Gunnarsson, himself 
a staunch advocate of the plant for 
nearly a decade now, outed these 
new arrivals on his blog, listing their 
names and calling them “squatters”. 
Ultimately, the National Registry 
would void all but two of these new 
arrivals as legitimate residents in 
time for elections.

Election tampering
While this seems like a cut-and-dry 
case of election tampering by big 
city tree-huggers being prevented 
by plucky rural folks, the real elec-

tion tampering was 
going on largely 
without objections.
 For one, Kristinn 
didn’t get his list of 
names by pouring 
over the National 
Registry for irreg-
ularities. Rather, 
these names were 
handed to him by 
a member of the 
regional council. 
Bear in mind that 
Kristinn is not 
a reporter; he’s 
just a very vocal 
supporter of the 
Hvalá power plant. 
 Further, Sókn, the 
legal firm who put 
together the memo 
for the National 
Registry contend-
i n g  e l e c t i o n 

tampering was happening, counts 
as one of their clients Vesturverk, an 
energy company in Ísafjörður that is 
doing the work of preparations for 
the Hvalá power plant.

 Days before the elections, emails 
between Árneshreppur council-
members and Vesturverk were 
leaked on social media. These emails 
do not appear to show anything 
illegal at work, but they do show 
a very cosy relationship between 
the council and the company. So 
cosy, in fact, that when one resident 
sent the council an email expressing 
concerns about the plant, that coun-
cilperson decided to forward said 
email to the company itself, asking 
for advice as to how to respond. The 
resident in question, as you may 
imagine, was not very pleased with 
this breach of confidence.

The company wins
Come election day, both supporters 
and opponents of the plant were 
in the running. The whole “squat-
ters” exercise may have backfired, 
though, because all five seats on 
Árneshreppur regional council were 
filled by supporters of the Hvalá 
power plant.
 Inarguably, moving one’s legal 
address to a region under false 
pretenses in the hopes of influenc-
ing an election is acting in bad faith. 
But then what does that make this 
level of collusion between a for-
profit company and politicians? If 
a similar case happened in Reykjavík 
City Council, or Parliament for that 
matter, there would likely be thou-
sands of people outside protest-
ing loudly at this very moment. Yet 
because this was “only” happening 
in a tiny rural area, no one is batting 
an eye.
 If nothing else, the Árneshreppur 
elections —as openly democratic 
as they are—show what happens 
when one for-profit company wields 
outsized influence over the inter-
ests of a region’s voters. This is a 
fairly secure fact in much larger 
elections. It’s the reason why there 
are laws on the books about Parlia-
mentarians disclosing any potential 
conflicts of interest that may arise 
between the laws they write and 
their own financial dealings. It’s 
also why elected officials are not 
supposed to be literal advocates for 
for-profit companies, nor be this 
deeply involved in the company’s 
interests.
 But apparently, none of this 
counts unless you’re a Reykjavík 
politician. 

Small Town, Big 
Problems

Árneshreppur proves capitalism and 
democracy don’t mix

Words: Paul Fontaine   Photo: John Rogers

 You’re looking at the flashpoint of controversy
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outside protest-
ing loudly at this 

very moment.”





Rain and wind, followed by some 
hail is typical spring weather in the 
Westfjords. That was the scenario 
in Patreksfjörður during Skjaldborg 
Festival of Icelandic Documenta-
ries, which took place earlier this 
month. Thankfully, though, it's 
is not an outdoor festival —it’s a 
n event where you spend the day 
watching the newest Icelandic 
documentaries, while chewing on 
salty popcorn,  in the town's hip, 
old fashioned cinema. To top it all 
off, the evenings are packed with 
fun, feasts and parties. Certainly 
too good to be true!
 Even though this festival is 
celebrated in the 
northwest part of 
the country, it has a 
very southern vibe 
to it. With bacalhau 
dishes, a drum roll-
ing parade through 
town, conga danc-
ing, and a limbo 
c on t e s t ,  p e op l e 
were dancing into 
the early hours of 
the morning. If it 
wasn’t for the cold, crisp Arctic wind 
you could easily mistake this place 
for  Lisbon, Portugal.

Performance art  
by the chefs

Of course there are some very Icelan-
dic factors in the equation,one being 
the fish party that the women’s club 
of Patreksfjörður host every year 
on the Saturday afternoon of the 
festival. It is kind of hard to explain 
what exactly goes on during that 
event, but it’s almost like perfor-
mance art from a few of the ener-

getic local women, 
who cook up tradi-
tional fish stew. The 
stew contains cod, 
potatoes and cheese, 
and is served with 
rye bread and a lot of 
butter. The delicious 
food is followed by 
presentation of 
the festival’s public 
award of the year —
Einarinn, a unique 

wooden trophy, crafted by the 
carpentry teacher of the town, Einar 
Skarphéðinsson.The event creates a 
great atmosphere leading into the 
evening. A big factor in creating that 
atmosphere is the festival’s host, 
Ragnar Ísleifur Bragason, who is 
an essential link of the organisa-
tion. Whilst introducing Einarinn, 
he proved to us that he is quite the 
character, making the room shake 
with laughter with his one-liners 
and hilarious remarks. Saturday 
came to an end with a masterclass 
from the festival's guest of honour, 
Nils Pagh Andersen; finally, there 

was a bring-your-own-booze party 
in the charming old Pakkhúsið 
where a DJ had guests sweating on 
the dancefloor well into the early 
hours.

Conga dancing and 
limbo contest

The festival’s final day was slightly 
warmer and packed with fun events. 
Guests enjoyed excellent documen-
taries throughout the day as well 
as following up the evolution of 
some work-in-progress documen-
taries, which were introduced by 
their respective directors. Following 
this,  there was an amazing bacalhau 

plate on offer at Pakkhúsið. The 
lovely meal set up the evening nicely 
for the final documentary, 'Kanarí,' 
leading up to a memorable stand 
up show by Snjólaug Lúðvíksdóttir. 

I’ll be back
After voting for the festival’s best 
movies, guests paraded in a police 
escort to the town social centre, 
where the prizes were given out. 
'Kanema’s Song' was this year’s 
winner and swept both public and 
jury prizes. After some conga danc-
ing and a limbo contest, the band 
Bjartar Sveiflur performed. Dressed 
all in white, they had an '80s-style 
setup, and proceeded to wow the 
guests with their innovative covers 
of well known pop songs. T festival's 
guests danced the night away, and 
just one thought was stuck on my 
mind: Skjaldborg Festival... I´ll be 
back!

Read an interview with the winner 
of Skjaldborg at page 42.  

Skjaldborg Festival: 
I'll be back!

 The unique documentary festival, 
Skjaldborg, was held in the far West  

of Iceland in May
Words: Aron Ingi Guðmundsson   Photo: Atli Már Hafsteinsson

The costa del Patreksfjörður comes to life for Skjaldborg

“If it wasn’t for 
the Arctic wind 
you could easily 

mistake this 
place for Lisbon, 

Portugal.”
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As the wedding season approaches, 
brides and grooms around the world 
are getting ready to share their vows in 
front of families and friends. However, 
you won’t see a lot of wedding dresses 
in Iceland, because Icelanders are just 
not that crazy about 
marriage.
 A c c o r d i n g  t o 
Statistics Iceland, 
almost 70 percent 
of children were 
born out of wedlock 
in 2016, with only 
30 percent born to 
married couples. Out 
of those 70 percent, 
many newborns 
were welcomed by 
parents who were in 
consensual union–
registered as living 
together. 
 Why do more 
and more Iceland-
ers prefer consen-
sual unions instead 
of marriage nowa-
days? To answer this 
question, we asked an Icelandic couple, 
Þorbjörg Snorradóttir and Haraldur 
Sigurðsson (Halli), about their views on 
partnership and marriage. 

Modern family
Þorbjörg and Haraldur have been living 
together for eight years and they are 

parents to three lovely children. “We 
met through Lindy Hop, a 1920s era 
partner dance that we were both into,” 
Halli laughs. They are registered as living 
together, and they also own an apart-
ment. 

 T h e  c o u p l e 
became engaged 
last year, and 
they had plans 
to get married. 
“We had the date 
and a space to do 
it in, but there 
was the practical 
thing–the money 
and all that. I was 
back in school 
and it was just too 
much trouble so 
we cancelled it,” 
Þorbjörg explains. 
“The relationship 
hasn't changed 
and we're still 
g o n n a  g e t 
married someday 
when we have the 
money and time.”

 For Þorbjörg and Halli, getting 
married is a more practical matter rather 
than romantic. “The only reason I want 
to get married is because of the law,” 
Þorbjörg says. “Even though we're regis-
tered as living together, I have no claims 
to any of his things if he dies.” Owning 
an apartment together makes inheri-
tance complicated when they are in a 

consensual union. While in a marriage, 
both partners’ inheritance rights are 
protected by law. 
 Beyond legal protection, marriage 
does not hold more meaning to the 
couple. “For me getting married is basi-
cally just a good opportunity to celebrate 
the relationship for one day, and throw 
a party,” Halli says. “I 
don't think our rela-
tionship is going to 
change in any way.” 
 Þorbjörg  and 
Halli are commit-
ted to each other, 
whether they are 
married or not. 
“We've done the 
commitment part 
b y  h av i n g  k i d s 
together. That kind 
of says 'you'll be 
in my life forever,' 
Þorbjörg says.
 Throughout their 
relationship, Þorb-
jörg has had higher salary than Halli 
most of the time. “I'm not dependent 
on him for anything, except for him, I 
want to be with him. But I don't need his 
insurance or money,” she says. “There's 
nothing that marriage would give me 
that he has.”

Historical roots
The way Icelanders form families in fact 
has historical influences. Guðný Björk 
Eydal, professor at University of Iceland, 
has done research in family policy in 
Iceland. “During the 19th Century, what 
happened in Iceland was that we were 
extremely poor, and one part of the 
legislation was you were not allowed to 
get married unless you had land,” she 
explains. 
 People in debt did not have access 
to land, thus they were prohibited to 
marry by law. “It was a system intended 
to keep fertility under control and aimed 
at supplying farmers with a steady flow 
of relatively cheap labour,” according to 
Guðný’s research. 

 During this time, Icelanders started 
forming families without getting 
married, even though it was not their 
preference. “Both consensual unions and 
births out of wedlock were established as 
social patterns,” Guðný further explains. 
The law was abolished later on but the 
social patterns carried on. 

The Icelandic model
Overtime, Iceland has developed its own 
model for starting a family. Accord-
ing to Guðný’s research, the “Icelandic 
Model” has the following steps: meeting, 
pregnancy, cohabitation, birth of first 
child and wedding, except that a lot of 
couples decide to skip the last step. “We 
don't consider marriage as something 
that has to be done before the birth of 
a child,” Guðný says. Meanwhile, the 
traditional model in other countries is 
to get married before the conception of 
the first child.
 In Iceland there is less stigma to 
women who give birth to children outside 
of wedlock. Women have more freedom 
and social support to raise their children 
in whichever form of family they prefer. 
“We have never really regarded birth of 
children out of wedlock as a social prob-
lem,” Guðný comments. 

Legal differences
Registering as living together gives 
couples some legal rights in Iceland. 
“You can file joint tax reports, you can 
use each other's tax allowances. If you're 
registered as cohabitation and a child is 
born, then you're automatically given 
joint custody,” Guðný explains. 
 However, there are still major legal 
differences between a consensual union 
and a marriage. “Being registered won't 
give you the same rights as the family 
law would give you in a marriage. This 
legal protection in case of divorce, death 
of either spouse does not apply,” Guðný 
says. “If you've been cohabiting for 30 
years, and your partner dies, then you 
won't inherit a single dime. It will go to 
your joint children if you have any, other-
wise it will go to the partner's relatives.”

 There is also 
more protection 
in a marriage if 
the couple decide 
to split up. “You 
have legal protec-
tion and rules on 
how to divide your 
estates. If you are 
in cohabitation and 
you want to protect 
your legal rights, 
you really have to 
go through quite a 
lot of documenta-
tion and contracts,” 
Guðný comments. 
“And in case of prob-

lems like abusive relationships, this can 
be really hard to go through.” 

Patriarchal institution
Historically, heterosexual marriage has 
always been a rather patriarchal insti-
tution. “All the traditions in wedding 
ceremonies and women's roles within 
the marriage are very patriarchal,” says 
Dr. Gyða Pétursdóttir, Senior Lecturer at 
University of Iceland. “The white dress 
has all sorts of symbolic meanings about 
women's purity. The woman is given to 
her husband by the father, so it's like 
another piece of property.” 
 The wedding industry is also lucra-
tive. “From a feminist perspective, you 
could see that this patriarchy and capi-
talism have merged,” Gyða comments. As 
one of the most progressive and liberal 
countries, Iceland is known for more 
equality between women and men. And 
now, Icelanders are shaping new tradi-
tions by not getting married at all.  

Wedded Bliss,  
Hit Or Miss

Consensual union is popular in Iceland

Ah, wedded bliss

“The only reason I 
want to get married 

is because of the 
law. Even though 
we're registered 

as living together, 
I have no claims to 
any of his things if 

he dies.”
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Guðný B Eydal, prof. at University of Iceland
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ODYSSEUS 
REBORN:

DANÍEL 
BJARNASON 
BRINGS HIS 

WARTIME 
OPERA HOME

Daníel Bjarnason has presence. He exudes the 
sort of poise you notice from across a room. 

When he talks, he’s prolifically calm, his voice 
tinged with the type of sincere honesty that 

makes every conversation seem intimate. 

Words: Hannah Jane Cohen, Photos: Rut Sigurðardóttir  
(additional photos courtesy of Listahátíð)
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“There’s a ritual 
to the process 

of going to a 
concert and 

sitting silently.”
The operatic 

umbilical cord
Opera is one of the few—perhaps the 
only—genre that’s difficult for those 
not acquainted with it to separate from 
its history. They see the word ‘opera’ 
and immediately conjure up images 
of women in horned hats, even though 
modern opera is as far away from that 
as modern plays are from Oscar Wilde. 
Video games aren’t constantly talked 
about in relation to Pong, nor paint-
ings to Caravaggio. For modern oper-
atic composers, this situation is, at 
best, nonsensical.
 “If you’re writing a novel today, 
you’re not constantly thinking about 
‘Anna Karenina’,” says Daníel. “If you’re 
writing something for an orchestra, 
you’re not worrying about Brahms 
fourth symphony. You don’t go there. 
In the same way, I don’t even think 
about my opera in the same world as 
‘La Traviata’.” 
 However, he does acknowledge 
that it’s difficult for those unfamil-
iar with the art form to view it as a 
contemporary form, and even harder 
for old works to be experienced in new 
contexts. “Opera is different,” he says. 
“You can take Shakespeare and make it 
modern, but you take Verdi or Puccini 
and you always have that historical 
umbilical cord that it’s hard to get away 
from.”
 Despite its difficulties, Daníel does 
harbour a deep and abiding love for 
that umbilical cord. “Of course, there 
can be some stuffiness and perhaps it 
can seem a little bit old-fashioned, but I 
kind of like that old-fashionedness,” he 
smiles. “I don’t think it’s all bad. There’s 
a ritual about the process of going to a 
concert and sitting silently. It’s one 
of the few places you can go and just 
listen. Most other concerts are loud 
and people are talking and drinking.” 
He pauses as if trying to find the right 
words. “The act of focused listening 
can be pretty amazing.”

A ghostly return
Modern opera is exactly that—modern. 
And just as other art forms rearrange 
to reflect our changing world, so has 
opera. From the savage and furious 
works of George Benjamin to Marc-
Anthony Turnage’s recent production 
about the life of Anna-Nicole Smith, 
modern opera has stayed thematically 
relevant and relatable. And while opera 
has always been centred around human 
emotion, modern opera has turned 
that into an exploration of ambiguity 
and emotional complexity. 
 ‘Brothers’ is born from this world, 
but also pushes the psychological 
limits of it further, bursting the dam 
on the difficult discussion surround-
ing trauma and PTSD. The story 

explores two brothers and their expe-
riences during and after combat in 
Afghanistan. One brother, Michael, is 
a prisoner of war presumed dead by 
his family. In captivity, he’s tortured 
and forced to kill another captive. The 
other brother, Jannik, is a lost cause 
vagabond fresh out of prison who vows 
to take care of his brother’s wife and 
children in his stead. When Michael 
returns home alive, both have to recon-
cile with the choices they made during 
the soldier’s absence and the conse-
quences of them.
 “What drew me to ‘Brothers’ was 
that it’s such a universal story,” says 
Daníel. “There’s something timeless 
about its core. It’s rooted in mythology, 
you know, the return of the soldiers, 
like ‘The Odyssey’—this person who 
comes back after being lost and can’t 
get back into his old life. He finds 
that his world has moved on and he’s 
become somewhat of a ghost.” Daníel’s 
perpetual calmness makes this inter-
pretation eerie at points, but his voice 
is overlaid at all times by a sense of 
pure empathy. It’s clear he feels deeply 
troubled by but at the same time inti-
mately connected to each character, 
despite their fundamental flaws. 

Apotheosis of 
aggression 

The opera takes nothing but the skel-
eton of the story from the film. All 
the text is original, the chronology 
changed, and the concept adapted to 
fit the medium of opera. This primar-
ily means that, as an opera, ‘Brothers’ 
uses a male and female chorus—more 
or less in the Greek sense of the word—
to comment on and push the drama. 
 Their text, written by librettist 
Kerstin Perski, is bleak. For instance, 
the female chorus starts off the show 
with a question: “Man goes to war in a 
faraway place/To fight for a cause soon 
forgotten/To protect someone from 
someone else/But who will protect 
Man from himself?” The men answer: 
“Protect yourself with forgetfulness./
For those who have seen/and those 
who have yet to see,/both the past and 
the future lie ahead.” It’s an ominous 
prelude that nimbly sets the stage 

for the stark honesty of the show. In 
‘Brothers’, the abstract horrors of war 
will be shown as they are. 
 But it is Daníel’s musical interpreta-
tion that deftly wrenches the already 
troubling story to fervorous heights. 
It’s unnerving throughout, managing 
to walk the line between hair-rais-
ing beauty and outright discomfort. 
Aggressive, tense, explosive, it brings 
to mind works like Gentileschi’s ‘Judith 
Slaying Holofernes’—difficult to expe-
rience, but impossible to walk away 
from. 
 “This story is very dark,” Daníel 

says. “It goes to some dark places and 
it never really lets you go. There’s not a 
lot of relief in it.” He pauses. “Opera is a 
weird art form, of course, but it can do 
something no other art form can. And 
in some weird way, it suits me. There’s 
something about it that feels natural.”

No labels needed
That sentiment could be used for many 
genres in relation to Daníel. Though 
he’s primarily a classical composer 
and conductor, Daníel’s career has 
broken free of all classifications. Along 
with his works for classical settings, 
which include pieces for orchestras, 
solo ensembles, choruses, dance, and 
more, he’s also released albums on the 
iconic avant-garde Icelandic record 
label Bedroom Community and scored 
films—most recently, ‘Under The Tree’, 
for which he won the Harpa Award 
earlier this year. Daníel’s acclaimed 
collaboration with noise musician 
Ben Frost on the album ‘Sólaris’, and 
the live performances that followed, 
included visual manipulations by Brian 
Eno and Nick Robertson. 

He has been notably celebrated for his 
unique approach in recording classi-
cal music in a studio setting. Time Out 
New York declared that on his debut 
effort ‘Processions’, Daníel, creates “a 
sound that comes eerily close to defin-
ing classical music’s undefinable brave 
new world.” 
 He laughs when the quote is brought 
up, perhaps in modesty. “Jesus, I have 
no idea. I guess if I could tell you 
exactly what that brave new world is, 
it wouldn’t be very brave or new,” he 
says. “It would be defined and we would 
already be moving on.” It’s clear the 
unabashed flattery of the review took 
him off guard. 
 But then he shrugs. “I suppose what 
the writer meant was that there was a 
different mindset on that album, that I 
approached it more as studio producer 
rather than a composer, but maybe 
that there was also a mindset of being 
at home in various styles.” He raises 
his eyebrows, clearly uncomfortable 
complimenting himself so audaciously. 
But his assessment is correct. The 

album, though a genre-bending ride 
on the cusp of electronic and cham-
ber music, feels completely natural. 
There’s nothing forced about it. He was 
at home. 

Ticking the boxes
When asked if there’s a genre he hasn’t 
yet been involved with but wants to, 
Daníel doesn’t miss a beat. “Country,” 
he states, completely deadpan. He lets 
the word sink in with complete seri-
ousness as if forcing the listener to 
imagine his sound meshing with the 

It’s interesting, then, how incongru-
ous his music is with his personality. 
Stormy, dramatic, and emotionally 
demanding, Daníel’s compositions 
are the kind you have to sit down and 
breathe after. He’s one of Iceland’s 
rising musical stars, and for good 
reason. Once you hear his work, you’ll 
never forget him.    

The natural 
composer

Daníel started taking piano lessons 
aged six, but quit only years later 
in favour of sports. As a teenager, 
his interest in music reignited and 
he began composing. “The idea of 
composing just interested me,” Daníel 
says, sitting in a corner nook of Harpa’s 
backstage area. Behind him, the sun 
gleams on the harbour. “I found that it 
suited me, and I had some talent for it. 
Piano was much harder because I had 
stopped when I was young, so I wasn’t 
any kind of musical wunderkind there.” 
 He raises his eyebrows and laughs. 
It’s unexpectedly tonal, especially for 
someone who just described them-
selves as not innately musical. He 
takes a sip of coffee and then quickly 
cuts in. “I mean I can play piano,” he 
says, making eye contact as if just to 
confirm. “But composing played to my 
strengths. It just felt natural.” 
 In those formative years, he was 
quickly drawn to the darker side of 
the Romantic period. “Mussorgsky’s 
‘Pictures At An Exhibition’ really fasci-
nated me. I also remember listening to 
a lot of Shostakovish,” Daníel says. “I 
think that’s a really good age to get into 
Shostakovish, as a teenager.” For refer-
ence, the Russian composer is known 
for his dramatic, broody, and tonally 
subversive works. It’s more or less the 
classical music equivalent of getting 
heavily into Sartre. 
 In the intervening decades, the 
composer and conductor has gone 
global, working with symphonies all 
over the world. He’s made a name for 
himself with his characteristically 
tempestuous and emotive style, as 
well as his tendency to take on wildly 
disparate projects. In recent years, he’s 
done everything from releasing clas-
sical electronic albums to debuting 
works with the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic. If there’s one word you can use 
to describe Daníel, it’s unexpected. He’s 
a natural shapeshifter. 
 Last year, he presented his first 
operatic effort, ‘Brothers’, in Copen-
hagen. The show is based on Susanne 
Bier’s 2004 film of the same name. The 
opera received massive acclaim, and 
in honour of this years Reykjavík Arts 
Festival, the composer presents its 
heavily anticipated Icelandic debut. 

“In ‘Brothers’, 
the abstract 

horrors of war 
will be shown 
as they are.”
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cheesiness of country. But then his face 
cracks and he breaks into that tonal 
laugh. “No, right now there is a project 
I am planning which is just an album of 
songs, short songs with singers. A song 
cycle, you know,” he stops. “Yes, that’s 
not a genre in itself, but it’s different 
from what I’ve done.” 

This genre-bending career path was 
never a conscious decision. “I am not 
trying to, you know, tick the boxes,” 
Daníel shrugs. “Having a musical life 
that happens to be multi-faceted was 
just how it turned out. And for me to 
turn my back on collaborations or proj-
ects because I feel like I shouldn’t be 
doing that, I don’t know who I would 
be pleasing. I just do what feels natu-
ral.” Hence, his entry into the world of 
opera. 
 In ‘Brothers’, Daníel proves once 
again that he is a chameleon, deftly 
managing to seamlessly meld his 
signature tumultuous melancholy with 
a new genre. But whether he’s doing 
opera or a concerto or a collaboration 
with Sigur Rós, Daníel is one of those 
artists whose touch and mindset you 
instinctively recognise. It’s visceral. He 
deeply knows and trusts himself, and 
that self-awareness and respect shines 
through all of his compositions. In any 
musical field, that’s a rare quality, but 
there’s just something special about 
Daníel. He’s got that x-factor. 

Bach’s remote 
island

That said, while Daníel is an especially 
prolific genre-crosser, it’s true that 
divisions have recently been blurring 
in modern classical music. Minimal-
ist pioneer Philip Glass scored ‘The 
Hours’ and collaborated with Aphex 
Twin. Harpa recently screened ‘Lord 
Of The Rings’ along with live accom-
paniment. Everyone from Rod Stew-
art to Meat Loaf to Metallica has made 
albums backed by famous orchestras. 
Daníel is clearly not alone. He’s part of 
a revolution—a frontrunner in a musi-
cal Bastille Day tearing down the ivory 
tower that has long surrounded classi-
cal music.
 “I think it’s in many ways natural,” 
Daníel says. “People who play in orches-
tras or write classical music, those who 
have gone down that path, they didn’t 
grow up on some remote island listen-
ing only to, you know, Bach preludes.” 
He emphasises Bach preludes in a jokey 
tongue-in-cheek manner, disrupting 
his usual calm. It’s true though—you 
can’t get more stereotypically classical 
than Bach. “These are people who have 
grown up in society. They are part of 
culture,” he says. “Hey, they probably 
do karaoke.”
 It’s a thought-provoking—albeit 
playful—sentiment. Classical musi-
cians are not immune from the barrage 
of music everyone else encounters and 
artists are the sum of their own experi-
ences. Daníel is upfront with the varied 
mix that formed him. “I mean when I 
was a kid, my Mom was an opera buff 
and she listened to a lot of opera. I was 
really crazy about Mozart. ‘The Magic 
Flute’ and such,” he says. “But I listened 
just as much to Michael Jackson and 
Duran Duran. They were just as big 
a part of my musical diet.” He notes, 
with a grin, that he also does karaoke. 
“I usually start with ‘Hello’ by Lionel 
Richie, but karaoke is not something 
you should plan, it’s more fun if you 
just walk into it.”

Step by step
Within the context of Icelandic opera, 
Daníel sees ‘Brothers’ as somewhat 
of an anomaly. “Here in Iceland, they 
don’t get a lot of chances to see modern 

operas,” Daníel admits. Of course, 
Harpa has an opera company, but they 
only perform around two productions 
a year. Moreover, Iceland doesn’t have 
a big history with the genre. “‘Broth-
ers’ stands a little apart or alone,” he 
says. “It’s a grand opera. There’s a full 
orchestra, chorus, many singers, it’s 
not something you could do with a 
few people in a small venue.” This is 
more reminiscent of current Icelandic 
opera scene. “I hope it will clear the 
path though, for others,” he says, “but 
honestly, writing an opera is a crazy 
thing to do.”
 “It’s just crazy work,” Daníel contin-
ues, looking out the window while 
shaking his head and grinning. It’s 
clear he finds the whole concept in 
some ways ludicrous. “You have to 
secure at least one performance if 
you’re going to do it. It takes a long 
time. I underestimated it,” he says. 
Daníel then begins to open up about 
the immense stress he was under 
during the writing process. It’s rare for 
an artist to admit they felt rushed, but 
Daníel is forthright about the fact that 
he wishes he had half a year more to 
create ‘Brothers’. 
 “It’s daunting, and it’s very daunt-
ing to take those first steps when you 
know you have such a long way to go,” 

he says. “The journey of one thousand 
miles starts with one step. You have 
to start by writing one note.” Then he 
pauses, as the boisterous voice of a 
male singer fills the hall—perhaps that 
first note. “But it went well. I enjoyed 
it,” he says,  deservedly proud of his 
accomplishment. “It would have been 
nice to not have that stress though, but 
that’s how it goes.”

Scary and 
fascinating

The other massive difference between 
working with orchestras or solo 
performers versus creating a staged 
show is the release of control to other 
parties. While the composer writes the 
music, the director decides the actions. 
The art director sets the mood. The 
head of lighting creates drama. The 
singers choose the emphasis. The end 
result can be quite different than what 
the composer originally imagined. 
 “It’s scary but it’s also fascinating,” 
Daníel says of that specific process. 
“When you’re writing an opera, you’re 
in a way directing it as well. You’re 
laying out the whole psychological 
structure of the piece, but then when 
the director and singers come in, it 
takes on its own life...” He’s inter-

rupted again by the male singer, this 
time with a short melody. “It’s wonder-
ful actually. You start to see things you 
hadn’t realised were there or could be 
approached in a different way. There 
are all sorts of sides of pieces that even 
the composer doesn’t see. It’s a journey 
of discovery.”

Finding the light
“In the future, I’d like to do something 
a little less dark,” Daníel says calmly. 
It’s as if he hasn’t thought about 
another opera until this moment. “It’s 
very hard to find a good opera subject, 
but I’d like to do something that had 
lighter, brighter colours in it.” Lighter 
and brighter have never been words 
you’d associate with Daníel’s composi-
tions, but as he’s proved time and time 
again, he’s adaptable. He’ll find a way. 
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The Art Of Food 
Reykjavík gets its very own SOE Kitchen

Ólafur Elíasson’s famous SOE Kitch-
en is making its way to Iceland as a 3 
month pop-up project. 
 Known for its colourful and playful 
dishes, communal seating arrange-
ments, and organic and vegetarian 
cuisine, the SOE Kitchen in Berlin at 
Ólafur Elíasson’s studio has gained 
quite the reputation for being an in-
novative experiment on communal eat-
ing. Now, Ólafur Elíasson, known for 
designing the beautiful lightshow and 
facade of Harpa, and his sister, Victoria 
Elíasdóttir are venturing out of their 
home base of Berlin to experiment with 
their love of cuisine, community, and 
art in Reykjavík. 
 This experimental culinary space 

will be hosted by the Marshall House 
Restaurant and Bar, and will open its 
doors on August 11th. The project will 
run for almost three months, and will 
be led in a joint effort by the estab-
lished chef Victoria Elíasdóttir, and 
her brother, artist Ólafur Elíasson. 
Both lunch and dinner will be served 
at this temporary pop-up, which is be-
ing called SOE Kitchen 101. 
 The space will also feature works of 
art by Ólafur Elíasson himself, with the 
intention of creating a ‘unique atmo-
sphere.’ There will be the characteristi-
cally long tables that the SOE Kitchen 
has in Berlin, and will of course fea-
ture a menu focusing on fresh seafood 
and fish, conveniently chosen due to 

the harbourside locale where it will 
be hosted. There will be a single meal 
option for lunch and a more extensive 
dinner menu for dinner.
 To add to the food, the atmosphere, 
and the art, on chosen evenings, there 
will be a series of events following din-
ner, varying from experimental jazz 
performances, poetry readings, and 
talks with everyone from local intel-
lectuals, to local artists. There will also 
be activities for children. The space 
is meant to create a family-friendly, 
communal, collaborative environment. 
 Feel like eating at a nice restaurant 
but can’t because of your annoyingly 
loud kids? Need a place to take a date 
that you’ve already caught feelings 
for, but not to the usual restaurants 
in town? This could be just the place 
for your perfect night out. If you’re 
intrigued, reservations are open now.   
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Dream Team Party Kids
Sin Fang, Sóley & Örvar Smárason

June 1 - 21:00 - Iðnó - 2,900 ISK

After warming up with tours of 
Germany and China, Iceland’s 
premier indie supergroup bring 
their three-way collaboration home. 
In the dreamy lakeside Iðnó concert 
hall, you’ll be treated to a twenty-
minute solo set from each of the 
musicians before they join together 
to play songs from their 2017 ‘Team 
Dreams’ LP. Entry is 2,900 ISK, and 
gets you four concerts for the price 
of one; take some friends to realise 
your squad goals and team dreams 
all at once. JR

Hello Mother Atlantic
Maritime Museum Re-Opening

June 8th - 9:00 - The Museum...duh...

The Reykjavík Maritime Museum is 
reopening with an oceanic bang 
and two new exhibitions. The first, 
‘Fish & Folk: 150 Years Of Fisheries’, 
serves up all the info you’ve 
dreamed of knowing on the history 
of Icelandic fisheries told from the 
perspective of yours truly, Reykjavík 
itself. The second, ‘Milkmaid 1659’ is 
a fascinating underwater 
archaeological survey about a 
Dutch merchant ship that sank near 
Flatey in 1659. Bathing suit not 
included. HJC

Ooky Spooky Books
Dark Deeds In Reykjavík: A Literary 
Walking Tour

Thursdays - 15:00-16:30 - Reykjavík 
City Library - Free!

If you are missing some spice in 
your life, a heavy load of ghost tales 
and crime stories might be just 
what you need. This tour unveils 
the darkest, creepiest, most sordid 
corners of Reykjavík for a total of 90 
long, scary minutes. Afterwards—if 
you’re still conscious—there’s a 
screening of ‘Spirits of Iceland: 
Living With Elves, Trolls, and Ghosts’ 
to complete your horror. For once, if 
you get goosebumps in Iceland, the 
culprit won't be the weather.  HJC

The Elíasson siblings, shredding

Iceland Play Norway 
and Ghana 

Heimir Hallgrímsson is relaxed and focused 
ahead of Russia World Cup

Ahead of their first ever foray into a 
World Cup tournament, the Icelan-
dic men’s national team held an open 
training session last week, allowing 
a press gaggle that included local me-
dia, Time magazine and Argentina’s 
national broadcasting service a look 
at their preparations.
 The players and coaching staff 
seemed relaxed, focussed and in 
good spirits as they worked on ma-

noeuvres and fitness at the Laugar-
dalsvöllur stadium.
 Heimir Hallgrímsson, the team’s 
manager and head coach, is satis-
fied with the opposition research 
and preparation. “We have scouts 
for every opponent who’ve been both 
analysing former games, and seeing 
their games live since the draw,“ he 
said. “They’ve put a lot of effort into 
analysing the opponents as we nor-

Info: 
Iceland play 

Norway on  June 
2nd and Ghana 

on June 7th. Both 
games are at the 
Laugardalsvöllur 
National Stadium

Info: 
 SEO Kitchen 

opens at The 
Marshall House 

Bar + Restaurant in 
August

mally do. We’ve had meetings about 
them, and we’ve done whatever we 
can. We look at how our strengths 
and weaknesses mix into what the 
opponent is doing. We look at where 
our strengths can benefit from 
their weaknesses, and the oppo-
site—where we can minimise their 
strengths against us.”
 Heimir looks forward to taking 
his team into the tournament, and 
hopes the training will pay off with 
impressive defensive performances. 
“Our strength is in collective ef-
fort,” he said. “It’s the strength of 
an organised squad. I hope we can 
show a really good defending style. 
We will hopefully bring to the world 
stage good strength in set pieces, 
and the identity that we’re proud of: 
a massively hard working team who 
are disciplined, focused and organ-
ised.”
 Before their voyage to the World 
Cup, Iceland have two “unfriendly” 
games, both at the national stadium 
of Laugardalsvöllur. First, they’ll 
warm up by casually destroying 
Norway on June 2nd; then they’ll 
try to get a feeling for African-style 
football ahead of the group-stage 
Nigeria game by smiting Ghana on 
June 7th. After trying out alternate 
squad members during their recent 
US tour with some shaky results, 
perhaps these games will be our 
first real glimpse at the form Ice-
land’s World Cup side.  
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The doors of the elevator slide smooth-
ly open, and Daniel Lismore emerges 
into the fractured sunlight of Harpa’s 
fifth floor. He cuts a distinctive figure, 
dressed head to foot in jet black cloth-
ing, with a tall hat and a cape draped 
around his shoulders. A faint smile 
plays over his lips, and his eyes are 
hidden behind large sunglasses. 
 Imposing appearance aside, Dan-
iel has a beguilingly down-to-earth 
charm. We walk through to Harpa’s 
exhibition space, where his exhibi-
tion—”Be Yourself, Everyone Else Is 
Already Taken”—is in the process of 
being installed. The network of rooms 
is teeming with large cardboard boxes, 

and the strong scent of mingled per-
fumes hang in the air. 
 “I’ve scented the 
e x h i b i t i o n ,”  s a y s 
Daniel, softly, as he 
picks through a box of 
jumbled jewellery and 
swathes of shimmer-
ing material. “One of 
the pieces smells like 
Joan Collins on acid; 
another one is like 
plastic on poppers. 
I wanted people to feel this plastic, 
spacey feeling. Another is like gladia-
tors: death, blood, guts, horses, soil. I 
made a new perfume, too, which I’m 

wearing now. Some people love it, and 
some people hate it.”

Tapestries of 
life

Daniel’s artistic world 
is a sensory overload 
visually, too. The ex-
hibition comprises a 
series of his “looks”—
extravagantly maxi-
malist outfits, layered 

onto mannequin-like sculptures with 
only a cast of his lipsticked face vis-
ible. They’re instantly appealing and 
dizzyingly detailed; a technicolour re-

mix of pop culture, high street cloth-
ing, ceremonial garb, high fashion, 
and lots more besides. 
 “They’re 3D tapestries of my life,” 
says Daniel. “There are so many dif-
ferent things in there. This is from 
the Queen of Thailand, and this top is 
from the tribes of the north. There are 
Indian paintings, then embroidery I’ve 
designed... this one is a £90,000 crys-
tal dress. Around the back is Rita Ora’s 
Coca-Cola dress, which should be in a 
fashion museum, not pinned around 
the back of here.” 
 “Here’s some Massai stuff, and 
some hand-painted silk next to ex-
pensive fabrics that I’ve cut up. This is 
from Nicki Minaj—she wore it in the 
“Freedom” video. This a 2,000-year-
old necklace from China. Then my 
mum bought me this kimono. This is 
a £30,000 dress. And this is from Pri-
mark.”

Build me up
The results are a collage of Daniel’s 
personal history alongside his work, 
friendships, influences and travels, 
mixed together into a vivid personal 
aesthetic. It feels like the culmination 
of a fascinating journey. “I’ve learned 
a lot from different people, over the 
years,” Daniel explains. “I’ve worked 
with the best people on the planet, I 
think. I was a model, so I was always 
backstage with the designers, and 
they’d build me up and we’d just go out 
for dinner, or to a club.” 
 As his presence became more es-
tablished, people started gifting cloth-
ing to Daniel, adding to his vast and 
ever-expanding catalogue of source 
material. “A lot of people have done 
that,” he says. “Adam Ant, Boy George, 
McQueen, Vivienne Westwood, Steve 
Strange... I’ve had lots of gifts.”

Explore, embrace and 
learn

Daniel has been to Iceland several 
times. He first visited for a friend’s 
birthday party and was immediately 
smitten. “There was a moment when I 
looked around, and all these Icelandic 
people I’d heard of were there,” he re-
members. “Björk was there. Then I did 
a bit of tourist stuff, and I just loved 
it here.”
 A frequent, almost habitual trav-
eller, Daniel picks up visual inspira-
tions along the way. “Everywhere I go 
I like to explore, visually,” he says. “I 
like to see everything, and meet every-
one. I go on a search for culture, and I 
explore it, embrace it, and learn from 
it. I’ll see something on the street and 
think ‘That would make a great head-
piece!’ It’s human instinct, really.”
 This approach means there are 
sometimes culturally significant 
artefacts mixed into the explosion 
of reference points, whether Chris-
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Daniel getting ready for a casual night on the town
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The Art 
Of Being 
Yourself  

Daniel Lismore brings his inspired  
nonconformity to Harpa

 

 

Book & 
Exhibition

Daniel Lismore's 
"Be Yourself, 

Everyone Else is 
Already Taken" 

is available 
now, published 

by Rizzoli. His 
exhibition of the 
same name  is at 
Harpa from June 
2nd-30th as part 
of Reykjavík Arts 

Festival
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tian, Muslim or 
tribal. To some, 
their inclusion 
is  contentious, 
but to Daniel it’s 
a process of cul-
tural evolution. 
“Sometimes peo-
ple will ask ‘Why 
are you wearing 
our culture?’ and 
I’ll say: ‘because 
it ’s beautif ul!’” 
he explains. “It 
would be at home 
in a drawer otherwise. If I wear 
something, I’m embracing it, and 
celebrating it. I reflect what I see. 

I  t a k e  t h i n g s 
from my travels, 
a nd put  t hem 
back out into the 
world.” 

Uniforms 
and armour

As well as being 
decorative, Dan-
iel has put his 
style to practi-
cal use. His eye-
catching noncon-

formity has, over time, become a 
source of strength. “It’s like dress-
ing in armour,” he says. “I’m at 

war with the world. I don’t know 
what I’m trying to do sometimes... 
mostly good things. And this 
helps me do it. Over the years, I’ve 
felt like a knight fighting a battle, 
and I thought maybe this exhibi-
tion could be my army.”
 If Daniel’s mannequins are an 
army, then their mission is noble. 
The overall message of the show is 
to celebrate beauty and promote 
an unencumbered approach to 
self-expression. “My message is 
that you can be yourself, as long as 
you work hard for it,” he finishes. 
“You can do what you want to do, 
and be who you want to be.” 
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BEST OF REYKJAVÍK

Best Bar  
For Live Music 

Húrra
Tryggvagata 22

Outside of dedicated concert 
halls such as Harpa, Húrra is 
truly the best live venue in the 
city – and in some ways it even 
has them beat! With its mod-
est but spacious stage, fantastic 
Function 1 sound-system and 
tight, intimate capacity, the bar 
holds most of the best gigs in 
town on any given week. “The 
programming is really open-
minded because they book un-
known local up-and-comers 
to huge international names.” 
Never is this more apparent 
than during Airwaves, but real-
ly you can almost always catch 
a great gig and then stay for the 
DJ and the party.

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22

Running a close second is Gau-
kurinn’s dark, deep-set, low-
ceilinged stage in their roomy 
bar. Hosting a great array of 
shows often from the more ec-
centric fringes of culture, it’s 
a great place to find the dark-
sided shows and circus of drag 
darlings.

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

With its i mpeccable pro-
gramme of quality concerts, 
Mengi hosts talented artists 
who often fall within the ter-
ritory of experimental, avant-
garde, singer-songwriter and 
electronica. Their sleek, gal-
lery-like space is acoustically 
and visually lovely, but capac-
ity is limited, so arrive early. A 
members card softens the blow 
of the 2,000 ISK standard cover 
charge.

CITY GUIDE

The Reykjavík 
Underground 

No U-bahn, but plenty of goths
Words: The Grapevine Hipster Dpt.     

Photos: Timothée Lambrecq & Art Bicnick

As repeat visitors to Reykjavík often 
remark, the Laugavegur strip has 
evolved into an open-topped puffin 
mall over recent years. So: where the 
cool kids at?

 

Concerts
One of the biggest Icelandic Reyk-
javík’s underground music scene 
is thriving. If you enjoy noisy gui-
tars, shouting, or weird experi-

ments, try R6013 (Ingólfsstræti 
20). You can “pay what you want” 
for their early-doors concerts, and 
have some free vegan food too. If 
you’re into more arty experimental 
music, check out Mengi (Óðinsgata 
2), where musicians are encour-
aged to try out new and crossover 
material. Iðnó (Vonarstræti 3) has 
been recently reinvented as a vi-
brant hub for gigs, art performanc-
es, and shows of all kinds. Sofar 
Sounds: Reykjavík is worth check-
ing out—they put on surprise line-
ups in cosy local living-rooms, for 
those who RSVP fast enough. PW. 

Art
Reykjavík has a bunch of grass-
roots and artist-run galleries dot-
ted around the downtown area, 
showing work by emerging art-
ists and experimental collectives. 

Ekkisens (Bergstaðstræti 25b) is a 
buzzing basement space located in 
a disused apartment. Listastofan 
(Hringbraut 119) opens an exhibi-
tion every fortnight, also acting 
as a studio complex and social hub 
for a community of creative types. 
Gallery Port (Laugavegur 23) has 
a rapid turnover of exhibitions and 
events, from a krútt-realist embroi-
dery show to pop-up art markets. 
Harbinger (Freyjugata 1) is a white 
cube art space with a contempo-
rary programme and a fascinating 
library of independently released 
art books in the back. JR

 

Comics
Nerd culture is always bubbling un-
der the surface in Reykjavík; there’s 
no shortage of nerds, but establish-
ments catering to them tend to be 
highly centralised. For this reason, 
Nexus (Nóatún 17) is pretty much 
your one-stop shop for comics, role-
playing games, and all things geek. 

They even have a regular meetup, 
called Nexus Noobs, which as the 
name suggests is a place for people 
new to this culture to dig into some 
Warhammer or D&D. So whether 
you need a Rick & Morty coffee cup, 
some polyhedron dice, or you just 
want to browse some graphic nov-
els, Nexus is your safest bet. Search 
“NexusIceland” or “NexusNoobs” on 
Facebook for more info. PF

 
Records

Geisladiskabúð Valda (Laugavegur 
64) is an Aladdin’s cave of vinyl, 
games and merch that’s so old it 
feels second-hand, even if it isn’t. 
Lucky Records (Rauðarárstígur 
10) has a sprawling range of vinyl; 
the neat ‘n’ tidy Reykjavík Record 
Store has a more manicured selec-
tion. 12 Tónar (Skólavörðustigur 15) 
and Smekkleysa (Laugavegur 35) 
run labels alongside their stores, 
so you may stumble across sun-
bleached 7”s, forgotten USB-stick 
releases and rímur compilations 
lurking in their dusty shelves. Fi-
nally, the Kolaportið flea market 
(Tryggvagata 19) is worth a punt, 
but be warned—you could leave 
with some weird blue eggs, a VHS 
tape of The Lost Boys and a duffle 
coat. JR

Apparel
Gothy souls of all genders can 
conjure up their dark apparel at 
Rokk & Rómantík (Laugavegur 
62), a recently opened boutique 
filling a ghoulish gap in sartorial 
choices. Their mother store Kjólar 
& Konfekt (just two blocks up at 
Laugavegur 92) offers a wide array 
of delightfully whimsical dresses 
and accessories for little kids and 
grown adults, as well as top-line 
cosmetics and cruelty-free hair 
dying supplies. For a bold mix of 
first-hand basics and design pieces 
alongside wild and creative vintage 
wear, Gyllti Kötturinn (Austur-
stræti 8-10) has a two-floor array 
of ever-changing supplies, as well 
as their mascot cat Baktus. And for 
real deal second-hand, you can’t go 
wrong with the Salvation Army’s 
Hertex store (Garðastræti 6), with 
fair prices and fresh deals all the 
time. RX 
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Witchy goings-on at the Ekkisens arts space

Open 11:30-22:00

saegreif inn. is

Geirsgata 8  •  101 Reykjavík  •  Tel. 553 1500  •  seabaron8@gmail.com

An absolute 
   must-try!

Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other 
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse 
fish selection.



Erling T.V. Klingenberg

Erling T.V. Klingenberg is a visual 
artist, motorcyclist and a founding 
member of the Kling & Bang gallery 
and art collective. Visit Kling & Bang 
in The Marshall House at Gran-
dagarður 20.

First thing

The best thing for starting the day 
is when my great wife Sirra Sigrún 
brings me coffee in bed. I’m not 
really a breakfast kind of a guy, but I 
sometimes go to Grái Kötturinn café, 
or pick up some goodies from one of 
Reykjavík’s many fine bakeries, then 
sit somewhere on a bench and think 
creatively.

For lunch

If I’m not working in my studio or at 
Kling & Bang, a perfect day for me is 
to go out on my motorcycle. There 
are many great options for a day trip 
close to Reykjavík—one route I love 
to drive is to Krýsuvík, and have a re-
laxing time by Lake Kleifarvatn, then 
keep on going to the town Grindavík 

and have a coffee at the Bryggjan 
Café, to the lighthouse Reykjanesviti, 
and to Keflavík by the seashore. If 
there is not a day or good weather 
for a motorcycle trip or I’m working 
in Reykjavík, I like to go for a lunch 
at Veislusetrið in the basement of 
Rúgbrauðsgerðin.  You can have a 
lunch there with the “working class 
heroes” of Iceland, with fair prices 
and a good selection of great food 
like your mom would make for you.

Afternoon

If I have time on my hands, I like to walk 
around downtown with no plans. But 
I often find myself going for the best 
coffee in the city at Bismút on Hverfis-
gata. It’s also fantastic to visit Fischer 
at Fischersund, because it’s a shop 
that’s like an art installation, where all 
the senses are stimulated—and you 
can buy some to take home.  Close 
to Fischer is Gryfjan, which has great 
service and an up-to-date selection 
of vape stuff. Since I’m an artist I love 
to visit museums and galleries. One I 
really like is Ekkisens.

Dinner

The best dinners are the ones that 
are at a friend’s home, but I really like 
having dinner at Ban Thai restaurant, 
and at Sky Bar, with its great view of 
Reykjavík Bay and the surrounding 
mountains… plus they have a great 
balcony for smokers and vapers. One 
thing I plan to do is have dinner at the 
home of the painter Daði Guðbjörns-
son—he offers dinner for a small 
group of people in his home. 

The Heat of the night

I don’t really go to bars so much any-
more, but I like places like Gaukurinn 
for live music or Íslenski Rokkbarinn in 
Hafnarfjörður—a great place for heavy 
rock, metal and punk shows. There are 
always great movies at Bió Paradís, 
and great concerts or performances 
at Mengi. But the best night for me is 
camping somewhere in the country-
side of Iceland and enjoying the great 
view from my tent, or when I’m getting 
hot in my studio feeling the heat com-
ing off my art making.  

Perfect Day
A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík

Reykjavík Map

Vital Info

Best Of ReykjavíkPlaces We Like

Jun 1st - Jun 14th

In Your  
Pocket

Venues
The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you 
position on the map on the next page 
Austur
Austurstræti 7 D3

American Bar
Austurstræti 8 D3

Andrými
Bergþórugata 20 G6

B5
Bankastræti 5 E4

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28 E5

Bíó Paradís 
Hverfisgata 54 E5 

Bjarni Fel 
Austurstræti 20 E4

Bravó
Laugavegur 22 E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b E5  

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 E5

Dubliner 
Naustin 1-3 D3 

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 D3

Gaukurinn 
Tryggvagata 22 D3

Hard Rock Café
Lækjargata 2a D3

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 D3

Húrra 
Naustin  D3

Iðnó
Vonarstræti 3 E3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28 E7

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76 E6

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22 E5

Loft 
Bankastræti 7 E4

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2  F5

Nordic House
Sturlagata 5  H2

Paloma
Naustin  D3 

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 E4

R6013
Ingólfsstræti 20 E4

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1 F5

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3 D3

Ölsmiðjan 
Lækjargata 10 E3

Tivoli bar 
Hafnarstræti 4  D3

Tjarnarbíó 
Tjarnargata 12  E3

Museums & Galleries 
ART67
Laugavegur 67   F7
Open daily 9-21

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41   G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2   B1
Open 09-21

Ásgrimur Jónsson 
Museum
Bergstaðastr. 74  G4
July 8-Sep 1, Mon-Fri

Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tu-F 11-17, Sat 13-17

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15  E5 
Open daily 10–17 

The Einar Jónsson  
Museum
Eiriksgata   G5
Open Tue–Sun 10–17

Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b  F4

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A    H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16 

Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, 220 
Open Wed-Mon 12-17

Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5  D4

Hverfisgallerí 
Hverfisgata 4 D4
Tu-Fri 13-17, Sat 14-17

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16   D3
Tu-Fri 11-18, Sat 
13-17 

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116   F8
Open daily 10-18

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4   D3
M-F 10-18, Sat-Sun 
10-17

Kling & Bang
Grandagarður 20  A4
W-Sun 14-18, Th 12-21

Listastofan
Hringbraut 119  
Open Wed-Sat 13-17

Living Art Museum
Granadarður 20 A4
T-Sun 12-18, Th 12-21

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustíg. 3A  E5
Open daily 9-18:30

Museum Of Design 
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1 
Open Tu-Sun 12-17

The National  
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7   F3
Open daily 10–17

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41  G2 
Open daily 10–17 

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5   H2
Thu-Tu 11-17, W 11-20

Hafnarhús 
Tryggvagata 17   D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-22

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24   H8
Open daily 10-17

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open daily 10-17

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15   D3
Mon-Thu 10-19, Fri  
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-17

Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4 
Open daily 13-17

The Settlement 
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 16   D3
Open daily 9-18

Reykjavík Museum  
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15   D3
Mon-Thu 10-18, Fri  
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-18 

Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2   B2
Open daily 10-18

Sigurjón Ólafsson 
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Open Tu-Sun 14-17

SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 D3
Open Mon-Fri 10-16

Tveir Hrafnar 
Baldursgata 12   G4
Open Fri-Sat 13-16

Wind & Weather 
Window Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 E5

Venue Finder

Useful Numbers
Emergency: 112 
On-call doctors: 1770 
Dental emergency: 575 0505 
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Post Offices 
The downtown post office is at 
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri 
09:00–18:00. 

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020 
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045  
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs
Bars can stay open until 01:00 on week-
days and 04:30 on weekends.

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks
Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16, 
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools 
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at 
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming 
pool with hot tubs and a diving board. 
More pools: gpv.is/swim 
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from 
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18. 

Public Toilets
Public toilets in the centre can be found inside the 
green-poster covered towers located at Hlemmur, 
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík 
Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson on 
Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be found inside the 
Reykjavík City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min 
Fare: 460 ISK adults, 220 ISK children. 
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–04:30 
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is. 

t

gpv.is/perf
For more perfect days

Words: Erling T.V. Klingenberg 
Photo: Timothée Lambrecq

Get Product:

shop.grapevine.is
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Dining
1. Sea Baron
Geirsgata 8

Some say the langoustine soup 
recipe has changed a little since 
the eponymous “Sea Baron” himself 
passed away, but this harbourside 
diner is as popular as ever anyway. 
Get a warming cup of soup, and a 
melt-in-the-mouth fresh fish kebab, 
still smoky from the coals. 

2. Kumiko
Grandagarður 101

Reykjavík’s first Japanese-focussed 
tea house is a colourful Harajuku-
style café offering fine Japanese 
and Chinese teas, delicious cakes 
and desserts, and a killer brunch 
menu. The brunch presentation is an 
event in itself, with three layers of 
fruit, breads, dips, savouries, scones 
and cakes arriving on a three-tiered 
serving tray. It’s a perfect weekend 
treat for two. 

3. Sæta Svinið
Hafnarstræti 1-3

With big portions and a tasty menu, 
this hip restaurant offers everything 
you might desire, from juicy ling and 
big bowls of mussels to a great leg 
of lamb and a taste of minke whale. 
Try and get a seat upstairs: it’ll be like 
dining under a starry sky in the most 
romantic, dim-lit set-up.

4. Sakebarinn
Laugavegur 2

Housed in a beautiful timber house in 
the heart of downtown, Sakebarinn’s 
window seats alone should be reason 
enough to drop by. They do a variety 
of sauce-laden sushi rolls—the 
local favourite—but we recommend 
sticking to the sushi and sashimi 
platter. Order the fresh wakame 
salad while you wait. 

5. Brauð & Co.
Frakkastígur 16

Brauð & Co. has burst onto the bakery 
scene in 101 Reykjavík. Regulars 
swear by their “snuður”—cinnamon 
bread rolls smothered with a sugary 
glaze. They take it a step further and 
stuff the classics with blueberries 
and whatnot, eliciting inappropriate 
satisfied moans. Get there early to 
snatch a warm one. 

6. Dill
Hverfisgata 12
 
If you’re a gourmand looking for a 

5

The Map
B K
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Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine  
City Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our 
Best-Of awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.

memorable meal when in Reykjavík, 
Dill has to top the list. Dill showcases 
the best of Iceland with seasonal 
menus, paying homage to the 
island’s bounty, executed with all the 
tweezer precision of modern cuisine. 
Don’t even think twice about splurging 
for the seven-course menu—it’s the 
only way to do it.

7. Austur-Indíafjelagið
Hverfisgata 56

The undisputed monarch of Indian 
food in Iceland is the pricey-but-
worth-it Austur Indía Fjelagið. They 
offer a wide selection of richly 
flavoursome dishes , including 
tandooris, authentic local delicacies, 
homemade paneer, and vegetarian 
options—and unlike most Icelandic 
places, you can expect some real 
spiciness.

8. Vitabar
Bergþórugata 21

This old-school burger ‘n’ beer joint is 
right downtown—near Sundhöllin—
but feels like a real neighbourhood 
bar. Its unassuming exterior hides 
a cosy, no-frills dining room, where 
you’ ll mostly be surrounded by 
locals. For once.

9. Grillmarket
Lækjargata 2a

The tasting menus with produce 
sourced from local purveyors have 
been a hit with diners since Grillarket 
opened its doors . We suggest 
choosing one of the set menus and 
letting the chefs go to town.

10. Ali Baba
Veltusund 3b

This spot was awarded Grapevine’s 
“Best Late Night Bite.” Needless to 
say, it’s the perfect place to satisfy 
pregnancy cravings ,  spl it ting 
hangovers and midnight binges. We 
recommend the lamb kofte wrap: it’s 
to die for.

Drinking
11. Pedersen Svítan
Ingólfsstræti 7a

This rooftop bar is located on the 
top of the cavernous Gamla Bíó 
theatre. It has loads of seating with 
soft furniture to luxuriate on, a 
view across the harbour, cocktails, 
and all the sun you could wish for. 
The regular crowd is mostly loud 
business types, so find a good niche 
to escape them.

12. Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7a

L of t  stands many heads and 
shoulders above most of the al 
fresco drinking spots in Reykjavík, 
not least because it’s on the roof of 
the Loft Hostel and has a balcony 
that looks over downtown. Before 
the evening-time entertainment 
begins, it ’s the perfect place to 
catch some late-afternoon sun. 

13. Mikkeller & Friends
Hverfisgata 12

Mikkeller’s upstairs from popular 
pizza place Hverfisgata 12, so you 
get the advantage of good weekend 
DJs and fancy bar snacks and 
pizza. The true appeal, however, is 
the unique selection of beers and 
beyond, poured by knowledgeable 
bartenders amongst antique-chic 
décor.

14. Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1

With a saloon-like atmosphere in 
the daytime, when dogs and kids 
run around amongst the diehard 
local crowd and groups of confused 
tourists, Kaffibarinn turns into an 
all-out party during the small hours 
of the weekend. Whether you’re 
holiday day-drinking or getting 
messy, it never fails to amuse. 

15. Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22

If you prefer your music grungy, raw 
and weird, then Gaukurinn is your 
place. With dim lights, leather sofas 
and a gender neutral bathroom, 
it’s become the perfect hangout 
for the unorthodox Reykjavíkingar, 
so if you’re looking for like-minded 
peeps to drink with, here you go.

16. Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 38

Reykjavík's only beach bar is truly a 
breath of fresh air for the otherwise 
dreary downtown scene. No sir, 
this is no dive bar, but a club, with 
an indoor smoking lounge, stairs, 
a spacious bar, a tiny dance floor, 
and a solid line of DJs. It’s run by the 
same people as Boston, but it has a 
distinctly younger crowd in its mid 
to late 20s.

17. Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

Despite being a hostel bar, KEX Hostel 
transcends that description, with an 
amazing sea view over Faxaflói and 
Mount Esja, beautiful décor and a 
large wraparound bar. It’s especially 
fun if they ’ve got a l ive show 
booked, with the bonus of great 
food and a good beer selection.

18. Slippbarinn
Mýrargata 2

This standard go-to bar for cocktails 
holds its own as far as the mixing 

game goes, with a unique menu and 
highly skilled bartenders to shake 
them up. The bar itself is a beautifully 
designed space with a gorgeous 
view, right in the Old Harbour. It 
closes on the early side, but it’s great 
to start out there.  

Shopping
19. Hrím
Laugavegur 25

Hrím is a design store that’s also the 
go-to for fancy cutlery, crockery, and 
kitchen items. They offer a selection 
of international products, with a 
strong Icelandic presence scattered 
throughout. Even if you don’t cook 
much, you'll want it all.

Downtown &  
Harbour District

GOTT restaurant, 
Hafnarstræti 17

101 Reykjavík, Iceland
www.gott.is

gottreykjavik@gott.is
Tel; +354 514 6868TM

GOOD VALUE
GOOD FOOD

C

I

Party Every Night.
Cocktails! 

Live Music Every Night! 
50 different kinds of beer. 

Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.

Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings! AUSTURSTRAETI 8  • REYKJAVIK

D

E L E G A N T  P R E M I S E S
I N  T H E  H E A R T  O F

R E Y K J A V I K

B R E A K F A S T  a n d  B R U N C H

L U N C H  a n d  D I N N E R  M E N U

 L O C A L  a n d  F O R E I G N  D I S H E S

H A P P Y  H O U R  D A I LY  1 5 - 1 8 : 0 0

B A N K A S T R Æ T I  7 A  -  1 0 1  R E Y K J AV Í K  -  T E L .  5 6 2  3 2 3 2

A

Local gastro pub & café
Craft food & beer - Speciality coffee & tea

www.laekur.is
Next to national swimming pool

Open daily 9am - 11pm

L
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something of an institution, having 
sold the work of the designers 
behind the enterprise —E YGLO, 
Helicopter, milla snorrason and 
kyrja—who take turns working at 
the counter. Drop by for a look—who 
knows, your purchase might turn 
out to be an investment if a KIOSK 
garment becomes a future classic.

26. Lucky Records
Rauðarástígur 10

Lucky is hands down the finest 
record store in town. Crate-diggers 
will marvel and fawn over their 
selection while the lay music listener 
can easily pop in to pick up the latest 
from their favourites. Live music and 
DJs are regularly scheduled.
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20. Omnom Chocolate
Hólmaslóð 4

You can see the whole process by 
which Omnom’s chocolate bars are 
made here, from when they receive 
the cocoa beans to when they wrap 
them in their beautiful packing. 
Then you can buy some for the trip 
home. 

21. Spúútnik Fatamarkaður
Laugavegur 118

If you have an afternoon to kill to 
look for some real gold, head to 
this trendy second-hand shop to 
look through their endless stock 
of fashions from decades gone by. 
This is where the revolving door of 
fashion is truly found in town.

22. Handprjónasambandið
Skólavörðustígur 19

The Icelandic wool sweater, or 
lopapeysa, is a staple of Icelandic 
clothing. Their popularity with 
v i s i t o r s  m e a n s  t h a t  t h e y ’r e 
sometimes now mass-produced 
for tourists abroad—but you’ ll 
get the real deal here. From neon 
green to Spider-man-patterned, the 
opportunities are endless. 

23. Geysir
Skólavörðustígur 7 & 16

The presence of the aesthetically 
im m a c ul a te G eys ir  s e e m s to 
continually grow in Reykjavík , 
especially since they launched their 
own clothing line and accompanying 

catalogue. There are two locations 
to drop by on Skólavörðustigur, each 
with a differently styled interior. It 
might be a little pricey, but you’ll get 
something high-quality for sure.

24. Húrra Reykjavík
Hverfisgata 50 & 78

Many credit this store with Reykjavík’s 
sudden obsession with sneakers, 
with people camping outside the 
store to get their hands on a new pair. 
Needless to say, this store is shaping 
fashion in downtown Reykjavík. 

25. KIOSK
Ingólfstræti 6

The K IOSK fashion boutique is 

New In Town Gott Reykjavík,   
Hafnarstræti 17

Gott is a delightful recent addition 
to the Reykjavík restaurant scene, 
with a long history—their first loca-
tion in the Vestmannaeyjar archi-
pelago opened in 2013. The new 
place sticks to a winning formula: 
comfort food, with a homemade 
and healthy feel, using quality in-
gredients, and with everything 
made from scratch. BT

O
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New In Town 

WE BAKE OUR BREAD IN-HOUSE AND WE 
MAKE THE PANCAKES FROM SCRATCH

A M E R I C A N  P A N C A K E S
H O M E  M A D E  B R E A D

O P E N  M O N - F R I  7. 3 0 - 1 4 . 3 0  
S AT - S U N  8 . 0 0 - 1 4 . 3 0
K I T C H E N  C L O S E D  F R O M  1 4 . 0 0

M

www.maturogdrykkur.is
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HISTORIC EXHIBITION              
RESTAURANT •  SHOP •  

ACTIVITIES

Saga Museum •  Grandagarður 2 •  101 Reykjavík
Tel.: (+354) 511 1517 •  Open: Daily from 10 to 18

www.sagamuseum.is

B

to plan your journey

The official Icelandic
public transport app.



STAFF PICKS FOR JUNE!



TRACK BY TRACK

‘Klámstjarna’ by 
Dadykewl  

Sex, weird 90s references, hair metal,  
and self-hatred

Words: Dadykewl & Hannah Jane Cohen    
Photo: Berglaug Petra

The Dadykewl vibe is one of 
chill positivity. While he does 
everything from party bangers to 
toned-down emotional trap, the 
singer is known for his no-holds-
barred honesty. Love songs, real 
talk—you’ll find it all on his new 
album ‘Klámstjarna’. We asked him 
to explain the album in his own 
words. 

Meira en ég þarf
Necessity is a weird thing. When 
something good goes away, 
you’re left with a hole, and you 

need to be careful how you fill it. 
This song starts with a string sec-
tion that follows the mood of not 
feeling fulfilled, then it takes a U-
turn to sore memories and regret. 
Starri helped take the song to 
that place—I guess he has some 
things to deal with, am I right? I 
fucking hate myself. 

Á ljóshraða

Don’t let uninspiring, narrow-mind-
ed, and negative people near you. 
Don’t let them breathe the same 
air as you and if they come close 
ignore their presence. Then you 
end up with people that help you 
evolve into a better you.

Sofna með þér ft. GKR

This is a cute little song about 
sleeping with the person you love. 
That’s highly underrated and now 
maybe people will appreciate it 
more. Fun fact: GKR actually made 
this beat with his own hands.

Klámstjarna

If you like sex, weird 90s referenc-
es, strong female characters and 
drugs then boy oh boy listen to 
this song. It’s a Dadykewl classic 
and has a joyful feeling around it, 
which is the reason why I reached 
out to Smjörvi to help me with it. 

Edinborg ft. Prinz Puffin

I made this beat, like, two years 
ago and showed it to Prinz Puffin 
on a trip we took to Edinburgh. We 
were broke as fuck and spent a 
week in an Airbnb with an Italian 
drummer who only had drum-
sticks and loved hair metal. I hope 
we meet him again and I hope he 
manages to buy a drum kit for 
his drumsticks. It was a fucking 
legendary trip. I’m never going 
back though. 

Næturljós

To be separated from the one 
you love is a trip, man. The main 
synth from this song is sampled 
from a Poppy video called “What 
Percentage Am I?”  

Klakarnir ft. Alvia Islandia

I made this beat a year ago and 
locked it in my vault of decaying 
demos. Then my friend Robbi told 
me to wake the fuck up and do 
something about my miserable 
life so I looked at it again. After 
having the chorus stuck in my 
head for weeks like it was fucking 
Jumanji beating from my vault, I 
began working on it again. I met 
Alvia at Prikið and asked her to 
help me with the song, and now 
I’m finally free. 

Meira Frelsi

My friend Fames came to the 
studio one day before he went to 
a party and showed me the beat 
to “Meira Frelsi.” If you party hard 
and have sexual intercourse fre-
quently then this might be your 
new favourite. 

Lada Acoustic Remix

I wrote ‘Lada’ in January 2017, made 
an acoustic version later, and then 
Mistersir made a remix of that. 
Fucking Post-Modernism. God, I love 
the times we live in.  

Music

Grab a bite at Dunkin’ Donuts. We’re open every day.

BAGELS FROM 599 ISK

Kringlan Hagasmári 9 Fitjar KEF Airport
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Bro, check out that sunset

LP 
LP: ‘Klámstjarna’ is out now  
on Spotify

Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | Open 11:00 - 22:00 | jomfruin.is

– home of the open sandwiches
Welcome to JómfrúinWelcome to Jómfrúin



Music
 

Most of Reykjavík’s 
grassroots indie scene will 
head out to Borgarfjörður 

in West Iceland on July 6th-8th to 
play at Hátíðni, a DIY festival that’ll be 
held at the BRÚN community centre. 
The acts announced so far are Umer 
Consumer, GRÓA, bagdad brothers, Hot 
Sauce Committee and Wama Ema, all of 
whom appeared on the post-dreifing 
DIY label compilation ‘Drullumáll #1’, 
streaming on Spotify now. Tickets are 
priced at 3,000 ISK, and shuttles to 
the festival will be announced on the 
Facebook event.  JR

 
 
 
 
The band Godchilla have been causing 
a furore in Iceland‘s underground 
scene ever since their inception. With 
their roots somewhere between punk, 
doom and surf-sludge, their latest al-
bum ‘Hypnopolis’ received widespread 
critical acclaim, at home and abroad. 
The three-piece just announced they 
will be heading to France to play four 
shows; in Bordeaux, Toulouse, Lyon and 
Toulon. If you live in any of these cities, 
just buy the ticket already. You won’t 
regret it. If you miss them, you’ll still 
have a chance to see them at Secret 
Solstice Festival at the end of June. PW

JR.   
 
Iceland Airwaves have announced 
more acts for the 2018 edition. Joining 
Fever Ray, Blood Orange and Tommy 
Ca$h are up ‘n’ coming bands from 
an eclectic mixture of countries, 
including Belgian/Egyptian/Lebanese 
artist Tamino, Faroese guitar-pop band 
Danny & The Veetos, Syrian dabke leg-
end Rizan Said, intriguing Portuguese 
dream-pop and electronica artist 
Surma, and Greenlandic guitar band 
Nanook. On the Icelandic side, einarIn-
dra joins the lineup alongside award-
winning composer Ólafur Arnalds, a 
plethora of rappers, electro-drag art-
ist Mighty Bear, alt-crooner Högni, and 
more. Tickets are on sale now. JW 

MUSIC 
NEWS 

Wild Creature
Umer Consumer takes on a life of his own  

Words: John Rogers   Photo: Juliette Rowland
 

Concert & Album
See Umer Consumer support 
Sólveig Matthildur on May 30th at 
Gaukurinn, and on June 1st at Bravó

Ýmir Gíslason stands on a narrow 
causeway, watching a bright yellow 
demolition truck tearing down an 
old metal industrial tank. The pincer 
closes and pulls again and again, 
relentlessly tearing chunks of the 
building away. Each time it lets go, 
the whole tank wobbles, letting out 
a deep boom that shakes the ground. 
“It’s a cool sound,” he says, and even-
tually we turn and walk up the cause-
way, and into Akranes lighthouse.
 After a demonstration of the light-
house’s acoustics via some sonorous 
throat singing, Ýmir explains that he 
spent several summers in Akranes as a 
child. “My grandparents live here, and 
my cousin is the mayor,” he says. “But 
I’d never been inside the lighthouse 
until recently. Then I met Hilmar who 
looks after it, and he said they have 
concerts here. I thought it might be 
fun to record in here. I’ve been trying 
to record the whole space; to use it 
as an instrument. You can practice 
at home with a guitar, and then re-
cord what you made—but you can’t 
practice at home with a lighthouse.” 

Alter ego
This sense of sonic exploration is 
also present in Ýmir’s main musical 
project, Umer Consumer. A part of the 
blossoming Weird 
Kids scene, his im-
passioned stage per-
formances recently 
took a creative leap 
with the addition of a technological 
element when he incorporated a 
utility vest, specially constructed 
in collaboration with KOS-C. With 

his effects pedals strapped to his 
body; he can stalk the stage while 
manipulating his voice in real time. 
 The results are mesmerising. “I 
like to call Umer Consumer an alter 
ego,” says Ýmir, demonstrating the 
straps and buckles of the vest. “It’s 
definitely not me up on the stage. 
It’s something else I’m trying to get 
to know.” He pauses, searching for 
the right words. “It’s hard to describe 
him properly—he’s a wild creature. 
He can be mean. He has this bitter 
emotionality—he thinks of all the 
things that are bad, and plays it out.”

Physical and out there
I wonder out loud if the character 
allows Ýmir to vent sides of himself 
that are usually hidden. “It’s a part of 
me as well, of course,” he ponders. “I’ve 
been having a debate with myself how 
much of him is me, and vice-versa. 
It’s something that I can be. I wear 
makeup on the stage and act like a 
weird kid. I always blackout on the 
stage—it’s something that takes over, 
and there’s nothing I can do about it.”
 This spontaneous method is audi-
ble in Umer Consumer’s unpredictable 
electronic sound, and even the lyrics—
Ýmir is highly concerned with keeping 
his music open-ended, with room for 
unexpected events. “Some of the lyrics 
happen right there on the stage,” he 
says. “I like to improvise, move on, and 
keep moving, growing, and exploring 
this whole spectrum and process. 
I get myself into character and say 

what he has to say. And 
with the vest, you can 
hear and see what I’m 
doing in real-time.” 
 H e  s m i l e s , 

and for a second, Umer Con-
sumer appears in Ýmir’s eyes. 
“It’s physical, and out there.” 

Gaukurinn

bar & live venue
TRYGGVAGATA 22

We are very queer, 
open and diverse. We 
have gender neutral 
restrooms and an 
all-Vegan bar!

HAPPY HOUR
    every day 
  from 14 to 21

...and other events:

Burlesque Bingo 

VICKY, Casio Fatso, InZeros 

Strell Ytzia Blossom
- A Utopian Drag Show

Læknishljómar, Hewkii

The Icelandic Championship of 
Beatboxing // Afterwards: 
Dj Beatur & Dj Bahama

Singer/Songwriter Night 

Rex Pistols, Skaði, Bömmer 

1/6

2/6

7/6

8/6

9/6

10/6

14/6

www.gaukurinn.is

STANDUP COMEDY 
in English every Monday 

KARAOKE PARTY 
every Tuesday 

Free entry and starts at 21 both nights

OPEN-MIC 
STANDUP COMEDY
in English every Wednesday

Free entry and starts at 20:30

gpv.is/music
Share this + Archives

To the lighthouse, my friends



June 1st - June 14th

Concerts & Nightlife
Events listed are all live performances and  
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete  
listings and detailed information on venues  

visit grapevine.is/happening.  
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday June 1st

Vaka Folk Festival 
12:30 Akureyri

 Team Dreams: 
sóley / Sin Fang / Örvar
21:00 Iðnó

 HAM
21:00 Húrra
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Open Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Mahler No. 2
19:30 Harpa
Pink Iceland Micro Party: Elín Ey
18:00 Pink Iceland
Premium / Morii / Skyfolk
21:30 Dillon
June 1st Party: DJ Fonetik Simbol 
21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
DJ Orang Volante & DJ Ása
20:00 Kaffi Vínyl
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið

DJ Gunni Ewok
23:00 Prikið

Saturday June 2nd

Beneath / Munnriður / Cult of Lilith
21:00 Húrra
VICKY / Casio Fatso / InZeros
22:00 Gaukurinn
Countabiligy: 
Einar Torfi & Fengjastrútur
20:00 Mengi
Vaka Folk Festival 
12:30 Akureyri

Dans Afrika Barakan Concert
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Tómas R. Latin Band
15:00 Jómfrúin
Reynir Hauksson
21:00 Nordic House
DJ Dominatricks
21:00 Hafnarhús
Flor de Toloache
20:00 Harpa
Keelrider / Ottoman / At Breakpoint
22:00 Dillon
DJ Karítas
23:00 Prikið
DJ Higher Altitude
22:00 Bravó

Sunday June 3rd

Sunday Jazz  
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús

 Kira Kira Album Release Party
20:00 Iðnó
Megas
16:00 Gljúfrasteinn-Laxness Museum
The Silk Road: 
Chinese & Icelandic Concert
19:00 Harpa
Traditional Music 
Beginner’s Session
16:00 Andrými

Monday June 4th

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
Listening Party With Borko
21:00 Hafnarhús

 Gaelynn Lea
20:00 Tjarnarbíó

Tuesday June 5th 

Karaoke Party! 
21:00 Gaukurinn

Wednesday June 6th

Indriði / Special-K / 
Styrmir Örn Guðmundsson
20:00 Húrra
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía

21:00 Sæta Svínið
S.hel & Mill
20:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Jessie J 
20:00 Laugardalshöll
DJ Beatmakin' Troopa / 
Extreme Chill
22:00 Prikið
DJ Maggie Lego
22:00 Bravó

Thursday June 7th

Úlfur Eldjárn
21:00 Hafnarhús
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Open Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Behzod Plays Rachmanioff
19:30 Harpa
Plug & Play Night
22:00 Boston
Geisha Cartel Listening Par
22:00 Prikið
DJ Einar Sonic
22:00 Bravó

Friday June 8th

 Dadykewl / ALVIA / Yung Nigo 
Drippin’ / Hrnnr x Smjörvi 
21:00 Húrra
Sunna Friðjóns 
21:00 Mengi 
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Læknishljómar

22:00 Gaukurinn
Icelandic All-Star Jazz! 
20:00 Harpa
DJ Kocoon
23:00 Prikið
DJ Krystal Carma
22:00 Bravó

Saturday June 9th

Icelandic Opera: Brothers
19:30 Harpa
The Icelandic Championship of 
Beatboxing
20:00 Gaukurinn
Sykur & X/OZ Label Night: 
Gotshell / Exos / Ohm / Waage
23:00 Húrra
Svavar Knútur
16:00 Hannesarholt
Kristjana Stefánsdóttir Quartet
15:00 Jómfrúin
DJ FKNHNDSM / Thaison
23:00 Prikið
DJ Gunni Ewok
22:00 Bravó

Sunday June 10th

Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Teitur Magnússon 
16:00 Gljúfrasteinn-Laxness Museum
Traditional Music 
Beginner’s Session
16:00 Andrými
Hjálmurinn
16:00 Tjarnarbíó
Singer/Songwriter Night
20:00 Gaukurinn
DJ Silja Glommi
22:00 Kaffibarinn
DJ Orang Volante
22:00 Bravó

Monday June 11th

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra

Tuesday June 12th

Karaoke Party! 
21:00 Gaukurinn
Mighty Bear / Brúska Babúska 

/ Skaði
20:00 Húrra
Academic Male Choir Of Tallinn 
University Of Technology
20:00 Langholtskirkja

Wednesday June 13th

Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Tumi / Bergur / Einar
21:00 Mengi
DJ KrBear
23:00 Prikið
DJ Milljón
22:00 Bravó

Thursday June 14th

Music In The Garden
18:00 CenterHotel Miðgarður
Emil de Waal & Gustaf Ljunggren
21:00 Mengi
MIMRA 
21:00 Græni Hatturinn

Hits & Tits Karaoke
22:00 Húrra
Rex Pistols / Skaði / Bömmer
21:00 Gaukurinn
New Worlds: Bill Murray & Jan Vogler
20:00 Harpa
Pistols & Palmtrees: DJ Úlfur KOLKA
23:00 Prikið
DJ FKNHNDSM
22:00 Bravó

Our Picks

  
 Gaelynn Lea 

June 4 - 20:00 - Tjarnarbíó - 2,500 ISK

If you’ve never 
heard of Gaelynn 

Lea, here are 
some facts for 

you: she plays the 
violin like a tiny 
cello from her 
electric wheel-
chair. She likes to 
create multiple 
loops and layers 
them over each 
other to create 
an orchestral 
background for 
her songs. She’s 
an American folk 
singer. And she 
is an excellent 
speaker. Gaelynn 
has recently been 
touring full-time 
across the USA 
and other coun-

tries and on June 
4th, you’ll be able 
to see her per-
form in Reykjavík. 
The day after, 
she’ll discuss the 
challenges faced 
by marginalised 
female musi-
cians in a world 
where the arts 
should be acces-
sible to all, at the 
Reykjavík Arts 
Festival Hub. Two 
evenings full of 
magic, guaran-
teed. PW

 
 Dadykewl 

June 8 - 21:00 
Húrra - 1,500 ISK

After releasing 
a banger of 
an album, 
Dadykewl is 
joined by his 
kewl friends for 
a night that’ll 
def serve up 
an awesome 
hangover. HJC

 
 Kira Kira

June 3 - 20:00  
Iðnó - 4,500 ISK

Eternal sonic ex-
plorer Kira Kira 
presents her 
new album ‘Al-
chemy & Friends’ 
with an all-star 
orchestra add-
ing the crescen-
do. PW

  
 MENGI Members Party 

June 8 - 17:00 - Mengi - Free!

The revered Mengi arts and music 
organisation is launching a mem-
bership programme to support their 
activities. They’ll introduce it on June 
8th with some performances and 
refreshments, and give out gifts to 
new members. Show up on the night 
or check out their website for more 
information. JR

  
 HAM

June 1 - 21:00 - Húrra - 4,500 ISK

We know what you’re thinking: how 
could a piece of pork perform on 
a stage? Ha! The joke’s on you: it’s 
actually a band! HAM have been 
around since the late 80s and are 
widely considered one of Iceland’s 
best rock bands. Their singer used 
to be Iceland’s former minister of 
health. It’s going to be legendary. PW
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Reynir Hauksson

Cult of Lilith

Læknishljómar

MIMRA



Metal Is Death 
Reykjavík Deathfest’s third edition  

turns Gaukurinn to ash 
Words & Photos: Phil Uwe Widiger 

Festival
The next edition—“Reykjavík 
Metalfest”—is 16-18th May 2019

For any fan of death metal, Rey-
kjavík Deathfest comes close to be-
ing their holy grail, featuring both 
international and national favour-
ites of the subgenre. It is the third 
edition of the festival and with 
Gaukurinn’s new sound system, 
this promises to be the best yet. As 
I descend on Gaukurinn at around 
7 pm on Friday night, I’m prepared 
for my soul to be tortured and my 
ears to be bleeding—in the most 
pleasant way possible.

Neck cramps
Bag Of Anthrax are the perfect 
opener and fill the room with 
fast-paced, destructive riffs and 
songs that barely extend beyond 
one minute. The Hungarian Sin 
Of God deliver fast, brutal and 
non-compromising death metal, 
and the French duo WarFuck win 
the crowd with their energetic 
stage presence. Severed deliver 
riffs sharp enough to cut glass. At 
the end of their set, I can feel my 
neck starting to hurt. 
 Der Weg Einer Freiheit blow 
the minds of the whole audience 
with their atmospheric take on 
black-metal that mixes calm, 
graceful passages with crushing, 

blast beat-driven tremolo-picking. 
The American Malignancy met-
aphorically punch me with their 
progressive, complex, perfectly 
delivered riffs. After a few songs, 
I feel saturated by the intensity of 
extreme metal and I leave, miss-
ing the last two bands—DODEC-
AHEDRON and Une Misère. How-
ever, the first evening of Reykjavík 
Deathfest 2018 leaves me satisfied 
with the balanced line-up, great 
sound and spectacular bands.

Bulldozer-fucking-
metal

The second night opens with Di-
vine Defilement who remind me of 
Cannibal Corpse with their groovy 
riffs and effortless tempo chang-
es. Cult Of Lilith’s new 
singer is a beast, and 
even though the clean 
vocals are barely audi-
ble, the variety of vocal 
styles and his presence 
on stage totally make 
up for that. 
 Gr uesome Glor y 
play for the first time 
in six years and one can feel the 
pure joy of the audience of wel-
coming them back on stage. The 
first reunion of the evening has it 
all—technical complexity, tight-
ness, groove, heaviness and most 
of all—fun. Skinned’s perfor-
mance can be described in three 

words: bulldozer-fucking-metal. 
The Dutch Ulsect’s theatrical per-
formance builds up with disso-
nant guitar lines reminiscent of 
black metal, climaxing in heavy 
breakdowns. 
 Dead Congregation start at a 
slow, doomy pace and then accel-
erate into full-blown death metal. 
I can actually feel the vibrations 
of their singer’s super-low growls 
through the floor. When Psycrop-
tic arrive on stage, the crowd goes 
wild in various circles and mosh 
pits. For the occasion of the 10th 
anniversary of their debut album, 
Icelandic favourite Gone Post-
al play through the whole album 
with an enthusiasm and sheer joy 
that is a sight to behold.

Reykjavík Metalfest
As screams for more start to fill 
the room, I leave into the cold and 
windy Icelandic night. I’m deeply 
impressed with what the organ-
isers have achieved by putting 
on such a good festival that only 
revolves around extreme met-
al in the heart of Reykjavík. The 

line-up was stellar, 
the sound mostly on 
point, and the organ-
isation smooth. 
 To everybody’s 
delight, next year’s 
edition of the festi-
val has already been 
a n n o u n c e d ,  n o w 
c a l l e d  “ Re y k j av í k 

Metalfest,” indicating their aim 
of broadening the target audi-
ence. The discontinuation of 
the Oration festival will leave a 
hole in the black metal scene, but 
Reykjavík Metalfest looks well 
equipped to fill it. 

Music

Der Weg Einer Freiheit blowing some minds

“The crowd 
goes wild 
in various 
circle and 

mosh pits.”

Suðurgata 41  
101 Reykjavík  
www.thjodminjasafn.is 
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15  
101 Reykjavík  
www.safnahusid.is 
tel +354 530 22  10

National Museum of Iceland  

The country’s largest 
museum of cultural  
history from settlement  
to present day.

The Culture House  

Manuscripts, fine art, natural 
specimens, curiosities and 
archeaological findings form 
the exhibition Points of View.

 National 
Museum of
 Iceland   

  The  
Culture    
House 

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17 Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Bus nr. 1  30 minutes  
from Lækjartorg

Open 12–5 p.m. 
Closed on Tuesdays

Strandgata 34
220 Hafnarfjörður
Iceland

www.hafnarborg.is
hafnarborg@hafnarfjordur.is
(354) 585 5790

Hafnarborg
The Hafnarfjördur Centre 
of Culture and Fine Art

35/30
Anniversary Exhibition



Sonic Tears In 
The Timespace 

Continuum 
KRÍA on merging retro and futurism

 
Words: Rex Beckett   Photos: Art Bicnick     

EP
KRÍA’s “Opium View” is out now  
and her EP ‘Output’ will be released 
in June.

Listening to KRÍA’s dark, ethereal 
synthpop gives a strange, wobbly, 
pleasant sensation of floating be-
tween timelines. From a retro vi-
sion of the future with guttural, 
gloomy vintage synth samples, to 
a hyper-futuristic surreal space of 
perfect, AutoTuned voices. 
 KRÍA herself is also slightly elu-
sive. Charming, open and down to 
earth, she maintains an air of be-
ing somewhat of a riddle. When we 
meet, she’s just on the cusp of re-
leasing her new EP ‘Output’. “I was 
walking home one day when I was 
six years old,” she says. “I started 
talking with a girl on the way home 
and she told me ‘I’m going to the 
music school around the corner. I’m 
playing the Lion King song on the pi-
ano.’ I was like ‘No way!’ So I started 
playing the piano.” 

AutoTune addict
Cut to a few years ahead to London, 
where KRÍA found herself studying 
creative vocals at the Institute for 

Contemporary Music, surrounded 
by inspiring peers and influential 
educators. “Everyone there was do-
ing something completely different 
from each other,” she says. “The 
teachers were musicians themselves 
so it was really cool to see when they 
were releasing something or about 
to go touring.” This nurturing envi-
ronment pushed her towards writ-
ing her own music, leading to the 
birth of her persona and releasing 
her first single “Low Hype” in 2015. 
 Having now had some time to let 
things simmer, the self-described 
80s obsessed AutoTune addict has 
rocketed her sound into 
new galaxies, orbiting 
darker, more lugubri-
ous sonic planets. Her 
ubiquitous use of auto-
tune serves as a tool of 
atmospheric manipula-
tion, rather than a mask 
or corrective device, en-
hancing her well-honed 
vocal instrument. 
 “I have this TC-Helicon vocal ef-
fects station and I just love sitting 
down by the piano or at my com-
puter and just coming up with vocal 
melodies through that,” she says. 
“I sometimes feel like that’s when I 
get the best vocal ideas. I feel like it 

also adds a warmth to my voice that 
I can’t really synthesize in another 
way by using other gear.”

Heavy energies
This new journey has also taken her 
into darker lyrical content as well. 
“This EP is really vulnerable,” KRÍA 
says. “I’ve never written something 
that was so raw and coming straight 
from my head, like writing in my 
diary or something, so I’m kind of 
scared to release this. Even though 
it’s metaphors and stuff, people can 
read into it I think.” 
 This rawness was brought on by 
her writing process being surround-
ed by what she describes as really 
heavy energies, as well as the suicide 
of a friend, but the process of writing 
and producing the music delivered 
catharsis. 

The right time
KRÍA’s live show recently incorpo-
rated a live drummer—Atli Steinn 
Bjarnason of the electronic act Axis 
Dancehall—who has also become a 
songwriting collaborator who com-

pliments her estab-
lished sound and drives 
her motivation. 
 “Working with 
him is a really good 
balance because he 
comes up with things I 
wouldn’t have thought 
of, and vice versa,” 
she says. “Especially 
in terms of starting 

because I tend to overcomplicate 
things, like it has to be the right 
time, I have to be in the right mood! 
But you just have to do it.”  

Share this: gpv.is/music 

KRIA digging deep into the music

 “I’ve never 
written 

something 
that was 
so raw."
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Fresh Like  
Peppermint

Ásta Fanney’s new show aims to transcend  
the boundaries of performance art

Words: Juliana Iluminata Wilczynski  Photo: Art Bicnick

Exhibition 
 See Peppermint at Kling & Bang on 
June 2nd, June 9th, and June 16th

Described as a “three-headed gi-
ant of sorts,” new performance 
art ‘Peppermint’ is set to take 
place during the highly antici-
pated Reykjavík Arts Festival in 
June. Curated by Erling T.V. Klin-
genberg, Elísabet Brynhildardót-
tir and Selma Hreggviðsdóttir, it 
comprises three performances, 
each by a different artist. 
 Poet, musician and artist Ásta 
Fanney Sigurðardóttir is one of 
the three. When she was invited 
to take part in the series, which 
also includes works by Hannes 
Lárusson and Florence Lam, Ásta 
accepted despite not knowing 
them—but she quickly grew to see 
the connections.
 “Hannes and Florence have this 
kind of element that nobody else 
is doing what they do,” says Ásta. 
“Both of them have a very specific 
aesthetic. They have a very special 
energy about their art. Erling said 
we reminded him of peppermint!”

Art detectives
The concept behind the project 
seems intentionally elusive. The 

idea was to simply do something 
fresh—and that’s exactly what it 
feels like. “My part of ‘Peppermint’ 
is called “Lunar-10.13 
& The Riddle of No-
rensa,” says Ásta. “It’s 
a slow soap musical 
mystery on an art 
space station. The 
art objects are for-
mulated viewpoints, 
the performers are 
the detectives, and 
the soundtrack is a 
clue for the future of 
this live movie we call 
life.”
 What the show will evolve into 
is unknown even to the artists 
themselves—a position that the 
prolific multi-disciplinarian is 
more than comfortable with. “I do 
poetry festivals, and art festivals, 
and music festivals, and maybe I 
switch to doing poetry at a music 
festival, and then I’m doing all of 
these things at once,” says Ásta. “I 
always thought that you had to put 
art in boxes so people can under-
stand it—we live in a society where 
we have to label everything. But 
now I just do whatever I feel like. 
Fuck the rest!”

Dreams, time, and 
reality

A big part of Ásta’s contribu-
tion relies on her bizarre dreams, 
which have been a source of inspi-
ration. “I had a dream where I was 
running through an underground 
tunnel at full speed,” she recounts. 
“I was opening a lot of cages, and 
there was a kangaroo, and some 
mice, all kinds of animals. When I 
reflected on the dream afterwards, 
I thought: maybe this is me, trying 
not to categorise everything. So, 
I think this is part of the perfor-
mance.”
 Ásta has the wisdom of a 
600-year-old elf and the energetic 

curiosity of a six-year-
old child. One of the 
things that intrigues 
her most—and also 
serves as a source of 
inspiration for her 
work—is the human 
brain’s perception 
and relationship with 
time and reality. She 
explains a phenom-
enon known as chro-
nostasis, when the 
brain sometimes fills 

in a fake memory in gaps of time 
that one experiences, when for ex-
ample, looking at a clock. “It’s our 
perception,” Ásta concludes. “Our 
brain always wants to make sense 
of everything—and it’s just like we 
are actually living in The Matrix.”

A turning point
At ‘Peppermint,’ Ásta will be par-
tially unveiling just that—the part 
of herself that she’s still learning 
about. “I think I’m at a turning 
point actually in my career,” she 
concludes. “I’m seeing beauty in 
things that are not deteriorating 
at once. That’s the thing. It’s so ex-
citing. I don’t know what it is, but 
it’s going to be a great surprise!”  

Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum

Hamraborg 4 200 Kópavogur www.gerdarsafn.is

Gerður:
Retrospective 

31.05.–
7.10.2018

“Our brain al-
ways wants to 
make sense of 
everything—
and it’s just 
like we are 

actually living 
in The Matrix.”

Nobody knows what to expect at Peppermint, except freshness

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is

t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

Divisions and Reflections 
IGNACIO URIARTE
31 May - 4 August 2018
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Opening
NORDIC HOUSE
Pillow Talk
Emergency beds from the Red Cross 
zoom around the city broadcasting 
stories from refugees and asylum 
seekers in Iceland. Listen and learn. 
• Opens on June 7, 2018
• Runs until June 9, 2018
Street View
A wrecked caravan-like installation 
symbolises the loss of homes. The 
materials themselves were shipped 
directly from Syria. Found art in the 
most tragic way.  
• Opens on June 4, 2018
• Runs until June 17, 2018

WIND & WEATHER WINDOW GALLERY
Journey To Home
This exhibit is moving—literally.  With 
a traveling gallery, the nomadic 
window searches for home. What 
is home? Can it be plotted and 
mapped? 
• Opens on June 3, 2018
• Runs until June 22, 2018 

LIVING ART MUSEUM
Pressure Of The Deep
This exhibit celebrates the 40th an-
niversary of the Living Art Museum. 
Come for a magnifying glass on 
current events.   
• Opens on June 7, 2018
• Runs until August 12, 2018 

REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - 
KJARVALSSTAÐIR
No Man's Land: Where Beauty Alone 
Reigns?
In this two locale exhibit, experience 
wilderness and independence as 
seen through the eyes of the Icelan-
dic psyche. This location holds only 
historic artists.  
• Opens on June 2, 2018
• Runs until September 30, 2018 

REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
No Man's Land: Where Beauty Alone 
Reigns?
In this two locale exhibit, experience 
wilderness and independence as 
seen through the eyes of the Icelan-
dic psyche. This location holds only 
21st century artists.   
• Opens on June 2, 2018
• Runs until September 30, 2018 

RAMSKRAM GALLERY

Lines For These Lands
How often are we in direct confron-
tation with nature? This photogra-
phy exhibit asks that by document-
ing scientists and technology.  
• Opens on June 2, 2018
• Runs until June 8, 2018

HAFNARBORG
35/30 Anniversary Exhibit
It's Hafnarborg's anniversary, and to 
celebrate they'll have a special ex-
hibit of pieces from their collection. 
Some have never been seen before.
• Opens on June 2, 2018
• Runs until August 26, 2018 
Ongoing 
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ICELAND
Treasures Of A Nation
A selection of over 80 works chosen 
from the national gallery’s collection 
display the evolution of art since the 
19th century. 
• Runs until December 31, 2019
Rule Of The Game
Finnish artist Elina Brotherus comes 
to Iceland with a retrospective. 
She's known for her arresting self-
portraits and landscapes.
• Runs until June 24, 2018
Other Hats: Icelandic Printmaking
This exhibit takes printmaking and 
looks at it in parallel with other 
means of expression, including writ-
ing, composition, and visual arts.
• Runs until September 23, 2018  

EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM 
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to 
300 artworks including a beautiful 
garden with 26 bronze casts of the 
artist’s sculptures.
• On permanent view 

THE ÁSGRIMUR JÓNSSON COLLECTION
Korriró And Dillidó
Ásgrímur’s art explores the fears 
and dreams of generations, as 
mysterious Icelandic elves, trolls 
and monsters finally take shape and 
materialise as vivid beings. 
• Runs until September 15, 2018

MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
Behind The Scenes With   
Einar Þorsteinn 
In 2014, architect and mathemati-
cian Einar Þorsteinn Ásgeirsson gave 
all his belongings to the museum. 
Best described as a renaissance 

man, the exhibit is full of curiosities.
• Runs until October 7, 2018
The Imaginarium Of Kron By KronKron
Magni and Hugrún (aka KronKron) 
have designed over 2000 fashion 
items, thereof 1200 shoe designs 
which make up the core of this 
exhibition.
• Runs until September 18, 2018

ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily Guided Tours 
Tours are from 13:00 to 14:00 
through its open air exhibits.

REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
Settlement Sagas
As Viking ruins meet digital technol-
ogy, this exhibition provides insight 
into Reykjavík's farms at the time of 
the first settlers.

REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - 
ÁSMUNDARSAFN
Invasion II: Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir / 
Shoplifter
The first instalment of a series of 
exhibitions that encourage artists 
to engage with the artistic heritage 
of Ásmundur Sveinsson. 
• Runs until August 12, 2018 
Ásmundur Sveinsson: Art For The 
People
Ásmundur Sveinsson watched 
Iceland grow from a poor agrar-
ian society into one of the richest 
countries in the world. His sculp-
tures reflect this, presenting a 
conversation between assimilation 
and innovation. 
• Runs until December 31, 2018

REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Olaf Otto Becker: Ice & Land
Here, spectacular documentary 
photography highlights changes 
in Iceland and Greenland due to 
climate change and other human 
interference. 
• Runs until September 16, 2018
Black Metal
Hafsteinn Viðar, aka Verði Ljós, docu-
ments the elusive Icelandic black 
metal scene with a series of darkly 
beautiful photos. The photos will 
also be available in a book of the 
same name. 
• Runs until August 15, 2018

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
Splendid Saddlery
In the past, beautifully-decorated 
and ornate saddles were valuable 
possessions. Here, see a collection 
of them. 
• Runs until October 21, 2018
Discovering Iceland's Monastaries
Are you fascinated by really old 
things? God? This exhibit combines 
both, based on research by archae-
ologist Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir. 
• Runs until May 26, 2019
Pre-Christian Graves In A New Light
In 2017, six pre-Christian burial 

mounds were found in North 
Iceland. Swords, spears, and even a 
boat was unearthed. Come see. 
• Runs until May 26, 2019

SIGURJÓN ÓLAFSSON MUSEUM
Two Comrades
Icelandic artists Sigurjón Ólafsson 
and Asger Jorn  were both influential 
figures in the Danish art scene in the 
1930s. Their works are now shown 
together to hopefully unveil new 
links and relationships.
• Runs until October 7, 2018 

THE NORDIC HOUSE
Inspired by Aalto: Sustainability as 
an Attitude
Come see some of Alvar Aalto‘s clas-
sic furniture designs and some of 
the works he inspired including an 
assortment of Artek furniture.  
• Runs until September 2, 2018 

GERÐUBERG CULTURE HOUSE
Hildur Björnsdóttir
How do we experience a culture that 
is remote and exotic to us? With her 
photographs and illustrations, Hildur 
dives into this question.
• Runs until June 4, 2018
Moments From The Life Of Asylum 
Seekers
Is asylum in Iceland paradise or 
purgatory? Here, Annie Ling explores 
the lives of those who arrived in 
Iceland last year.
• Runs until August 24, 2018

BERG CONTEMPORARY
The Search For Truth
Katrín Elvarsdóttir explores the 
blurred limits of imagination and 
how memories tend to gradually 
come free of reality.
• Runs until August 3, 2018 

LISTASALUR MOSFELLSBÆJAR

Kristján og Logi umpotta
Two embroidery artists collaborate 
in a seamless project that makes 
you wonder: Which artist stitched 
what?
• Runs until June 15, 2018 

GERÐARSAFN KÓPAVOGUR ART MUSEUM
 GERÐUR: Retrospective

This retrospective explores Icelan-
dic sculptor Gerður Helgadóttir, af-
ter whom the museum was named.
• Runs until August 12, 2018 

LISTASTOFAN
Sig Vicious - Lavastract
Iceland's first Instagram celebrity 
(@SigVicious) combines his land-
scape photography with his graphic 
design origins for a dramatic, futur-
istic, and yet paradoxical ride.   
• Runs until September 2, 2018 

I8
Divisions & Reflections
With monochromes and geometrics, 
Ignacio Uriarte's pieces could at any 
moment be mathematical formu-
las, architectural projects, musical 
compositions, or works of art.   
• Runs until August 4, 2018 

SKAFTFELL
Birds Of Passage
After 20 years of Skaftfell’s artist-in-
residency program, over 250 artists 
have come and gone. In this exhibit, 
walk down memory lane from Skaft-
fell’s residency archive.   
• Runs until June 10, 2018 

DJÚPAVÍK
The Factory
This annual multidisciplinary exhibi-
tion takes place in an abandoned 
herring factory in the Westfjords. 
Haunting setting, beautiful art.  
• Runs until August 31, 2018

June 1st - June 14th

Our Picks

  

On Wonder & Liberation

 Strell Ytzia Blossom:   
A Utopian Drag Show

June 7 - 21:00 - Gaukurinn

Whether you’re new or not to the flour-
ishing drag scene of Iceland, you need 

some Strell Ytzia in your life. Join her on 
Thursday night for the culmination of 
years of performances. This Utopian 
Drag show will take you on a journey of 
wonder and liberation intertwined with 
songs, lip-syncs and poetry delivered 
by some of Iceland’s beloved divas, 
including butch disaster comedy queen 
Jackie Moon and goth heartbreaking 
powerhouse Hans. But wait—there’s 
more! All profits will go to publishing 
‘Estranged,’ a new magazine striving to 
be a welcoming platform for all kinds of 
experiences and for all those who have 
felt estranged from society at some 
point in their life. This issue goes deep 
into the Icelandic drag scene, so if you 
like the show, open those pockets! AD

  

Between Man And Nature

 Never again or is it too late to 
change my mind?

Until June 9 - Tveir Hrafnar

Heimir Björgúlfsson creates works 
that question the relationship 
between man and nature. Expect 
paintings, collage, and more. AD

  

In Hindsight

  GERÐUR: Retrospective

Until August 19 - Gerðarsafn

A pioneer of abstract sculpture in 
Iceland, Gerður Helgadóttir was known 
for her stained glass and mosaic. This 
retrospective highlights themes and 
connections within her work. AD

  

4 In A Hoe

 Burlesque Bingó!

June 1 - 21:00 - Gaukurinn - 2,900 ISK

Sexy, weird, funny, jokes, magic, 
bumps, boobs, bulges, bingo? Yes, 
you heard right. Wear your best pas-
ties and come get gamey with the 
sultriest stars in town. HJC
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Come For The Films, 
Stay For The Party 

“Kanema’s Song” wins both awards at Icelandic 
documentary film festival Skjaldborg    

Words: Phil Uwe Widiger   Photo:  Art Bicnick

Film 
 'Kanema’s Song' is coming to Bíó 
Paradís on September 7th. Watch 
the trailer at skjaldborg.com

“In the year 2000, when my daugh-
ter Kanema was about three years 
old, there weren't that many mixed 
families in Iceland, nor mixed chil-
dren,” says Anna Þóra Steinþórs-
dóttir. “I used to go with her to do 
groceries and people would always 
be stopping me to admire her or 
stare at her. A lot of people didn't 
know about mixed marriages or 
different cultures even. I even had 
to convince one person that she 
was actually my daughter—he just 
couldn't believe it.” 
 Anna Þóra is the director of 
“Kanema’s song”, who won both 
the jury’s and the audience’s award 
at this year’s documentary film 
festival “Skjaldborg”. 18 years lat-
er, “Kanema’s Song” is Anna Þóra’s 
fourth documentary as a director, 
and the third to feature her daugh-
ter, Erna Kanema Mashinkila, as 
the main actress. Kanema’s father 
is from Zambia which was the set-
ting for the first two documen-
taries, mainly aimed at children 
and used as education material in 
primary schools. “We wanted to 
educate people about how it is to 
grow up on the borderline of two 

cultures,” says Anna Þóra. 

That’s the spirit
While Kanema was still a child in 
the first two films, in “Kamena’s 
Song” she is an adult who is cu-
rious about her origins as a mu-
sician. Árni Rúnar Hlöðversson 
from electro-pop band FM Belfast 
was hired to compose the score 
and recorded the title song togeth-
er with the main actress, using a 
song she had learned in Zambia as 
the foundation.
 “Kanema is heavily involved in 
music which plays a very big role 
in this film,” says 
Anna Þóra. “She’s 
studying jazz sing-
ing, and always 
listening to music. 
She's always been 
very curious about 
African music as 
well, so we thought 
it would be a great 
idea for her to in-
vestigate her musi-
cal background in Zambia.”
 For Kanema, the way people ex-
press themselves through music 
is the biggest difference between 
Zambian and Icelandic culture. 
“On whatever occasion people start 
dancing and singing,” the actress 
says. “It doesn't matter if you can 

actually sing or dance, it’s more 
about the spirit of it. In Iceland, we 
are more closed and shy. In Zam-
bia, they are very joyful. They val-
ue spending family time together 
more than Icelanders usually do.”

Mother and daughter
As we can all imagine, being con-
stantly filmed by your mother—or 
by anyone for that matter—can 
be uncomfortable. When Anna 
Þóra and Guðbergur Davíðsson, 
the co-producer, were discussing 
filming Kanema at her lunch break 
in school, she had to draw the line. 
 In the end, however, the expe-
rience brought the family closer 
together. “Kanema has been a big 
part of the production, in more 
ways than just being in front of 
the camera,” Anna Þóra explains. 
“She's been looking through the 
rough cuts with me. We didn’t al-
ways agree on all the shots, but we 
managed to reach a compromise, 
and it brought us closer.” Kanema 
agrees. “It was nice working to-
gether,” she says. “The whole expe-
rience was surrounded by positive 

vibes.”
 After the suc-
cess at Skjaldborg, 
the film is now set 
for public screen-
ing in Bíó Paradís 
on September 7th. 
“It was a wonder-
ful experience pre-
miering the film at 
Skjaldborg,” the di-
rector smiles. “It’s 

a small audience, but I hope after 
winning there it will be easier to 
take the film to a broader audience 
in Iceland, and possibly interna-
tionally.”  
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Ha�ð Bláa
The Blue Sea

restaurant with a view

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is  
5 minutes from Eyrarbakki 
at the Ölfusá bridge

483-3330 • raudahusid.is  
10 minutes from Selfoss
and Highway 1 in Eyrarbakki
open daily 11:30-22:00

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?
Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki
Ke�avík

International
Airport

Vík

Mother and daughter win at Skjaldborg
pho.is

We 
specialize 

in  
Asian 

Cuisine

Vietnamese Restaurant
➀ Laugavegur 27

➁ Suðurlandsbraut 8
Tel: 588 68 68

“We wanted to 
create aware-

ness about how 
it is to grow up 
on the border-

line of two  
cultures.”

gpv.is/film
Share this + Archives

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house  
Tel:511-1118

Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is



Various Events

Friday June 1st

Rupaul’s Drag Race Viewing Party
20:00 Kíkí Queer Bar

 Burlesque Bingó
21:00 Gaukurinn
Independence Day Party Screening!
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Jon Kabat-Zinn
8:00 Harpa

Saturday June 2nd

How To Become Icelandic In 
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Jon Kabat-Zinn
10:00 Harpa
Vinyl Record Market
11:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Saurus
14:00 Iðnó

Sunday June 3rd

Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
Festival Of The Sea
12:30 Harpa
Drosophilia Performance
18:00 Hafnarhús
Lipsync Karaoke
21:00 Kiki Queer Bar
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Movie Sundays: Radical Movie Club
19:00 Andrými
Artist Talk: Daniel Lismore
21:00 Hafnarhús

Monday June 4th

Stand-up Comedy (in English!) 
21:00 Gaukurinn 
Dr. Jordan B. Peterson
19:30 Harpa

Tuesday June 5th

Dr. Jordan B. Peterson
19:30 Harpa
Artist Talk: Gaelynn Lea
12:00 Hafnarhús
How To Become Icelandic In 
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

Wednesday June 6th

Open-Mic Stand-up Comedy 
20:0 Gaukurinn
Improv Iceland (in English!)
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Open Mic Night
20:00 Hafnarhús

Thursday June 7th

 Dark Deeds In Reykjavík: A Guided 
Literary Walking Tour 
15:00 Reykjavík City Library

 Strell Ytzia Blossom: 

A Utopian Drag Show
21:00 Gaukurinn
Artist Talk: Daníel Bjarnason
17:00 Hafnarhús
The Lover
20:00 Tjarnarbíó

Friday June 8th

Rupaul’s Drag Race Viewing Party
20:00 Kíkí Queer Bar

 Mengi Membership Launch
17:00 Mengi
Back To The Future Party Screening!
20:00 Bíó Paradís
The Wheel: Panel
12:00 Hafnarhús
Happy Hour: Vigdís Jakobsdóttir
17:00 Hafnarhús
How To Become Icelandic In 
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
The Lover
20:00 Tjarnarbíó

Saturday June 9th

Reykjavík Cabaret
21:00 Tjarnarbíó
How To Become Icelandic In 
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa

Sunday June 10th

Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
Lipsync Karaoke
21:00 Kíkí Queer Bar
Nude Art
17:00 Iðnó
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Movie Sundays: Radical Movie Club
19:00 Andrými
The World View Of The Women’s 
Story Circle
14:00 Nordic House

Monday June 11th

Stand-up Comedy (in English!) 
21:00 Gaukurinn

Wednesday June 13th

Improv Iceland (in English!)
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Open-Mic Stand-up Comedy 
20:0 Gaukurinn

Thursday June 14th

 Dark Deeds In Reykjavík: A Guided 
Literary Walking Tour 
15:00 Reykjavík City Library
World Cup Screening
15:00 Bíó Paradís
New Cartoon By Hugleikur Dagsson
21:00 Hafnarhús

ART HOUSE CINEMA & CAFÉHAPPY HOUR 

5–7 PM Hverfisgata 54 • 101 Reykjavik • Iceland • ��� ���� • Full schedule at bioparadis.is 

 Bíó Paradís, downtown cinema, will screen all the FIFA 
World Cup 2018 matches live! Experience Iceland’s first 
time in the World Cup with local Vikings and get the op-
portunity to shop exclusive HÚ! T-shirts and other merch 
by cartoonist Hugleikur Dagsson. Incredibly tempting bar 
specials! Free entrance! Everybody welcome! 

In this 1980s sci-fi classic, small-town California teen 
Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) is thrown back into the 

'50s when an experiment by his eccentric scientist 
friend Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd) goes awry. Join 
us for a true Friday Night Party Screening, June 8th at 
20:00! Screened with Icelandic subtitles.

A delightful follow-up to “Of Horses and Men” about a 
modest environmental activist determined to bring down 
heavy industry one electric pylon at a time. At it́ s premiere 
at Cannes Film Festival May 2018 it won the SACD Award 
at Critics' Week, which is the oldest parallel section of 
the festival. All Icelandic films are screened with English 
subtitles this summer! 

A seventeen-year-old aristocrat falls in love with a kind 
but poor artist aboard the luxurious, ill-fated R.M.S. 
Titanic. Every night in my dreams, I see you I feel you! 
Join us, June 15th at 20:00, where we will watch TI-
TANIC together! Screened with Icelandic subtitles.

World Cup - Free Entrance!

Back to the Future

Woman at War

Titanic

Well, this is a controversial pick for the main picture, right? 
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When asked to make this list I started 
with a nostalgic list that reminded me 
of my first trip to Iceland in 2006, where 
I blew all my money at 12 Tónar. My 
nepotistic second was a compilation of 
hits by my friends released during sum-
mer 2009. I finally whittled it down to 
this list of gloomy songs by people I’m 
honoured to call mentors and collabo-
rators—and one song that brought me 
back to life.

 
Kvöl – We Are Nothing

The couple now known as the hardcore 
duo ROHT had a brief foray into min-
imal post-punk, which I sorely miss. 
This synthy angsty track is quintessen-
tial 80s goth rock realness and just the 

stuff of self-effacing black adorned sad 
sacks.

Singapore Sling – Martian Arts 

I was introduced to the band quite 
randomly through an ex-boyfriend 
who had once opened for them in Ot-
tawa, playing in a band called The 
Expatriates. I am now an expatri-
ate and I get to see these guys sulk 
around town like grumpy aliens.

Kælan Mikla – Glimmer og Aska 

This slow-building melancholic dirge 
conjures so much visual beauty. Every 
time I hear it I’m transported back to 
my 14-year-old bedroom with midnight 
blue walls, silk scarves, red lightbulbs 
and incense filling the air.

Current 93 & HÖH – The Dream of the 
Shadow of Smoke

While Current 93 is not an Icelandic 
band, the album this song comes from, 
‘Island’, was co-written and produced 
by Hilmar Örn Hilmarsson, (compos-
er and Ásatrúifélagið high priest) re-
corded at Studio Sýrland, and boasts 
an Icelandic crème de la crème in its 
credits. It’s a dreamy, soaring, ethereal 
incantation.   

Jóhann Jóhannsson –  
Fordlândia - Aerial View

I will always hold a particular soft-
ness in my heart for JJ’s concept album 
about Henry Ford’s failed Fordlândia 
settlement project. I used this track 
for a choreography in my early 20s and 
spent four minutes slowly rolling on 
the ground. I wish I could dance like 
that on djammið.

Valgeir Sigurðsson – Past Tundra

The slow burn and mounting tension 
of this song is gripping. The increasing 
pace and instrumental layering that 
culminates in a grand mal sonic panic 
attack always makes me have one big 

George Michael Bluth cough-sob right 
at the end. 

Godchilla - 1064°

Probably my favourite song to dance to 
of any active Reykjavík band, this surf-
sludge banger is a loud, screechy, war-
bly, satanic jam fit for a sexy and scary 
chase scene in a Russ Meyer movie. I 
get to peak hip-twisting around three 
beers in.

Þórir Georg – Ekki Neitt

This stalwart, prolific, yet highly un-
derrated musician has an output that 
makes a lot of his peers shit their pants. 
This track comes off a gothy af album 
called Janúar from 2015 that is as bleak, 
dark and depressing as the namesake 
month.

Sigur rós – Svefn-g-Englar

A month after I turned 15, my fallopi-
an tube burst without my knowledge. 
I haemorrhaged for two weeks and 
was eventually rushed into emergency 
life-saving surgery. While I slept post-
op, my mother put my headphones in 
my ears and ‘Ágætis Byrjun’ in my Dis-
cman. I opened my eyes at dawn, seeing 
the sun shining on the hospital’s red 
bricks, listening to this song. It was a 
decent start to my second life.  

ARTIST PLAYLIST

Words: 
Rex 

Beckett 

Photo: 
Hörður 

Sveinsson 

Cold as Ice
Emerging goth-pop artist Rex Pistols shares her greatest Icelandic hits

Portrait of the artist as a qween

 

Info: 
 Find Rex Pistols 

online at 
facebook.com/

rxpistols



A GUIDE THAT 
FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from 

Every  
Happy 
Hour 

in 101 Reykjavík

AMERICAN BAR
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 750 ISK, 
Wine 850 ISK.

APÓTEK
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK, 
Wine 745 ISK.

BAR ANANAS
Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600 
ISK.

BAZAAR
Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 800 ISK, 
Wine 850 ISK.

BRASS KITCHEN 
AND BAR
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 800 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 2,000 
ISK.

BRAVÓ
Every day from 
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK, 
Wine 900 ISK.

BRYGGJAN 
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK, 
Wine 950 ISK.

FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

GAUKURINN
Every day from 
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.

HLEMMUR 
SQUARE
Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Cocktails 1,250 
ISK.

HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from 
18:00 to 21:00, 

Sunday from 
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

ÍSAFOLD 
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

KAFFIBARINN
Every day from 
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine (On Wed.)  
700 ISK. 

KEX HOSTEL
Every day from 
15:00  to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 650 ISK.

KUMIKO
Every day from 
17:00  to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK, 
Cocktails 1,700 
ISK.

LOFT
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK.

MARBAR
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.

PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500 
ISK.

PRIKIÐ
Weekdays from 
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK.

PUBLIC HOUSE
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00, 
23:00 to 1:00.
Beer 890 ISK,
Wine 890 ISK.

RED CHILI
Sun-Thur 16:00 
to 18:00.
Fri-Sat 16:00 to 

18:00 and 21:00 
to 23:00
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.

SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

SKY
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

SKÚLI CRAFT BAR
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK. 

SÓLON BISTRO
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 2 for 1 
2,500 ISK. 

STOFAN CAFÉ
Every day from 
17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.

SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from 
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK, 
Half-priced 
cocktails.

EL SANTO
Week days from 
17:00 to 19:90, 

weekends from 
22:00 to 1:00
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK,
Cockails 1,745 
ISK.

TAPAS BARINN
Every day from 
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

STÚDENTA-
KJALLARINN
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

UPPSALIR
Every day from 
17:00 to 19:00.
2 for 1:  
Beer 900 ISK,
Wine 1,400 ISK,
Cocktails 2,090 
ISK.

VEÐUR
Every day from 
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

ÖLSTOFAN
Every day from 
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

SLIPPBARINN
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Selected Cock-
tail 1,200 ISK.

Get the 
complete 

Happy Hour 
listings! 

Download 
our free app 
Appy Hour in 

the Apple and 
Android stores

  
Featured Happy Hour

 BOSTON 
Laugavegur 28b 
15:00 to 20:00 
Beer 700 ISK 
Wine 950 ISK

Boston is a 
Laugavegur 
drinking hole with 
a dark drinking 
room, and a huge 

balcony terrace 
out back with 
heaters, sofas 
and blankets. So 
if you’re done 
listening to DJ, 
you can smoke 
your face off in 
comfort all while 
drinking some 
cheap booze.

PROBABLY THE WORLD’S SMALLEST WATCH MANUFACTURER

www.jswatch.com
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Quality Craft Beer

Aðalstræti 9  •  tel: +354 5196455  •  Facebook: Skuli Craft Bar
Sun - Thu 15:00 - 23:00  •  Fri - Sat 15:00 - 01:00

Laugavegi  28

537 99 00

sumac@sumac. is

sumac. is
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Ten Years in 
Translation

US publisher of Icelandic fiction Open Letter 
books fills a decade 

Words: Björn Halldórsson   Photo: Kaija Straumanis

Speak w ith any A nglophone 
translator of literature for longer 
than a few minutes and you’re 
likely to hear the number “three 
percent” being thrown around. 
 It’s the percentage of books pub-
lished in English each year that are 
literary translations. It has, there-
fore, been emboldening to observe 
the increase of English language 
translations of Icelandic fiction 
in the past 
few years. 
O n e  o f 
the most 
recent of 
these pub-
lications is 
Guðbergur 
Bergsson’s 
1966 post-
modern classic ‘Tómas Jónsson, 
Bestseller,’ which was nominated 
this month for the 2018 Best Trans-
lated Book Award. The book was 
translated by Lytton Smith, and 
published by Open Letter Books, 
which is based at the University 
of Rochester in Upstate New York.

Playing the long game
 From the outside, a book like 
‘Tómas Jónsson, Bestseller’—a 
hefty 50-year-old local classic filled 
with wordplay and obscure refer-
ences—seems like a gamble for any 
publisher, but as Head of Open Let-
ter Books Chad W. Post points out, 
being able to take risks is one of 
the benefits of being a small press. 
 “We only have three full-time 
employees, and no rent,” he ex-
plains. “We’re non-profit oriented, 
so our goals are to do things for the 
sake of culture, rather than for reve-
nue. Everyone would like us to make 
money, obviously, but as an aca-
demic entity, that’s not necessarily 
your priority. We’re more concerned 
with how many sales we’ll have 
over ten years than just the next 
18 months, and how many readers 
we’ll reach over the coming decade.”

The oddity of Icelandic 
fiction

Open Letter’s strategy is focused 
on publishing works of transla-
tion, often by authors who have not 
previously appeared in English. In 
the past, they have published novels 
by Icelandic authors such as Kristín 
Ómarsdóttir, Sölvi Björn Sigurðs-
son and Bragi Ólafsson—whose 

latest novel 
‘Narrator’ 
is coming 
o u t t h i s 
A u g u s t . 
 Scout-
i n g  f o r 
books and 
w o r k i n g 
c l o s e l y 

with translators and Icelandic 
publishers has given Chad some 
surprising insights into Icelandic 
fiction. “Lytton pointed out to me 
that there’s this ongoing thing of 
small spaces and being confined 
in small rooms in the Icelandic 
books we’ve published,” he says, 
guessing that it may have some-
thing to do with the 
severe weather that 
drives Icelanders in-
doors for most the 
year. “Also, often the 
plot doesn’t necessarily proceed 
in the normal order, with a rising 
climax and a resolution. Some of the 
books are almost plotless and end 
abruptly while in other instances 
more and more stories keep get-
ting added to the main story. I 
like that sort of unresolvedness; 
how it makes the narrative feel 
universal because it doesn’t fol-
low a concrete, imposed structure.” 

Surviving as a small 
press

This May, Open Letter Books cel-
ebrated its tenth-year anniver-
sary—an impressive longevity for 
an independent publisher of their 

size. In that time, they’ve created a 
dependable brand for international 
fiction. Chad attributes much of 
their longevity to their trusting reg-
ular readership, which allows the 
publisher to pursue obscure works 
in translation, relatively safe in the 
knowledge that their readers will 
give any Open Letter book a chance. 
 He also advises new publishers 
in the field to manage their expec-
tations. “It’s important to realise 
that publishing literature comes 
in cycles,” he explains. “When a 
new press starts out, they tend to 
get a lot more attention at that mo-
ment in time than they will in the 
next three years. That’s just the 
way that it goes: people love the 
shiny new object. If you base your 
future on the success of that initial 
moment, you’ll run into problems. 
These things go up and down; books 
go in and out of fashion like any-
thing else. It’s better to go slow and 
remain true to whatever artistic or 
stylistic visions you’ve set your-
self, rather than chasing trends.”

Establishing contact 
with the local scene

When it comes to domestic ef-
forts to pursue the translation of 
Icelandic literature, Chad praises 
the Icelandic publishers for their 
efforts in promoting their books 
internationally. He also makes spe-
cial note of the Icelandic Literature 
Centre—whose translation grants 
have helped fund some of Open 

Letter’s publications 
of Icelandic books. 
 “The job they do 
in helping overseas 
publishers get a sense 

of the local scene, by providing in-
formation and bringing people to 
Iceland to meet authors and attend 
festivals, is incredibly helpful.” For 
authors hoping to see their work in 
translation, he stresses the impor-
tance of attending festivals as well 
as securing well-written English 
language extracts of their works. 
“It’s best to work with translators 
that are already established in 
whatever country you’re consid-
ering.” He laughs. “Whether you’re 
a big or small publisher, if you get 
a book that doesn’t have a sample 
translation, you’re probably just 
going to ignore it.”  

gpv.is/lit
Share this + Archives

Bringing Icelandic literature to the world

“Books go in 
and out of 

fashion like 
anything 

else.”

THE HOME
OF ICELANDIC

SEAFOOD
AND LAMB

APOTEK Kitchen+Bar is a casual-smart
restaurant located in one of Reykjavíks

most historical buildings.
 We specialize in fresh seafood

and local ingredients 
prepared with a modern twist. 

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR           Austurstræti 16          101 Reykjavík       apotek.is          
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Stella is wearing: 
 ▶  Dress from Spúútnik
 ▶ Boots from Spúútnik
 ▶ Second-hand jacket bought in London
 ▶ Won Hundred belt
 ▶ Gucci necklace
 ▶ Fendi bag

Alex is wearing: 
 ▶ Misbhv sweatshirt
 ▶ Nike Tech shirt
 ▶ Nike Air Vapourmax shoes
 ▶ Louis Vuitton keychain
 ▶ Black jeans 

Describe your style in 5 words: 
Stella: Diverse, colourful, crazy, ghettogoth, 
businessbitch.
Alex: Easy, lowkey, neutral, clean but expen-
sive—not by choice tho. 

Favourite stores in Reykjavík: 
Stella: Spúútnik and Yeoman. I also love Kola-
portið and all goodwill stores. 

Alex: I shop overseas and on depop, occa-
sionally Spúútnik and Húrra Reykjavík. 

Favourite piece: 
Stella: My Gucci necklace that Alex gave me 
when I gave birth to our son. Also my white 
faux fur from Spúútnik and my Yeoman 
dresses!
Alex: My Moncler puffer and my Vapormax 
shoes. 

Least Favourite Trend: 
Stella: Gym clothes out of the gym.
Alex: No opinion whatsoever, do what you like.  

Lusting After: 
Stella: A transparent tote bag from Saks 
Potts which is sold out!
Alex: Nike ACG Gore-Tex Alpine Jacket in 
black. 

Do you know some Fancies with supreme 
style and incredible aesthetics?  Send us 
your tips at grapevine@grapevine.is.

Stella Björt Gunnarsdóttir & Alexander  
Fannar Kristjánsson 
Stella (27) is the manager of Spúútnik’s Kringlan location and a freelance 
stylist. Alexander (24) is the rapper Black Pox. 

FANCIES is where we talk to Reykjavík's most fashion-forward figures about style

Words: Hannah Jane Cohen   Photo: Art Bicnick

SÆTA SVÍNIÐ  //  Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.isOpen 11.30–23.30

WORLD CUP
LIVE ON BIG SCREEN!

HAPPY HOUR
15–18 EVERY DAY

All cocktails,
beer on draft and

house wine by glass
– half price!

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

OUR KITCHEN
IS OPEN

11:30–23:30



Guess Who’s  
Coming To Dinner?

Óx offers a memorable chef’s table experience 
Words: Shruthi Basappa   Photo: Art Bicnick

In a city like Reykjavík where it 
is now the norm for new restau-
rants to mushroom on almost 
every street corner, it’s almost 
a relief when one such entrant 
is determined to thrive on its 
small, secret dining USP. 
 Óx is the brainchild and long-
time dream project of Þráinn 
Freyr Vigfússon. It’s an intimate 
dining experience where the 
walls between the chef and din-
er are dissolved over a leisurely 
tasting menu. 
 The restaurant is housed in 
the far end of Sümac, Þráinn’s 
other venture, and is designed to 
feel like an Icelandic timber cab-
in. Two chefs host eleven guests 
each night. The high bar seats 
overlook an old kitchen cabinet 
that has been in Þráinn’s family 
for decades, and is now enjoying 
its second lease of life as a fine-
dining kitchenette. We watch 
the chefs plate up dainty, velvety 
mounds of goose liver mousse, 
sipping everything from a choco-

latey beer to a fruity wine.

Oddly comforting 
discomfort

Icelanders are notorious for not 
being fond of small-talk, and a 
preference for plenty of personal 
space. This played on my mind 
before my first dinner at Óx. But 
I needn’t have worried—Þráinn 
is a very warm host, encourag-
ing us to mingle and chat during 
the meal. 
 Dinner starts promptly at 
7pm, getting off to a memorable 
start with Jerusalem artichoke 
jackets topped with coral-hued 
trout roe. I can’t help but won-
der though why Þráinn wanted 
to create this particular experi-
ence. “I had the idea ten years 
ago,” he explains. “Sümac came 
after. It’s kind of like a black and 
white thing since they are so dif-
ferent.”
 W hi le Sümac leans on its 
Moroccan-Lebanese inspiration, 

Óx looks closer home. The rose 
gold menus are little pieces of 
take-home art, while the deli-
cate hors-d'oeuvres are delicate 
morsels from the land and sea. 
A particular stand-out was the 
whole gril led monkfish, with 
succulent, buttery meat and the-
atrical presentation.
 “Initially I thought of it as just 
being one chef, the guests, and 
maybe a waiter,” says Þráinn. 
“But the idea evolved. It’s a chal-
lenging idea to do, but it’s gone 
well so far.”

Live theatre
By the third course, aided by the 
free-f lowing wine, the eleven 
diners are no longer strang-
ers—we’re discussing politics, 
tourism, and of course, food. The 
chefs hold back at times, or gen-
tly encourage a shy diner; feed-
back is robust and immediate. 
We debate the wine pairings and 
the nuances of saucing.
 “That is probably our biggest 
responsibility in the kitchen,” 
Þráinn says. “It’s not about put-
ting a guest on the spot when 
they don’t like something.” He 
pauses. “We recently had a last 
minute request for a no-seafood 
meal. So that was a true live the-
atre situation, with the kitchen 
reacting and improvising on the 
spot.”

Ever dynamic
Þráinn says that one night in 
the kitchen at Óx is like two in 
a regular restaurant kitchen. 
“Mentally, it’s so much harder,” 
he says. “But it was my idea, so I 
have to stick to it.”
 Óx manages to effectively 
translate this modesty into its 
central concept. The portions are 
appropriate, the drink pairings 
unconventional, and the guess-
who’s-coming-to-dinner experi-
ence feels fresh. Given that we 
often choose to dine at familiar 
favourites, it ’s refreshing that 
no two meals at Óx will ever be 
the same. Dining with strang-
ers is exhilarating—a familiarity 
bridges the social divide, leav-
ing us bound by this communal 
experience. And that alone war-
rants a visit.  

Find the best 
food in Iceland!

Download our 
free dining 

app, CRAVING on 
the Apple and 

Android stores

R E S T A U R A N T

w  w  w  .  b  a  n  t  h  a  i  .  i  s

Laugavegur 130, Hlemmur, 105 Reykjavík  Tel : 6 9 2 -  0 5 6 4,   55 - 22 - 444

----------------------------

BanThai
B E S T   T H A I   F O O D  2 0 1 7

a l s o   b e s t  :  2 0  0  9,  2 0 1 0,  2 0 1 1,  2 0 1 2,  2 0 1 3,  2 0 1 4,  2 0 1 5   a n d   2 0 1 6

M A N Y    A W A R D S

Always been the best from the reviews
in our local people and local newspaper.

There's a reason why we get an award
every once a year
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FISH panS 

icelandic "plokkfiskur"  
Onion, garlic, potatoes,
celery, lime, white wine, 

cream and butter 
1,950 isk

 
arcTic cHar  

Honey, almonds, cherry–
tomatoes, lemon and butter

2,200 isk

redfisH 
Chili, celery root, sour cream, 

corn, lemon and cream
2,200 isk

plaice  
Tomatoes, capers, parsley,  

lemon and butter
2,200 isk

salmon (lacTose–free)
Parsnip, broccoli, cashews,  

coconut oil, chili and lemon
2,200 isk

our fisH pans are always served
wiTH buTTer–fried icelandic

poTaToes & fresH salad

any pans
for

luncH?

lækjargaTa 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

gpv.is/food
Share this + Archives

Þráinn Freyr Vigfússon would like a word

Food



 

Cheers To Skál! 
A vegetarian feast at Hlemmur Mathöll

Words: Björn Teitsson   Photo: Art Bicnick

There are some privileges in writ-
ing about food. One of them is get-
ting assignments that you cannot 
wait to complete, or at least taste 
the food in question. One such job 
was visiting Skál! at Hlemmur 
Mathöll. A standout place for food-
ies in Reykjavík, I’ll fully admit to 
being an existing fan. I was pretty 
sure I was in for a treat. 
 Fanney Dóra, the head chef at 
Skál!, along with her ambitious 
crew, are plating up some of the 
most interesting dishes ever seen 
in Iceland. They are simple, but 
complex; they offer the freshest 
tastes, with deep, subtle notes. 
They have a policy of using the best 
mostly-local ingredients available, 
while at the same time pursuing 
a non-waste policy which is bril-
liantly executed. Now, to the food. 

Small plates
The standouts are certainly the 
dishes defined as either “smaller” 
or “larger”. Now, remember, this is 
a restaurant within a food hall, but 
with fine dining qualities. Within 
the “smaller” category is the best 
dish in Reykjavík at this moment: 
smoked carrots with seaweed, soy 
and angelica. People go to Hlem-
mur Mathöll for the sole purpose 
of ordering this dish. 
 The carrots are delicately 
peeled and cooked in seaweed salt 

to give them the perfect texture 
and a note of smokiness. Served 
on a grilled sourdough bread with 
fermented garlic mayo and soy, 
this comes highly recommended. 
Priced at 1,350 ISK, it’s a steal. 
 Other notewor-
thy smaller courses 
include gratinated 
goats cheese with 
delightful and salty 
fennel crackers and 
rhubarb jam (1,450 
ISK).  T he broc-
colini with sour-
dough crumbs is 
a delight, coming 
perfectly cooked 
and seasoned. The 
crumbs give the 
dish a texture to 
be enjoyed and re-
membered. 

Deeply ambitious
The larger courses are somehow 
“homely,” for the lack of a better 
word. But they’re also original 
and almost exotic. The sunchokes 
and almond steak with a celeriac 
julienne salad and fresh oranges 
(2,000 ISK) is hearty and delicious. 
The baked arctic char with mashed 
potatoes and caper butter (2,200 
ISK) is a local staple recreated in 
a very original manner. It’s some-
thing for visitors to Iceland to en-

joy; like a home-cooked meal with 
fine dining flourishes. My carnivo-
rous friends rave about the braised 
pork cheeks with fermented chilli 
and crackling (2,000 ISK). As al-
ways, simple, but deeply ambitious 
and flavoursome. 
 A review of Skál! wouldn’t be 
complete without mentioning the 
terrific, attentive service from the 
young staff, and, of course, Bára, 
the sommelier of natural wines 
who does wine pairings with out-
standing results. No fuss—just 

enjoy. 

Vast success
My companion and I 
finished our visit on 
a cold evening in May 
with a taste of some 
summer cock tai ls, 
whereby the no-waste 
policy comes into play. 
Once-fresh herbs and 
berries are frozen and 
ground, or made into 
syrups. The coriander 
gimlet with touches of 

fresh angelica will be a summer 
hit for sure. 
 I n  c onclu sion :  H lem mu r 
Mathöll is a revolution. It’s one of 
the greatest success stories in the 
Icelandic food scene, ever. One of 
the biggest reasons for that is Fan-
ney Dóra and her team at Skál! This 
food is as good as it gets, and the 
prices are almost unfairly reason-
able. This is a steal. This is a treat. 
Bon appétit, mahlzeit, gjörið þið 
svo vel, and amen. 

1 0 1  Ó Ð I N S T O R G  R E Y K J A V Í K  Í S L A N D  S N A P S B I S T R O . I S
s n a p s b i s t r o @ s n a p s b i s t r o . i s  + 3 5 4  5 1 1 6 6 7 7

F R E N C H  O N I O N  S O U P
I c e l a n d i c  Í s b ú i  c h e e s e ,  c r o û t o n s

2 . 3 0 0 . k r

M O U L E S  M A R I N I È R E S
s t e a m e d  m u s s e l s  f r o m  B r e i ð a f j ö r ð u r

2 . 4 0 0 . k r

F I S H  O F  T H E  D A Y
c h e f ´ s  s p e c i a l

3 . 8 0 0 . k r

E s t .  2 0 1 2R e y k j a v i k

gpv.is/food
Share this + Archives
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Skál! rules the street-food roost

“Hlemmur 
Mathöll is is a 
revolution... 

it’s one of the 
greatest suc-
cess stories in 
the Icelandic 
food scene.”

REYKJAVÍK’S
FIRST 

BREWPUB

lunch from
1.690 kr

BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS * GRANDAGARÐI 8 101 REYKJAVÍK * 00354 456 4040 * WWW.BRYGGJANBRUGGHUS.IS



It’s a surprising sight, after driving 
the snowed-in mountain passes and 
grey, rocky coastline of the southern 
Westfjords, to round a tight corner 
on an obscure coastal dirt road and 
see a vast pink sand beach sprawl-
ing towards the horizon. Violent blue 
waves race far up onto the sand as the 
tide comes in, causing a fog of spray 
to hang over the snow-streaked ex-
panse; in the distance, a hulking flat-
topped mountain emerges from the 
fog. Across the fjord, vast glacial val-
leys appear and disappear behind fast 
moving clouds and bands of rain, each 
one cradling a band of mist. I open the 
car window, stunned by the raw and 
vivid view, and taste sea salt on my 
lips. The Westfjords, even after plenty 
of exploration, never cease to amaze.
 The dirt track in question is Route 
619, an unserviced 25km track that 
runs from the tiny town of Bildudalur 
to the remote and mostly unpopulated 
valley of Selárdalur. It’s an obscure 
spot that wouldn’t usually be much of 
a destination—the road is rough, and 
although the nature is spectacular, 
there are many more accessible places 
to see it. But at the end of the road 
is a true Icelandic oddity: Listasafn 
Samúel Jónssonar, or The Samúel 
Jónsson Museum.

Westfjordian lions
Samúel Jónsson (1884-1969) was a 
farmer who spent his life working at 
the Brautarholt farm in Selárdalur. 
Upon his retirement, he started creat-
ing art, having never trained or estab-
lished an artistic practise previously. 
 His collection of paintings and 
sculptures developed and grew over 
the years as he enthusiastically set 
about this new task. Samúel’s ambi-
tion seemed to know no bounds. After 
he designed an altarpiece that was 
rejected by the church at Selárdalur, 
he simply built a church of his own 
to house it; his sculptures of people 
and wildlife mushroomed around his 
home to include a fountain surround-
ed by colourful, cartoonish lions. The 
house itself also later received a co-
lourful makeover, and Samúel picked 
up a nickname: “Listamaðurinn með 
barnshjartað,” or “The artist with a 
child’s heart.”

Slipping into disrepair
After his death, the artist’s farmstead 
started to deteriorate. Selárdalur is 
lashed by unforgiving Arctic weather 
in the winter, and without Samúel’s 
presence, the sculptures became worn 

to the point at which it seemed they 
might disintegrate. The fountain 
stopped working, and the house and 
church slipped into disrepair. 
 So it was that in 1998, a company 
was started to protect and preserve 
his oeuvre. A film about Samúel’s 
life and work was released in 1999, 
which brought some new attention 
to the crumbling museum, and in the 
Spring of 2004, restoration work be-
gan. A German sculptor named Ger-
hard König led the restoration work, 
supervising teams of volunteers over 
several summers to renovate the 
buildings and restore the sculptures 
to their former glory.

Powerfully pure
The cluster of buildings that make up 
the museum are a striking sight as we 
roll around the final bend and arrive 
at Selárdalur. They stand perched in 
a field near the ocean, a spot of co-
lour amongst the rough, rolling farm-
land and vast mountains. Although 
it’s May, Iceland is still struggling to 
make the transition from Winter into 
Spring. We pull up and walk over the 
farm, and the icy grass crunches be-
neath our boots. I pause for a moment 
to take in the view: there isn’t another 

soul in sight, the air is crisp and cold, 
and the surrounding natural environ-
ment feels powerfully pure. 
 The church door is left on the latch. 
Much of Samúel’s work has been re-
moved for safe keeping, but there are 
waterproofed prints of his paintings 
on the walls. There are several photo-
graphs of Samúel at work, and a couple 
of architectural maquettes—grand 
visions that were never realised, per-
haps.

Theatrical timing
The sculptures themselves stand 
clustered behind the colourful mu-
seum building, which is locked for the 
Winter. The lion fountain is turned 
off, but a plastic pipe coils away to-

“A break in the 
clouds occurs 
with theatrical 
timing, casting a 
shadow over the 
sculpture’s face.”

Travel

Distance from  
Reykjavík:  

401 km

Car provided by: 
gocarrental.is

Accommodation 
provided by:

fosshotel.is

How to get there:
Drive Route One 

North, Then Routes 
60, 62, 63 & 619
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The Artist With A 
Child's Heart

A road trip to the strange and beautiful Samúel Jónsson Museum 
 Words: John Rogers   Photos: Timothée Lambrecq 

Beach weatherMOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

Glacier Walks
& Ice Caves

NEW TOUR

Kayaking by the Glacier

Call sales office from 
08:00 - 20:00  
or book online.



“A break in the 
clouds occurs 
with theatrical 
timing, casting a 
shadow over the 
sculpture’s face.”

wards the house;  Gerhard got it 
working again, eventually, and 
it’s turned on when the summer 
visitors arrive. One sculpture is 
of a tall man looking into the dis-
tance and shielding his eyes from 
the sun. A break in the churning 
clouds occurs with almost the-
atrical timing, casting a shadow 
over the sculpture’s face, as if he 
might spring to life and turn away 
at any moment.
 Nearby, a small duck sculp-
ture carries ducklings on its back 
next to a man feeding fish to a 
tame seal. The lions have spiky 
whiskers made from wire, and a 
knee-high blue seahorse sits to 
attention. They’re playfully naive 
and beautifully stylised cartoon-
ish representations of Samúel’s 
environment, his life, and his vi-
sions, and each one brings a smile 

to my face.
 We linger for a long time, snap-
ping photographs and taking it all 
in. An information plaque tells 
us that the farmhouse is being 
rebuilt, and will one day hold a liv-
ing space for visiting artists and 
scholars. As we finally head back 
towards Bildudalur, I’m struck 
by Samúel’s unlikely legacy. His 
museum stands as a proud monu-
ment to the simple joys of making 
art, and with the ongoing resto-
ration efforts of its determined 
team of protectors, his work will 
continue to bring joy and inspira-
tion for the generations still to 
come. 

Got shades?

The colourful museum house

A fountain of lions

gpv.is/travel
Follow all our travels

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

Smoked puffin with bluberry
“brennivín“ sauce

Cured artic charr with sorrel sauce 
and quinoa crisp 

Minke whale tataki with sesam chili sauce

Lamb tenderloin in liquorice-sauce

3.590 kr. 

ICELANDIC PLATTER
4 amazing small TAPAS with Icelandic ingredients – A must try

West-Iceland and to Vestmannaeyjar of the South coast. 

Book your trip on seatours.is

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR
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Living in Reykjavík, it’s quite easy to 
get caught up in the routine of city 
life, and forget that this town is just 
a tiny dot on a coast of an island that’s 
full of monumental nature. Iceland’s 
vast and beautiful wilderness has an 
intensity that you won’t be able to ex-
perience anywhere else on this planet. 
And it only takes a short drive to get 
to it. As soon as you leave the city, the 
lava fields start to fill the horizon, 
and you’re transported to another di-
mension. But hold on: this is just the 
beginning. Prepare to be amazed, be-
cause the most breathtaking and oth-
erworldly landscapes you can imagine 
are hidden in this island’s wild inte-
rior.

Valley of Þór
It’s a cold and windy Sunday morning 
in the middle of May. A Super Jeep is 
waiting for us in front of the Midgard 
Base Camp, which is situated in the 

rather unassuming town of Hvolsvöl-
lur. After accidentally witnessing the 
first round of the Formula Off-Road 
championship in nearby Hella, as well 
as stumbling upon Midgard’s second 
birthday party the evening before, I 
jump into the Jeep excited for more 
surprises, and to unravel the myster-
ies of the “Valley of Þór”: Þórsmörk. 

A force of nature
Our guide Klara is a force of nature 
herself. She’s bubbly and full of en-
ergy, showering us with insights, in-
formation, and unique observations. 
Hailing from the nearby Westman Is-
lands, she knows a thing or two about 
volcanoes, being a proper “volcano 
child” who lived through the famous 
1973 eruption that damaged her home-
town, and forced her whole family to 
evacuate and start a new life from 
scratch. 

The stones speak
After driving into the interior via an 
F-road, and crossing the winding ten-
drils of the Krossá river, the Jeep stops 
at Gígjökull, a point through which 
glacial flood water escaped during 
the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption. The 
rocks in the area have a grain similar 
to those inside the trunk of a tree—
they are remnants of the lava that 
came from the previous eruptions, 
showing the history of the earth, writ-
ten in stone. The whole place inspires 
a sense of awe. “Every time I come 
here, I can feel how tiny I am as a hu-
man being in this world,” says Klara.

Elves & trolls
Our next stop is Húsadalur, where we 
take a short hike and eat lunch in the 
surrounding trees and wooden huts 
before hitting the trails. During our 
hike, our guide tells us how the Icelan-

dic landscape animates imagination, 
and how it became the basis for folk 
tales and beliefs such as the existence 
of trolls and the Húldufólk, or “hidden 
people.” 

Magical quest
Finally, we reach the breathtaking 
Stakkholtsgjá canyon, and I fall in 
love with the place instantly. The lush 
greenery of the moss growing over the 
cliffs and rocks reminds me of spring. 
We walk to a cave which has a water-
fall cascading into it from the Eyjaf-
jallajökull glacier. We jump over rocks 
and cross small streams, as though 
we’re on a magical quest. 
 After one more secret waterfall on 
the way back, it’s time to leave this 
fantastastical land and go back to the 
reality of the city. But like the rocks 
around the magical Þórsmörk Valley, 
my memories of the trip will stay set 
in stone. 

Distance from  
Reykjavík:  

158 km

Car provided by: 
midgardbase 

camp.is

How to get there:
Route One South to 

Hvolsvöllur

The  
Þórsmörk 
Dimension
Exploring the wild valley behind Eyjafjallajökull

Words: Kinga Koslowska   Photos: Art Bicnick 

River crossing

The House at Eyrarbakki

Árnessýsla folk museum is located in Húsið, the House,  historical 
home of the Danish merchants built in 1765. Húsið is one of 
the oldest houses in Iceland and a beautiful monument of 
 Eyrarbakki´s  time as the biggest trading place on the south coast. 

Today one can enjoy exhibitions about the story and culture of 
the region, famous piano, shawl made out of human hair and the 
kings pot, are among items. Húsið prides itself with warm and 
homelike atmosphere. 

Opening hours: 
May 1st - September 30th 

daily 11.00-18.00 or by an agreement
Tel: +354 483 1504 & +354 483 1082

husid@husid.com  I  husid.com
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“Every 
time I 
come 
here, I 
can feel 
how tiny 
I am as a 
human 
being 
in this 
world.” 

Nature sculpture

Some Lord of the RIngs shit

Into the secret canyon



Travel

The best of Icelandic produce 

with a nod to Japan and South 

America. Modern Icelandic 

flavours, share plates and award 

winning cocktails.

Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík

Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi 

The tiny town of Tálknafjörður sits 
tucked away in the fjord of the 
same name, just off Route 63. It’s 
an extremely peaceful place, where 
the steely ocean is surrounded by 
towering and distinctively Westf-
jordian flat-topped mountains. 
The fjord is dotted with fish farms, 
belying the town’s main income; if 
you’ve access to cooking facilities 
or a camping stove, you can even 
take some fresh fish from the re-
frigerated self-service store, and 
leave your money in the trust box. 

 

Stay: Bjarmaland
The town’s main hotel is Guest-
house Bjarmaland: a large, smartly 
painted building with a nice view 
down to the seaside. It’s clean, 
pleasant and comfortable, and you 
can opt for the hotel breakfast be-
fore starting your day adventuring 
around the Westfjords.

Eat: Hópið & Dunhagi
Tálknafjörður has a couple of res-
taurant and café options. A favou-
rite among locals is Hópið, which 
is located right in the town cen-
tre. Their menu offers various beef 
burgers and a fish and chips op-
tion, but the pizzas come especially 
recommended. Down by the camp-
site and town pool you’ll also find 
Café Dunhagi, which is an ideal 
spot to relax with a coffee. If there 

are no kids around, and you’re not 
too full, you could sneak onto the 
giant trampoline out back and get 
rid of some pent-up energy.

Bathe: Pollurinn
A few kilometres out of town you’ll 
find this idyllic fjordside bathing 
spot. With geothermal water piped 
in from nearby, there are three 
small concrete hot pots of vary-
ing temperature, painted the same 
bright blue you’ll find in municipal 
pools. There are basic but recently 
renovated changing rooms, a hot 
shower, and an unforgettable view 
over the surrounding mountains. 
It’s one of the nicest bathing spots 
you’ll find anywhere in Iceland. 

Activity: Birdwatching 
Even if you’re not especially in-
terested in wildlife, you will be 
when you walk by the harbour 
of Tálknafjörður. It’s an incred-
ibly peaceful spot, and as you 
gradually attune to the lack of 
noise, you’ll start to pick out the 
sounds of nature: lapping waves, 
and the screeches, honks, chirps 
and chirrups of all kinds of sea-
birds. There are red-billed oys-
tercatchers, gulls, grey geese, 
and perhaps an owl or a falcon. 

Visit: Abandoned 
Whaling Station

On the other side, there’s a narrow 
road that winds up the side of the 
fjord. At the end of it, you’ll find a 
long-abandoned whaling station 
k n o w n  a s  S u ð u r e y r i  v i ð 
Tálknafjörð. There are rusting 
m a ch i ne -p a r t  rem a i n s a nd 
tumbledown buildings, and a 
view across the fjord. You can also 
find old riding paths used to travel 
between the fjords before the 
roads connected everything—
today, they’re used as trails to 
h i k e  a r o u n d  t h e  r e g i o n .  

Hike: Guðmundarlund 
Near the town’s camping ground 
and swimming pool you’ll find a 
discrete pathway leading up into 
this small pine forest. Just a few 
steps up from the car park, you’ll 
find yourself plunging into a ver-
dant forest that barely feels like 
Iceland, with a lush, alpine feel. 
There are various trails to walk 
around, and the route is dotted 
with tucked-away picnic tables 
and pleasant spots, such as a bird-
friendly copse with birdhouses 
made from repurposed cartons.  

Tálknafjörður
Amazing nature in a peaceful Westfjord hideaway

Words: John Rogers   Photos: Timothée Lambrecq

Distance from Reykjavík: 392 km
How to get there:  Route One North, Route 60, 62 & 63 
Car provided by: gocarrental.is
Acommodation provided by: fosshotel.is



WE LOOK FORWARD TO
SEEING YOU AT OUR EVENTS!

See full line up at:
centerhotels.com/centertainment_events

Centerhotels are offering a line 
up of fun events this summer,     
a little something we like to call 

CENTERTAINMENT

JUNE 

7
Jazz In The GardenCENTERHOTEL

MIÐGARÐUR
18:00-20:00

Free admission, extended Happy Hour and 
other drink/food offers

JUNE 

13
Jörgensen Wine Tasting - 3.900 ISK CENTERHOTEL

MIÐGARÐUR
18:00-19:00

Limited seating capacity so book your seat 
in time at: bit.ly/MG_Winetasting

JUNE 

17
Happy Birthday Iceland! 

ICELAND
00:00-23:59

An annual holiday in Iceland which celebrates 
the foundation of The Republic of Iceland on 
17 June 1944. 

JUNE 

21
Jazz In The GardenCENTERHOTEL

MIÐGARÐUR
18:00-20:00

Free admission, extended Happy Hour and 
other drink/food offers

JUNE 

14
Jazz In The GardenCENTERHOTEL

MIÐGARÐUR
18:00-20:00

Free admission, extended Happy Hour and 
other drink/food offers

JUNE 

28
Fokus Group - Vocal GroupCENTERHOTEL

MIÐGARÐUR
19:30-21:00

Free admission, extended Happy Hour and 
other drink/food offers

EVENTSJune

Live
Music

 
Island Life

Hot news from the cold Icelandic countryside

Words: Paul Fontaine

Best Of Iceland
A selection of winners from our Best Of Iceland travel magazine

The tiny East Iceland village of Vopnafjörður 
made headlines when their bookkeeping 

brought to light that they have a surplus of 
about 100 million ISK. There isn’t any great se-

cret to their success; 
they simply paid 

down their debts 
and cut costs. No 

word yet how 
they’re going 

to spend 
all that 

loot, but if 
they give 

everyone in 
the village 

an equal 
share... well, 
they’d prob-

ably be really 
well off.

Westfjords news service Bæja-
rins Besta has happily reported 
that the Arctic tern has returned 
to Arnarfjörður. Why this is cause 
for celebration is any-
one’s guess. These 
little shits are 
some mean bas-
tards who will 
shriek and 
divebomb 
at you if 
you get any-
where near their 
invariably gigantic 
nesting 
grounds. 
In fairness, 
though, you’d be 
pretty cranky too if you 
travelled all the way 
from Antarctica using 
only your arms.

Rejoice! Reykjadalur is open again! Conditionally, though: there will be rangers on hand to ensure people stay on the 
walking paths, so that the region can more fully recover from all the foot traffic it has had to endure, which prompted its 

closing at the end of last March. Be kind to our sites of natural wonder, folks!
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South: Best Road Trip 
Hveragerði to Höfn

The south coast is an amusement 
park of natural wonders. Every few 
minutes, there's a sign for a histor-
ic spot, a canyon, a glacier tongue, 
a wild beach, a forgotten pool, or 
a coastal viewpoint. The scenery 
changes so rapidly and suddenly, 
constantly disarming you with un-
expected sights. “This drive will 
forever leave me speechless,” said 
the panel. “It never gets old.”   

West: Best Meal 
Hótel Húsafell 

The tasting menu at Hótel Húsafell 
might be a little steeply priced, but 
if this is one of those birthday/an-
niversary/engagement ring mo-
ments—splurge. The luxury hotel 
offers an excellent five-course tast-
ing menu of creatively prepared 
local ingredients with excellent 
service, and wine pairings or great 
cocktails. Sit by the fire, and trust 
and believe, she or he will say yes.

North: Must-See Spot  
Ásbyrgi

This forested, horseshoe-shaped 
canyon is at the northern end of Vat-
najökull National Park. It was carved 
by glacial flooding several millen-
nia ago, and it’s breathtaking in its 
magnitude. Drive down to the for-
est and campsite in the canyon for 
a forest stroll, or walk to the tip of 
Eyjan, the “island” of rock that was 
once the canyon’s northern bank, for 
a beautiful hike. 



SALKA VALKA
FISH & MORE

SkólavörDustígur 23  • 101 reykjavík

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups, 
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

handknitted.is
t +354 552 1890

Skólavörðustígur 19   •    Borgartún 31

BUY
DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO
MAKE
THEM

 One Woman’s 
Quest For The 

Best Hummus in 
Reykjavík 

 Words: Juliana Iluminata Wilczynski   Photos: Art Bicnick 

Hummus is the elixir of life, espe-
cially for us vegans and vegetar-
ians. This simple food made of 
chickpeas, tahini, olive oil, lem-
on juice, salt and garlic has con-
quered the world, and there’s a lot 
of it around on this cold lava rock 
in the North. And so it was, I went 
off into Reykjavík to find the best 
damn hummus money can buy.
 My quest began at Salka Valka, 
Fish & More. Although Salka Valka 
takes a traditional approach fla-
vour-wise, they have perfected it. I 
was also told that one of the chefs 
sometimes makes a mutant hum-
mus with crunchy peanut butter 
substituted for the usual tahini, 
but I haven’t tried it yet.

Breaking up with Sómi
Next, I bravely ventured to Fiskis-
lóð during a classic Icelandic sum-
mer rainstorm, arriving home 
in a pseudo-hypothermic state, 
drenched from head to toe. It was 
worth it because I got to experi-
ence the deliciousness of Dagný 
og Co. The chilli and garlic flavour 
features a hint of chilli with a gar-
lic aftertaste. The avocado jalape-
ño hummus is tangy, but smooth 
and creamy because of the delicate 
blend of each ingredient. 
 Dagný og Co is revolutionising 
the supermarket aisles of Reyk-
javík one hummus tub at a time, 
so that we don’t have to subject 
ourselves to the pitiful Sómi hum-
mus. Sómi, we see you trying with 
your new flavours and all—but 
let’s work on it, okay? 

Late-night hummus
Well, dear hummus fans, I’m here 
to settle a time-honoured de-

bate, once and for all. Which one 
has the best hummus—Ali Baba, 
or Mandi? Of course, it’s Mandi. 
This isn’t even a controversial 
opinion. After consult-
ing with my dedicated 
Instagram fol lowers 
on where their favou-
rite hummus in Reyk-
javík is, almost 90% 
of them said Mandi. 
While it isn’t my num-
ber one, I agree that 
it’s strides ahead of Ali 
Baba. While Ali Baba’s 
is spiced well, and for 
the most part tastes okay, it isn’t 
creamy enough, and it’s about 100 
ISK more expensive than Mandi. 
Mandi is currently closed for reno-
vations, but we can’t wait to buy 
more of their oily, spicy hummus.

No takeaway allowed
Sümac Grill on Laugavegur spe-
cia l ises in gourmet midd le-
eastern flavours with an Icelan-
dic twist. However, unlike the 
middle-eastern eateries we have 
come to know and love—usually 
when drunk, or nursing a nasty 
hangover—there is no takeaway 

option. I felt practically insulted 
by this, and by the fact that I was 
forced to sit down to be allowed 
to even try their hummus. I also 
had to pay extra—almost three 
times the price of the hummus—
to have something to dip into the 
hummus. This resulted in a steep 
1,380 ISK for their hummus and 
flatbread. I guess the extra is for 
sitting down in a nice restaurant 
with pretty lighting, faux-leather 
menus, and lovely fabric napkins. 
 However, their hummus is ex-
cellent. The presentation is lovely, 
and it comes with a pool of qual-
ity olive oil, which is, surprisingly, 
made in-house. There was fresh 
parsley sprinkled on top, with a 
few pan-fried spicy chickpeas. 

A solid option
Gló’s  hu m mu s i s 
slightly more sour 
than the traditional 
recipe, as they add 
more lemon juice 
than most. You can 
take away a portion 
that ’s enough for 
two or three slices of 

bread for only 100 ISK. You can buy 
a more generous portion at Brauð 
& Co.
 Overall, the best late night 
hummus is from Reykjavík’s post-
club pride and joy: Mandi. The best 
fancy non-take-away hummus is 
at bougie Sümac. The best super-
market hummus is Dagný og Co, 
hands down. 
 I’ve now had more than enough 
hummus to fulfil all of my hum-
mus needs for the next six months. 
As a vegan, that is significant. It’s 
safe to say, I’m hummused out.   

We're worried she might be overdosing on chickpeas

“Hummus is 
the elixir of life, 

especially for 
us vegans and 
vegetarians.”
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BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER 

8 a.m. – 11 p.m. every day

Hlemmur food hall is a casual spot in  
the heart of Reykjavík and the perfect  
place to soak up the local atmosphere. 
Everyone is welcome at Hlemmur and  
we  got something for everyone. 

At Hlemmur Mathöll you can mix-and-
match your perfect meal from ten food 
vendors serving a wide selection of 
Icelandic and international delicacies.
Whether you want to rest your feet  
or grab food on the go, sip on a glass  
of champagne or munch a quick taco  
- Hlemmur has got you covered.

ADVENTURES
IN FOOD

hlemmurmatholl.is /hlemmurmatholl @hmatholl@hlemmurmathollFree WiFi

Closed Mondays.

Marshallhúsið, Grandagarður 20, 101 Reykjavík. 
Bus route 14 (Listabraut)

To reserve lunch and dinner call +354 519 7766, or
 info@marshallrestaurant.is, marshallrestaurant.is

“The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll is as 
eccentric in its telling as the tale it celebrates.”

David Fricke, Rolling Stone.

The museum is located in Keflavík 
only 5 minutes away from 

Keflavík International Airport.

Open daily from 11am - 6pm
 

For more go to rokksafn.is

Visit Iceland's largest music museum and enjoy our history 
of Icelandic rock and pop music. Browse through the timeline of 
Icelandic pop and rock music with the Rock 'n' Roll app on Ipads, 
spend time in our soundlab, cinema, karaoke booth, gift store, 

exhibitions or simply grab a cup of co�ee at our café (free wifi!).

THE ICELANDIC 
MUSEUM OF 

ROCK 'N' ROLL

The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll



ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik  

LIFE IN PICTURES 

Children 
Know Better 
Text: Phil Uwe Widiger   Photos: Art Bicnick

Children are the miracle of 
life. Within no more than 

nine months, humans have 
the ability to give birth to a 
new life that will last many 
decades. Isn’t that freaking 
amazing?! 

But not only that, children 
are also born with natural 
curiosity and wisdom, and 
often manage to answer the 
most philosophical ques-
tions with the simplest an-
swers.

As we grow up, life gets im-
mensely more complicated 

and we lose the sparkling 
purity we once possessed as 
children.

In honour of June 1st, the In-
ternational Children’s Day, 
we went to Hjallastefnan 
pre-school to ask children 
important questions of life, 
and to profit from their un-
tainted honesty. This is our 
tribute to children’s inno-
cence and their sheer joy of 
life. (Now go out and play!)

Grapevine: What is being pregnant?
Starkaður (4): "It's when a woman has a baby in the stomach and it takes a long, long time to come out."

Grapevine: What is a friend?
Salka (4): "Friends hug, play and are happy together."

Grapevine: What is time?
Hildur (4): "Time tells us when we should go somewhere. I also once saw a talking tree 
with a mouth. Time can come and let it go to sleep."

Grapevine: What do you love?
Patrik (4): Candy. "I love to eat candy and sometimes food."

Grapevine: What do you want to be?
Hrafnkell (5): "Superman."



Grapevine: What are emotions?
Daníel (5): "Emotions are excercise."

Grapevine: What is brave?
Adrian (4): "It is when you are not afraid and know how to jump on the trampoline."

Grapevine: What is Earth?
Lisa (4): "It's a ball. Earth is not here but down there under the floor."

Grapevine: What is divorce? 
Sigurbjörg (4): "That is when people don’t understand each other."

Open daily 09:00 - 21:00

360° VIRTUAL REALITY TIME-LAPSE MOVIE THEATERMULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

AURORA REYKJAVÍK
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CENTER

Can’t catch the Northern Lights?
Don’t worry, we have already done it for you!

Grandagarður 2   |   101 Reykjavík
Tel: +354 780 4500
Bus 14   |   Free Parking
www.aurorareykjavik.is

Harpa
Music hall

Kolaportið
flea market

Reykjavík
Art museum

The old
harbour

Icelandair
Hótel Marina

Maritime
museum

CCP

Aurora
Reykjavík

10%
OFF

with this voucher
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Let’s assume you’ve just bought a new 
hairdryer. It works perfectly until, two 
weeks later, it stops working all of a sud-
den. You get angry, and you‘re tempted to 
just throw it away—but stop right there! 
Very soon, there’ll be a much 
better option: become part of 
Reykjavík’s first tool library.

DIY-woman
Anna Carolina Worthington 
de Matos is a craftsman by 
trade and trained in conser-
vation and restoration of his-
torical buildings and objects. 
While living in London, she 
made surfboards as a hobby 
and hoped she would be able to continue 
doing that when she moved to Iceland. 
But she was hit by the harsh economic 
reality. “When I left London, I sold every-
thing I had which included a lot of tools,” 
she says. “Then as soon as I arrived, I was 
looking to source tools and they were 
ridiculously expensive—something like 
10,000 ISK per day for a hand sander.”

 As she looked for a solution, one of 
her friends suggested to her that she 
could just open a tool library. “I did a 
technological course for women entre-
preneurs in Iceland in December,“ Anna 

remembers. “That's when I 
started creating the idea of 
a tool library.”
 W hen Anna is not 
thinking about tools, she 
is making chocolate at Om-
nom. “I got the job there be-
cause I sent them an email 
where I offered to make 
them Brazilian truffles—if 
they offer me an interview,” 
Anna laughs. “They offered 
me an interview, I made 

them truffles, and I got the job.”

Going all Robin Hood
So how does a tool library work? There 
are two main options: you can buy ei-
ther a “tool newbie” membership that 
gives you access to tools for a shorter 
period of time, or you can buy a “tool 

pro” membership which allows you to 
borrow more expensive tools for a longer 
period of time. Since the goal of a tool 
library is to make tools available for as 
many people as possible, there will be a 
third option: the so-called “Robin Hood” 
membership. This will enable you to get 
a tool pro membership for yourself, but 
also to donate a membership to someone 
in the community who cannot afford it 
themselves. 
 Even though it won’t be possible to 
rent a tool without buying a member-
ship, the price will be much lower than 
renting tools in other places. “You sign 
up a contract with me that says that 
you're going to give back the tools the 
same condition you got them in,” Anna 
explains. “If you break them, bring them 
back and we'll fix them.” Any profit will 
go directly into lowering membership 
costs, buying better tools and fixing the 
ones that are broken.

Linear vs. circular 
economy

“We're trying to stop this whole world 
that we have going on of just throwing 
things away that can be fixed,” Anna 
explains. Instead of buying new things 
whenever something breaks, the repair 
café, which will be part of the tool library, 
will focus on fixing broken things and 
re-using them—creating a so-called 
“circular economy”. 
 “We’re trying to create a community 
where people can share their skills,” 
Anna continues. “At repair cafés, people 

get together and repair stuff that's bro-
ken, like toasters and hairdryers. We can 
also sew some clothes that have holes 
in them. Since we do it together, we’ll 
benefit from each other’s skills.”

Growing together, one tool 
per person

Right now, Reykjavík Tool Library is try-
ing to raise money through crowdfund-
ing. If it is successful, the tool library will 
be able to afford a bigger space and will 
host workshops on crafting. “It will be 
a place where people can just come and 
use the space to create,” Anna says. “If 
they want to do some work but they don’t 
have the place to do it, they can just come 
here, break some wood, make a mess and 
not have to be too concerned about it.”
 A fundraising gig will be held at the 
DIY venue R6013 on June 28th. The en-
trance fee is one tool per person. “We're 
also gonna have a donation box for the 
bands, you can give them some money if 
you think they deserve it. And you give 
us a tool,” Anna explains. “A DIY venue, 
music and tools—it’s perfect.”

A room full of tools
Anna also went to visit the Toronto Tool 
Libraries, which—in her opinion—are 
some of the best examples out there. 
“They opened three tool libraries in five 
years,” she says. “It’s amazing. They have 
donations coming in on a daily basis to 
the point that they sent me a box full of 
tools last week.”
 Further donations, mostly from pri-
vate citizens, have also been collected. 
“My room looks like a tool shed,” Anna 
chuckles. “I have to move the tools else-
where to be able to sit down.”
 After months of preparation, the 
tool library is finally set to open in ear-
ly August in Grandi—Reykjavík’s fast-
developing ex-industrial harbour area. 
The aim is to build a community that is 
based on sharing, while also minimising 
waste. “The more we share, the more we 
have,” Anna smiles.    

 

 The More We Share, The 
More We Have

Reykjavík’s first tool library is set to open this August

This lady has a whole lotta tools

“The aim is 
to build a 

community 
that is based 
on sharing, 
while also 

minimising 
waste.”

Words:  
Phil Uwe Widiger

Photos: 
Art Bicnick
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Frakkastígur 16, Melhagi 22, Fákafen 11, Hlemmur Mathöll, 
braudogco@braudogco.is 

Freddi is a beloved Reykjavík arcade that 
offers everything from old school pinball 
to new school GTA. If you’ve never heard 
of it, you’re probably someone who hates 
fun or perhaps a tourist. Anyway, the 
cherished institution recently moved 
from its Ingólfsstræti locale to an un-
derground spot on Bankastræti opposite 
the punk museum. The opening was 
fantastic and the future looked bright. 

Until… 
To complete their new-year-new-me, 
Freddi decorated the exterior with fancy 
signs of video game characters like Pac 
Man and Mario. It was talented, bril-
liant, incredible, amazing, show-stop-
ping, spectacular, never the same, totally 
unique, completely not ever been done 
before—you get the picture. 
 Apparently, one very bad samaritan 
agreed and in the dead of their opening 
night, stole the Donkey Kong sign. The 
owners of Freddi immediately posted a 
Facebook status, pleading for the return 
of their gorgeous gorilla, even offering 

a no-questions-asked consequence-
free policy. Fans from all over furiously 
shared the status, demanding the culprit 
turn themselves in. 

Close, but no cigar
But despite widespread anger all over 
Reykjavík, the thief stayed silent, pre-
sumably keeping the booty as a keep-
sake in their shitty underground studio. 
Freddi started a silent manhunt, infil-
trating groups they suspected but no 
one talked. Barrels were thrown. Lives 
were lost—not real ones, just in the video 
games that patrons played while crying. 
 Sunna Shabnam Halldórudóttir, the 
manager of Freddi, gave this statement 

to the Grapevine. “Besides sending out 
the word and doing a post there was very 
little I could do,” she says. “It's not like the 
Stjórnarráð or the cops were going to let 
me access the cameras around. I mean 
the first time a sign was stolen from us it 
was Reykjavík City at the behest of more 
‘upscale’ shops because our sign wasn't 
up to ‘their standards’.” Shots fired. 
 So if you’re at an afterparty and you 
see our friend Donkey Kong chilling next 
to a bong, punch whoever lives there, 
grab the sign, and steal all their money. 
That said, we assume the sign will resur-
face in a few years when the perpetrator 
gets to their direct amends step of their 
inevitable AA experience.    

CITY SHOT  by Art Bicnick 

WAR OF THE NERDS 

 Bowzer’s Final 
Revenge

Isabella Stewart Gardner has nothing on Freddi

Words:  
Hannah Jane 

Cohen

Photo: 
Art Bicnick

Come back to us Donkey Kong...

Close, sesame!

WELL, YOU ASKED

Here Goes...
Gay stuff and deaf stuff 

and existential stuff 
Words: Juliana Iluminata Wilczynski 

 
Where is the best place to be flamboy-
antly gay in Reykjavík?
You can, of course, be flamboyantly gay 
anywhere in Reykjavík. But there are two 
particularly perfect spots. The first is 
Kíkí Bar, which is the only queer night-
club in town. Grapevine voted it as the 
best bar to dance at in 2016, and they’re 
guaranteed to play a song that you 'll 
know every lyric to. Kíkí is where Iceland-
ers feel comfortable releasing all of their 
inhibitions. Another option is just to go 
to a Páll Óskar concert. Don’t forget your 
sequin booty shorts. 

Is there an Iceland deaf club or society?  
There is a tour company called Deaf Ice-
land Tours that provides tours in sign 
language, with guides and the bus driv-
ers fluent in sign language. The Icelandic 
Association of the Deaf was founded in 
1960, and hosts a regular Deaf Club. The 
Association and Deaf Club are located in 
downtown Reykjavík at Þverholt 14 and 
they are open from 9:00 to 16:00, and host 
a social coffee get together on Fridays 
from 14:00 - 16:00. 

Does Iceland exist?
To be honest, I’m not even sure myself. 
Keflavík just looks like a spaceship, and 
everytime I land in Iceland, I’m convinced 
that the Flybus is just a way for the gov-
ernment to place us into the Icelandic 
Matrix. Right now, I’m probably in Green-
land, in a cryogenic chamber, but really 
I’m in the Matrix. If you see some kind of 
elf peeking out from behind a lava rock, 
or a troll reading a newspaper on Strætó, 
don’t be alarmed, it just means that all of 
the bitcoin mining is causing the servers 
to malfunction.
 
Send your unsolvable (UNTIL NOW) 
problems to editor@grapevine.is



Book your adventure at
InsideTheVolcano.com

One of twenty places
in the world you must see

before you die.
- CNN -

No words can
properly describe the awe

in this experience!
- Trip advisor review -

The world feels a little
more remarkable having seen

the inside of its machinery.
- Financial Times -

Descend 120 meters into a volcano
that erupted 4.000 years ago
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Glacier Walks  
& Ice Caves

Call sales office from 08:00 - 20:00  
or book online. Kayaking by the Glacier

NEW TOUR

WWW.RSS.IS  •  +354 497 5000  •  INFO@RSS.IS
USB CHARGING 
IN EVERY SEAT

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

OPEN 24
HOURS A DAY

PERSONAL
HOST

BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW - AVALABLE ASSISTANCE 24/7
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LAST WORDS 

The Marvelous 
And The 

Mundane
Words: Sverrir Norland 

Photos: Davíð Þorsteinsson 

One recent morning, as I was walking my 
daughter to daycare, I had, as you do, a fierce 
philosophical debate with myself about why 
I don’t listen to music anymore. (In two dif-
ferent voices, of course.) While my daughter 
was trying to shatter my glasses by throw-
ing them as hard as she could on the trash-
ridden sidewalk—this was taking place in 
New York—I reached the conclusion that my 
current relationship with music has much 
to do with how I generally view the world. 
I seem to divide stuff into two categories: 
the mundane (almost everything), and the 
marvellous (what makes life so wonderful). 
So, as a hopeless—or, rather, hopeful—ro-
mantic, I’m always seeking out the magical. 
Nice phrases in books, a smart person to 
talk to, a new flavour in my food. Something 
rare, something marvellous.
 When things become ubiquitous, how-
ever, thanks to capitalism, they sort of lose 
that magical spark. They become available 
to us everywhere, in diluted form, which, 
in the case of music, means carrying it all 
in your pocket at all times. All the albums 
ever recorded are there—except they’re not 
really albums anymore. They’re just sounds.
And, since it’s always there—something you 
simply switch on like the heat in your apart-
ment—you can always listen to it … later. It’s 
not marvellous, not something to seek out. 
It’s mundane.
 And the poet in me wants serendipity. 
Magical scarcity. Struggle. A physical trip to 
the record store. A happy find in a friend’s 
place: an old record on the shelves. I admit 
this; this is who I am. 
 A lot of people seem to be listening to 
music all the time these days: as they com-
mute, work, exercise, party, have sex, fall 
asleep … I, however, conduct my life in total 
silence. This text—I didn’t listen to any-
thing as I wrote it, except the steady breath-
ing of my sleeping daughter next to me. And 
then there’s the glittering melody of sun-
light outside my window; I guess I listened 
to that, too.  




